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Ab stra ct
As an academic, a scholar and a thinker Patrick Geddes 
worked in a wide and diverse range of intellectual fields. 
He was active in biology and botany, geography, s^ciolOgy, 
what came to be cal led town planning, history and the theory 
and practice of the social sciences. As a man of practical 
affairs and action he was a patron of art and architecture, 
rescuer of the Old Town in Edinburgh, founder and funder of 
the Edinburgh Summer School and a College in M^otppllier. 
As wee l as Edinburgh he was acltive in London, Paris, Dublin, 
America, India, Jerusalem and Hoo^enier. ■
This protean di'divers has sadld f or the two responses from 
interpreters of f i's s or! ThT ei fir twa to st^ss the town 
planning coi-monont at the expense of the rest. He has been 
monooelised by the town planners chiefly through the 
influence of Lewis Mumford and to a lesser extent Patrick 
Abercrombie and Frank Meers. The second was to explain his 
polymathic diversity as the work of an extraordinary 
personalty: such studies have been biographical with a 
tendency to flattery.
This thesis sesks to nneetandod attriok Geddes as rt rt of 
the cultural ana h nyt^lece ct 1 hifi oo ScoH^d . The
origins of his town planning work is examined as part of
the particular tradifions and history of Edinburgh just as 
his regional planning analyses are seen as part of the
tr^aditH^n of resistance to the cultural dominntion of 
London, the impprial merojpc^lis. The role of the Outlook 
Toeer is interpreted as a component of his general theory of 
pedagogy es^^<^i^lly as his concept of the museum relates to 
this theory. The analyses of his attempt to create a
Scootish Renaissance help explain the weakness of his more 
general sociological and ecological theories.
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Int roduct ion
Since his death in 1932 Patrick Geddes has been 
principally claimed by the town planners. The formal 
incorporation of town planning as an instrument of the 
state, most compprhensively at the intitiative of the. 
Labour Government after the Second World Wr, has seen 
the rest respective conntruction of pedigrees reading 
back town planning to the precursors and pioneers of 
its ultimate success. Patrick Geddes has been
claimed as one of the early prophets and founding 
fat hers.
Simultaneously with the emergence of town planning as 
a function of state policy was the
institutionalisation of town planning as a profession 
on the British moddl. It is seef-evident that much 
if not the largest part of P.G.'s life's work was 
extrinsic to the post-World War II professional 
ideology of British town planning. These ideas and 
activities of P.G. have been explained away as the 
marginaaia of an irrepressible genius, or, at least, a 
most energetic polymath, who had many groping 
experiments, false starts, wrong turnings and dead 
ends before he found the high road that within a
1.
generation was to lead the triumph of town planning. 
Town planning ideology has been a classical Wig 
interpretation of its own history which it has seen as 
inevitable unfolding of progress, fundamenttlly 
unquestioned un til the Thatcher government.
The polymath explanation of P.G. as a wayward genius 
striking out in many directions unntil he found the way 
of truth and helped establish the foundations of 
modern British town planning has only been able to 
integrate P.G.'s non-town planning thought and action 
with official ideology by one mee hod d ogical device - 
the biography. Al major studies of Geddes have been 
the evooution of a personAity.
The biographical approach has been a dead hand on 
Geddes studies. It has been*a tendency to unccitical 
hagiography and hero worship and has unhelpfu1ly taken 
Geddes at face value. In fact this has been counter 
productive to Geddes' esteem: he is more interesting
than mere tired assertion has led us to beeieve. In 
Geddesian studies and the literature on him we must 
follow D.H. Lawrence's precept on the novel: don't
trust the writer trust the tale.
2.
Of course the polymath claim has a basis in fact. 
P.G. was a founder of British town planning, a founder
of the Sociological Society and a maaor influence on 
the development of British geography. Yet much of 
his simplttsnout presence in these different 
professional fields can be accounted for by his rare 
genius in drawing to him an amannensis and faithful, 
acolyte in each one of the particular professions. 
Arthur Thomson, holder of the Chair of Natural History 
at the University of Aberdeen, was Geddes' life-long 
collaborator in biology. V.V. Branford founded the 
Sociological Society with Geedes, was its first 
Secretary and provided much of its cash, and worked 
closely with Geddes from his years as a student* at 
Edinburgh until his death two years before Geddes. 
A.J. HHrbert son, a student and research assistant of 
Geddes, was one of the most influential forces in 
British Geography as head of the department at the 
Un nve rsity of Oxford after Ha a ford Mcki nder. Frank 
Mears in Edinburgh and Lewis Muuford in New York were 
the developers and continuators of Geddes' town 
planning work.
Much of being a follower of Geddes meant being a true 
believer. It is not surprising that many sons of the 
manse who were unable to mainttis their faith
sheltnred under his wing. Such were Arthur Thomson
and Alexander Ftrqeaarsos, who took over the 
Soc ological Society fr om Victor Branford. Others
3.
were young men in search of some morally binding 
address. T.R.R. Marr who went on to become warden to 
the University Settlement in Maachhsser; Edward
McGegan who left Edinnbrgh or r he e Guiid oo St. 
George in Birmingham and Cecil Reddie who founded 
Abbotsholme School, come to mind immeeiaaely, but the 
discipleship nurtured at Geddes' Urn'versity Hall on 
Cast^t ehill could be muitiplaed many times. In a
Weebrian sense Geddes was a chciris^^itic leader. His 
was a prophetic authority, despite his grounding in 
nineteenth century positivism. His argumer^n.a'tion was 
that of asserting the true word: its c^Vtural purpose 
of incorporating its hearers into the coemeuity of
true be^eve^. Lewis Mumfond tnitis tes his
correspondence with Geddes as his 'Dear Maaser'. He 
found h^sse f 'almost unmanned' in being grabbed by 
the shc^de^ as being the very image of 'my own dear 
laddie', Alisdair, who was killed in the First World 
War. In a short play he wro;e in the 1920's was put 
into the mouth of Geddes' housekeeper the tellng 
Presbyterian invocation that coming to Geddes should 
be as a Catholic comes to grief: with open arms and 
an open heart. It was not till 1966 in dncuur^Ceo 
Maagzicw that Mimmord wa a to give Mice to his 
‘Disciple's Reeylliuc', relating how ancomeatible he 
found the demands of true bee ief enforced in any 
col layorative relationship with Geddes.
4.
As the most convenient collaborators Geddes roped all 
his family into his penurious barque for any adventure 
that took his fancy on the cultural high seas. There 
is a revealing feminist history to be written of the 
role Geddes' wife Anna played in her husband's life- 
work. No mti;er how mny times P.G. burned his 
bridges, J. Arthur Thomson was to write to the Geddes' t ' 
children after her death, she was always at his side 
steadfastly loyal and undaunted. Of the frustration 
of working with Geddes it- has been suggested that his 
son-in-law, the architect and town planner, Frank 
Mears' long professional collaboration can only be 
explained by his legendary taciturnity. In a
connersation with Mears it was said, the interlocutor 
was virtually engaged in a mondogue! His son 
Alisdair could barely restrain the tears of 
frustrat i on when, having just completed the hanging of 
his father's Civics Exhibition at Ghent in 1913 
according to the original ppan, his father bounced off 
the train with a new idea for complete rehanging of 
the exhibition the night before the opening. Perhaps 
the maoa! , howeeer, is to the advantage of Geddes pe 
re : the ex h ib ition won the gold mdal .
Geddes the polymath certainly then, given the
quaaification of his charming and inveighling a whole 
congress of followers, collaborators and amanuenses as 
intelle ct ual plen ipote nniaries. We may say of
5
endeavours are as the form of correct address to the 
poet:, Grieve or , n n Norman Mcccay's
elucidation: in a dialogue with Chris you talk with a 
whole committee. It is in the nature of the Geddes' 
circle, the social context of his work, the historical 
genesis of his ideas, that this dissertation sets its 
face against the biographical orthodoxy. Among the \ 
diversity of his many activities and ideas a unity is 
sought not as the history of a personnaity, but as a 
Scot at a particular time and place. The increasing 
anguish in Geddes' time oO SScOtish cEntural idennity, 
the role of the ScoOtish Universtty and intellectuals 
in this and the changing circumstances of the -emerging’ 
modern state and city provide the context within wh.i’ch 
Geddes' ideas ara Io be i inter peised and explained. A
department of cooi'sh s h ^^01^ aan the Un^ers'ity of 
St. Andrews are fit and proper starting poOnts.
6
Chapter 1
Pat ri ck Geddes 1n Edinburgh
In 1886 Pptrick Geddes moved with his newly married 
wife and his housekeeper to an apartment at 6 James 
Court, a tenement in a close off the High Street of
Old Edinburgh. The journey as the crow flies from 
Geddes' batchelor rooms at 81a Princes Street to his 
new apartment high on the ridge of the Old Town was a 
mere three or four hundred yards. An enormous social 
gap belied the geographical distance. From the
"draughty parallelogaams" (Robert Louis Stevenson) of 
Craig's New Town to the crowded tenements of the Old 
Town perched on "the saw-backed graph of a fever 
chart" (Hugh MacDiarmid) the gulf between the better- 
off and woose-off classes was all the more dramafic in 
contrast since the intimate juxtaposition of 
architectural and social differ'ences was viewed 
without interruption across the open panorama of the 
valley of the Princes Street GGrdens. It was a zany 
contradiction that appealed to Stevenson:-
'From their smoky beehives, ten storeys high, the 
unwashed look down upon the open squares and 
gardens of the weeKI'iy; and gay people sunning 
themselves along Princes Street, with its mle of 
commeecial palaces all b-flaoo-d upon some great 
occasion, see, across a gardened valley set with 
statues, where the washings of the old town flutter 
in the breeze at its high windows'. (1)
7.
* jm'
What Stevenson wts happy to observe, Geddes was 
passionate to reform. Frank Deas, one of the friends 
in the snail reformist circles Geddes frequented, 
gives evidence of Geddes' idealistic pursuit of the 
co-operation between social classes which he sought by 
moving to James Court. .
'Here is what you want to do as I understand
it... !
Deas wrote (2) back to Geddes in response to the
latter's request for advice:-
'..yyou want to rent 3 or 4 flats pretty high up in 
the houses on the East of the Free Church College.
You want to live there yourself and expect to get 
some other people ... to do the same and bring
their friends ...
In a little while you hope to have working people - 
families - and generally anyone who will come and 
so occupy the whole quadrangle and be a regular 
c omim nity.
Now all of it is quite a natural outcome of your 
enthusiasm and kindness of heart. An organised 
comi-mni'ty’ The "organisation" appeals to your
head and your force, the. "cvamauity", to your 
instincts of brotherhood' .
8.
Geddes was not to heed his friend's advice and Deas 
accurately prophesied how Geddes' lifelong passionate 
impulse to practical action would shackle his
intellectual endeevours:-
'...you will be the victim of depredations on your 
t ime which are worse than pocket pickings - whose, 
room will be full of men when he does not want 
them? - yours. Whose brain will be stimulated 
on all likely and unlikely sutbects till quuet 
work is imp oo s i ble? - yours. Wose biology and 
sociology will go to the devil? - yours.
...I am as earnest as can be in wishing you for 
two or three years at least to give up practical 
organisation whether castle-building in the air or 
on the Mound. If you must be "high-upper" than
you are by all mans take a flat on the 15th 
storey (sic) of the highest house in town on the 
Mound or elsewhere; in ★Shoot's Obssrvatory if 
you like, or the castle if they will let you in 
but do leave resident seminars alone ...'
University Settlements
Organising a communnty of working men around a 
quadrangle with middle class reformers locates an 
obvious pedigree for Geddes' ideas _ in the Toynbee' 
Hall settlement of Canon Barnett in the East End of 
London. (3) .
*An unconsc i ously accurate prophecy of Deas this 
time, for Geddes purchased Short's Oj^^r'r^^tLory in 
1892 to make his famous Outlook Tower.
g
Founded 18 months before Geddes' arrival at James
Co rt, Toynbee HhII was organised on the model of an 
Oxford College 'centrally poised between two worlds' 
of the crowded tenements of Whitechapel and the 
'prosperous new suburbs of Hackney and Isl i n gton:-
' It was to bridge the guuf between the two worlds 
that the founders of Toynbee HhII thought of 
establishing a settlement, as a place where 
professional men could live among the poor - not as 
missionaries but as neighbours and friends'. (4)
Howeeer we must be careful not to conflate the two, 
for there was much that was idiosyncratic in Geddes'
social settlement both in its development and
origins.
There was an undoubtedly influential prototype nearer 
to hand that paraal-l-d or even pre-dated the founding 
of Toynbee HaH. We! l Court was a model development 
of working class housing built in the Dean Vill a ge in 
Edinburgh by John Ritchie Findlay* the proprietor of
*I can find no evidence of Geddes having personal 
connections with Findlay, although Findlay has the 
perfect profile of an ideal Geddes patron, a social 
relationship Geddes assiduously cu utivated. Born in 
Arbroath in 1824 and long resident in Edinburgh's New 
Town, many of Findlay's public ittereete were near to 
Geddes' heaaC: his social service as a director of
the Sick Chiidc-t'e Hossital and th- So^ety foc 
Improving the C^r^t^i:ione of th- Poor; his services to 
Art as a Board Memmec of the School of Art, the School 
of Appp ied Art and the National GGHecy; and 
supremely his service to museums, as -xemeiif■i-d in 
his g-nerous gift of £62,000 to build a n-w National 
PooCrait Gaalecy and Mu s-um for the Society of 
Anniquaries. It is probable that his patronage was
we! l past its peak when Geddes became active in 
Edinburgh. Findlay died in 1898.
Source: The Scotsman, October 17"th, 1898
The Scotsman and completed in October 1884 Designed
around a courtyard with a gatehouse entrance and a 
picturesque clock tower containing a house and office 
for the resident factor on t he guod nd flo or d nd a 
comnipnity reading and recreation room on the upper 
floor, Weil Court was a perfect example (still 
compleeely unscathed) oo the col 1 egiath housi'gh mpoel . \
t
It was of s^u^icient run/eUy ffo Findldy to oh eaaled 
to give evidence before the Royal Commissioners who 
reported in 1885 on the housing of the working classes 
so that gren lfonpmont of Victorian social 
invest igation.
Bi ult for ‘the superior class of workmen', not for 
social fraternising wiith the protessloaa h middle 
classes Findlay could detail for the Commi ssi* oners the
1X1!^^^ standards
fadl ities:-
of its space and sa n i ta ry
'The accommiodai on varies; the h o us e s a re of
various sisisi opt e avt e a 1 iivr^ n room with two
bedrooms, others a living room with a single
bedroom, and so of the iogtoh goune s avee
separate scul^toits with washtubs and sink, the 
simaler ones have sinks only; every house has a 
separate water h Idee; thee are peinOee, papered; 
fitted with grates, gas fii^iLn^gs, and the drains
11.
and sanitary arrangements are of the most commlefe 
description; they have been inspected and approved
by the engineer and inspector of the Ssnntary 
As soojat ion' . (5)
Whhaever acquaintanceship Geddes had with Findlay 
there can be no doubt about the conninuity in style 
and the pervading influence in design and conceetion 
of We l Court on Ramsay Grden. Geddes' greatest 
architectural achievement in Edinburgh. Although the 
steep slope of the site and the restrictions of ppot 
ownnrship constrained the development of a fully 
enclosed courtyard at Ramsay Garden, Geddes did intend 
to bu-il d a towered gatehouse across the Ramsay Lane 
but it was never realised. (6) A final and
comuedling indication of the influence the Wee l Court 
model had on Geddes is evidenced by the fact that it 
was to Findlay's architect, Sydney Mitchell, that 
Geddes turned to design some two-thirds of the Ramsay 
Garden comulex and ma ny of Geddes1 improvements in the
Lawnn^m ak ee •
The ultimate source of the Toynbee HhI l idea is 
directly traceable to the work of John Rusk in, albeit 
through the intermediary influence of Octavia Hill. 
Geddes' settlement in the Old Town derived its
immudiate stimulus from Octavia Hill but he drew his 
inspiration- more directly from the great Victorian 
prophet:, with whom he had personal conitact.
12.
Ruskin provided the intellectual basis for Geddes* 
critique of the economic orthodoxy of the day, which 
Geddes developed in three essays written between 1880
and 1885:-
Tht Ca^^ifrcer^(^o of Statistics;
An Ounrron of the Principles of Econooics; and 
John Ruskin : Economist
In a letter to Ruskin in October 1882 Geddes refers
to the Classificerion of Statistics he sent him. thn
year prev iousl y:-
*...which contained, so far as it went, economic 
erfefsitions coinciding with those held by you, 
and conn rad icti ng those of the orthodox echool'.
He went on:-
'I hope soon to publish the min paper - An 
OoHim of the Principles of Econooics, in which 
thn eunjecr will be tr'eattd in a fuller and more 
comprehensive waa...'.'
and finally mentioned what was to become thn Ru sk i n
essay:-
'I am also well on with an - expQgition - defensive
and offensive of yours'. (7)
13.
Figure 1 : Entrance to James Court.
Source: Royal Commission on the Ancient
Historical Monuments of S<cot:land.
Figure 2: Entrance to Riddles Coort.
Sou rce: R.C.A. H.M.S.
Figure 3: Toynb ee Ha 11 .
Source: Toynbee Hal l Library.
Figure 4: Well Court, Dean Village.
Source: Author.
Figure 5: WeTl Court, Dean Village. -
S ou rce : Au it hor.
Figure 6: Goose Pie House, Ramsay Garden.
Sou rce: Alan J ohnson
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Market economics for Geddes could not account for real 
social needs as opposed to the fictions of exchange 
and their calculus of the artificial. This he saw as
the heart of the housing problem:-
'The current change in economic thinking, from 
academic Theory and working class struggle for 
monetary wages, to the observation and improvement 
of real wages, centres ess e nnially upon this 
housing question. The "Family Budget" is again 
being seen to be essenniall to the Theory as to the 
practice of economics, and this word begins to 
express its ancient meaning, the order of the
h ome .
The "Fa m ily Budget" , to investigate which is the
l a st great advance in economics, mins the actual
quannity and quaaity of home space, of clothing and 
feeding, of warming and lighting, of education and 
reading, of civilisn'ng or debasing pleasure...' 
( 8)
Besides the inspiration of his writings, Ruskin was 
also a direct practical example for Geddes. 
Reversing the order in which Geddes developed the 
Lawnnaaret, fir'st with a social settlement and 
secondly with a museum (The Outlook Towwr), Ruskin 
started a simal museum at Waakley outside of Sheffield
14.
which was:-
‘ar'r^nged first for workers in iron, and extended 
to illustration of the natural history of the 
neighbour hood of Sheffield, and more es^^e^ii^lly of 
the geology and flora of De rby s hi ire' . (9)
At the enthusiastic request of local workmen who 
flocked to hear him, Ruskin went to advance some ' 
£2,000 of capital to establish a co-ope r at ive venture 
on a small thir^t^^^n acre estate, which became known as 
St. George's Farm. The workmen were to spend their 
t-ime in useful labour and to raise the standards of
craftsmanship, in this case, as bootmmkers. Geddes 
was suitably impressed by these practical experiments 
of Rusk in's and ^^^nttions them with enthusiasm in his 
essay on Rusk in's economics.
The Edinburgh Social Union
'Mr. Geddes intimated', runs the minutes of the 
inaugural mmeting held at 81a Princes Street on 6th 
January 1885,
'that a sodety to which it was’ proposed to give 
the name the Edinburgh Social Union had been 
projected by a few fr i e nds, five of whom had 
assumed provisional power as office-bearers and had 
formed an interim committef. The proposed end wa s 
an organised co-operation with existing agencies
15.
for the commonweal , and the establishment of such 
new agencies as might be necessary - insofar as
both were found to be in accordance with s^ier^tific
economics. Their immodiate aim was to raise the
standard of comfort of the poor by laying more 
stress on the value of beauty and order in the 
surroundings of life. They intended to begin by ' 
decorating public ha! ls and other places, 
especia^y where the poorer classes mmet; by 
encouraging window gardening, especial ly among 
children ... by providing entertainments; and in 
other ways in lines corresponding to those of the 
Kyrle So^eties, but with such wider action as that 
embraced by the Nott-ingham Social Gu i ld ...' 
(10)
Geddes was elected to the executive which was to
resolve at its meeting two days later:-
‘That the housing of the poor on Miss Octavia
Hill's system should be at once added as the main
project of the So^ety'. (11) . -
Geddes was the guiding hand of the soccety in its
first year being elected to represent the Union at a
Conference in London on the 28th January to read a
paper on ‘ raising the standard of commoTt of the
poor'. He was a mommer of the decoration committee
16
and he offered a course of lectures on economic 
doctrines devoting the proceeds after expenses to the 
S o c cie c y' s funds.
By the end of the first year the Annual Report related 
that the Union was to manage two properties in the 
historic part of the Old Town, acquired by two of its \
mem bers.
‘The distinctive features of Miss Octavia Hill's 
system '
the Report went on
'which is being apppied to this property by a staff 
of workers under the direction of a lady trained by 
her, may be shortly indicated as follows:-
(1) Payment of rent is strictly enforced, by which
means a more regular return is obtained on capital 
invested, and the injustice is avoided of ma Icing 
the thrifty for the thriftless.
(2) The surplus of rent, beyond what is needed for 
working expenses and to pay 5 per cent intenst on
the capp-ta'l, is whc^ly fxp'fedfg on improving ' tth-e 
property, and this forms an inducement for '?-t;Cf 
occupants to
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(3) Such improvements are carried out graduaHy as 
they come to be appreciated; and the tenants 
themselves are, as far as posssble, ei^^yed in the
work,
(4) The rents are collected weekly by ladies, who 
undertake this task as a mans of gaining influence ' 
among the tenants, and helping them with their 
counsel and syr^mpa-hy.
(5) The principle is maantained throughout of 
bettering the condition of the ppor, not by 
lowering thhir rent (whicic wouod mmefrey tend to 
depress the rate of wages), but by giving them 
greater value for their money, and thus accustoming 
them to a higher standard of con^mc^rr:‘. (12)
Besides its firm paternaaistic initiative in housing 
the Union was active in giving m)ral uppift and what 
it called entertainment for the poor. There were 
Magic Lantern Exhlb I'tims, recitatioas and music in 
haaf a dozen different places n and around the Old 
Town including the Grassmmrket. A Christmas Tree
fntfttai nment was put on for over 280 poor children. 
Decorations were comaietfd in various public haa ls and 
rooms, such aa_ thh R'oobetson Memorial Hall in the 
Grassmarket and Cour^'t Children1 s Shelter and some
haK dozen other locations. More subssaonial work
18.
was in proofe's at thh S ick 0^14^5 Hospital, the 
Cathedral Mission Hall, Water f f Lethh, and he e Royal
Infi ma ry. Art classes -wood carving twice a week
and brass beating once a week - had commenced and over
2,700 plants had been sold at wholesale prices,
courtesy of
gardens.
the School Boa rd for children's wind ow
The work of the Social Union was dear to Geddes'
heart. He was to develop similar work and interests 
throughout the High Street and later at The Outlook 
Tower. Many of the active workers in the Union were 
to be close friends and professional collaborators 
with Geddes for life. Yet very.‘Soon and without any 
explanation which is in the minutes or any private 
correspondence, Geddes left the Social Union and went 
his own way. Lord Provost Whitson, who as Thomas 
Whitson, was Geddes' acconnan't, alludes to this in a 
letter to Edward McGegan the Secretary of The Outlook 
Tow^r, on September 27th 1933:-
‘He had left the Social Union by the time I knew 
him. de med oe aae 'e wa e ikee hee kclnoolOoe who 
rang the bell ade aa n wway ad d e e certainly got 
blamed by the Social Union .:e.oprd for leaving them
.. in the IuocS after .sttotingy|iSd . nogaaisat ion and 
....giving them the ' tndas,. (13) M ‘
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Geddes had rer^^r^^ee to de dominant Ruskim’nn
influence, it seems. His interests in the Old Town 
were now to become educational and University reform, 
the housing of students, the development of
intellectual cultuue - ft ar^l, , archit ed iiee,
literature, science: the rfbuilding of Scotlands*
capital once again. \
The Condgtcoe of the Old Town
Most of Geddes’ environmental and social improvements 
were con ce unrated around the Lawnm-aret, which lay at 
the heart of the St. Giles Wrd, the most unheaKhy 
and probbem-infested quarter of the city. When the 
New Town was built the Old Town was evacuated by the 
better-off classes and the rf--ieieg tenements, 
without a peer for loftnness in the wiooe of Britain, 
were "made down" as the contemporary parlance had it, 
or sub-divided to accommoddtf ever-higher
coecenerati ons of the poor. Over one-third of the
popuiation was Irish: a ctnOef-ooa^y synonym for
wretched poverty, and destitution. - ..
Three years after Geddes moved to James Court, in the 
tfn1irf of St. Giles Wrd, a detailed hou se-to-house 
survey by the Burgh Engineer's' . •nfTitf set forth (14) 
the sober statistical iodccey of the deprivation in 
the neighbourhood. Io the ward there was a total
20.
estimated population of 24,150, or one-eleve nth of 
that of the whole city occupying an area of 211 acres 
or one twenty-eighth of the thir^^c^^n wards into which 
the city is divided. 'Strangeey,1 the Report
cnmmafned, the area included:-
‘the East and West Princes Street Gardens 36.7
acres in extent, and although these gardens are 
available for all classes, it is well known that 
the poor inhabiting St. Giles appear to think that
they have no right to be there'.
The average density of the area was 114.5 persons per 
acre as opposed to the city-wide average of 45 persons 
per acre. In the Cowwate there was the unbblievable 
maximum density of 900 persons per acre. The death 
rate in 1888 was more than a third higher than in the
rest of the city and one-third of the total Pooice
Offences and Crimes for Edinburgh in the Returns to
the Chief Crn^^itable were colamat'ted in St. Giles. 
The following tables give details of s^i^'itar^y 
conditions and -overcrowding in the Wa'rd.
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Particulars 'as to 'the Sanitary Cond ition of the
DWn~Hng-HQ>u"ses in ~St. ' Gl'le's1' ' W~rd, '' asTs'certa'ited by
a Hooue-to-House Inspection - August 1889. ....
TABLE I.
NUMBER APARTMENTS RENTAL OCCUPANTS
Of Hses 
Inspected
No. of 
One
No. of 
Two
No. of 
Three 
or More
No. 
at 
£5 
a nd 
Under
No. 
n ot 
exc. 
£10 
a nd 
Over 
£5
No.
ex ceed 
£10
Addl t s,
\ '
'Ch’d rn
4454
*
1790 1430 1234 1336 1924 1194 15370 2941
18:m
*These totals are under the Return given by the Burgh Assessor in 
respect that Hooels and Lodging-Houses, etc, are not included. 
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TABLE III
Of the above number of Houses there are 375 which are
overcrowded. Particulars as to the cubic capacity and
condition of these are as follows:-
Cubic Capacity aer 
Head of Occuaants
In Good
O rde r
In Sight 
Di srepa ir
In Serious 
Disreaa ir
Uni nhab - 
itable
Total
Cub.Ft. Cuu.Ft.
300 & above 280 20 59 18 8 ' 105
279 " " 260 16 42 9 5 72
259 " " 240 16 43 6 4 69
239 " " 220 18 26 5 0 49
219 " " 200 5 20 6 4 35
199 " " 180 7 14 3 3 27
179 & under. 1 10 3 4 18
T otals 83 214 50 28 375
Note: Twenty of the One-roomed Houses in the above Tables 
are under the binimub standard of 700 cubic feet, as 
required by the Act.
Source : Report on the Sanitary ConCHtion of Saint Giles’ 
Wrd, as ascertained by a recent Hou se-t o-Hou se Survey, 
Burgh Engineers’ Office.
Housing Reform in Old Edinburgh
.As regards housing you have had aersonal exaerience?’
Geddes was asked before a commi'ttee investigating the - - •- 
aapaHing ’ housing aroblems of the’ working' class in Dubbin . -■
In 1913. He was able to state that his quaaifications *
as an exaert witness were based on:-
‘ study and aractical efforts during the a^st thirty Jjc, L. 
years towards the improvement of di! apadat-ed’anch’ 
deteriorated aortions of Old Ed inbb ug g...’ :................-r, •
and that, advisedly, since
'The problem of improving a ruinous old city is 
very well illustrated in Old Edinburgh'. (16)
As we shall see Geddes' interest in Old Edinburgh was
not really the problem the Dublin committee was
seeking to solve: the housing of the working classes.
Rather it was the housing problem of the working \ 
1
classes that became the condition of the solution he 
in fact pursued: the cultural renewal of historic
Ed i n b ur gh.
For as the Burgh Ennineer's Report on the Sanitary 
C^r^c^i'ition of St. Giles Wrd showed in 1889, the James
Court address to which Geddes had moved in 1886 was in
a wa rd:-
' largely identical with that of the Ancient 
Royal Burgh of Edinburgh' which
. • •• \ r
/OiW'
The
wa s
'must of necessity continue to be the very heart of 
Edinburgh, containing as it does the Mu n n cipal 
Headduaaters, Law Courts etc. It will always be 
intensely interesting to visitors from all lands, 
on account of its historical antiquities, its 
haunts and dwee lings of xelebrifees ;r:<6f bygone 
days...' _ ^7'...’./;'^,^ . --
.. .%./ . « • ’ ' •
’ •/; r < • • • • • - ' ' •
Reppot's concinsions expressed an aim that Geddes. 
avidly to pursue:-
24.
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‘Antiquarians and Historians are naturally and 
justly jealous of the march of Modern Sanitary 
Improvements, and it woold nnooubeddly be a great 
loss to deprive the Royal Old Toon of Edinburgh of 
its many ancient features of interest in the 
subbtitution of common-place blocks of modern 
tenement s‘. (17)
f
The housing problem that provided the op p o rtun i ty for
Geddesian improvement was accno-ecn for by the
uniquely high scale of the ec-eoc-e constructions and
the proletarianization of the old quarters after the
middle class moved to the New Tow-. The urba- form
of the medieval city left
‘... Edinbu rgh as it was when turrna-ncn by it s
Aricic-t City Walls erected under the Floddc- scare
nearly 400 years ago, with its dwoeiings de-tely
completed together in the immodiate neighbourhood 
and under the pproeccii^n oo the Ce sCe^1.
The limited area within these walls, the. necessity of 
mutual protection and defence, and the danger of 
extending the city outside its artifi c i al barriers 
during these more lawless times, were the origin of 
the extremely narrow "cdotcs andCwynds", and .the high 
towering "lands" of houses of side in close
proximity to each other.
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’... as the City stretched itself beyond its 
ancient barriers the better classes gradua^y 
withdrew towards the ever-extending suburbs, and as 
time wore on the large mansions of former times 
were largely divided up into single-coom d^wHings
until St. Giles Ward has now become the centre of 
slums of Edinburgh, and furnishes examples of some
t
of the most obnoxious features of Edinburgh "slum" 
life. (18)
Ten years after he had arrived in the Old Town, Geddes 
had had a hand in improvements in over thirty-six 
tenements and closes in the High Street. On a saaary 
of only two hundred pounds a year as a p^rt-ttwe 
professor at Urnversity Coolege Dundee he had acquired 
so much property that his friends and coolaborators 
formed the Town and Gown Association in 1896 to take
the minageraent and financial burden off his hands. 
The inaugural Prospectus of the Town and Gown 
A ss o c ca tio n gives a certificated inventory of assets 
and property of the impressive improvement emppre that- 
Geddes -transferred to the A azion:- * .
(1) The Residennial Houses, Student's HaHs,
Workmen ‘ s Dwel 1tdgs, Shops and Buil ding Sites:' 
belonging' to Professor Geddes. . -
........ ''..". .<;£4ly9O0 ' '
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(2) New properties arranged for settlement
............................................................. £ €>,155
(3) Furniture, Furnishings and other Effects
. . . . . . . . . . . . .............. ..  . . . . .£ 6,115
(4) Sums advanced by Professor Geddes for '
Educational Undertakiggs of University Hall,
to be secured by the Association and bearing 
interest at 1 per cent
................................. .. .........................£ 717
(5) Sum towards Reimbursement oo Professor Geddes 
for Capital outaays not represen£ed ia veove 
Vacation, but incurred pinar 1887 in founding 
and extending the undertakings now taken over
by the Assoc cation
........................................................................ £ 2,000
With his slim financial resources Geddes financed his
cons sderable urban renewal enterprise from two basic' ' 
outside - /hes fisst - whaS became known as '
Philanthropy at five per cent, (20) whereby weP 
intent‘ioned mi ddd e-class sympathisers provide capRal
/■^iO mode-st i^es^u rn- of sf i v e -.per ^0^0; ands the second,
;av;VhtoughpOhr mu’h•icipal ^authorities under/Ohe t.atovipionp .
A ; • ?■
-"^of 0he shew ?'fdpvsi ng '^'d# -Ft’Sie Working' Cle■pyey:¥AcO S (1890).
• r-
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ly speaking Geddes used the latter to acquire
property for demoiltio- and the former to develop a 
property for some spedfic enterprise that attracted 
him, though as Thomas Whitson, his accounta-t, said 
(27) when Geddes 'got bitten with the idea of buying 
property in the Old Royal Mile'
'Much of it he had a definite reason for. Much of
it he bought because somenne came along and 
persuaded him it was a barga^...'
In seeking the support of private capital Geddes 
unsqu^am i sdy continued Octavia Hill's Cardnosed 
realism. He plainly assured prospective inveseort in 
the Town and Gown Association that:-
'its unde rtakings are by no mans of a 
"philanthropic" or eleemmsynaty nature. Its
financial basis is simply to utilise and develop 
openings for Home Investments, which rest 
essentially upon good heritable security, and 
consequan-ly yield a m'oderate but adequate steady 
tceutn. The civic and academic aims of the Town 
and. Gown Assoiation are thus capable of a strict 
bu sitdts '' ' s-tatcmeetie?
A ?.
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Although Geddes himself was never to profit from his
own ventures - wherever he did tempprrrily, he soon 
sank his returns in new schemes im^eeic^itely - he could 
truthfully say to new investor's in Town and Gown that 
the improvements in the High Street 'have been 
hitherto carried out at the risks and charges of 
Professor Geddes alone1 , and that 'he has also acted 
to a considerable extent as an unpaid agent for other 
private investors*. (23) His approach can be
summed up by the advice he received in a letter from 
the sooicitor who did all his conveyancing, James
Ma cDonald :-
'You ask how you can make use of friendly offers in 
the furtherance of your schemes for the acquisition
of house property in Edinburgh and the turning of 
the same, thereafter, to better and more public 
spirited purposes than achieved by present owners, 
whilst, on the one hand, you safeguard your 
•friends' money; and on the other marntaie your
independence ... ■ you can hardly make a mistake by 
buying anywhere in 'your quarter of town, if you buy 
plenty and you buy in' blocks. (24)
The' '/second source of -finance'/^leddes was to exploit 
w/ith 4>his innovatory Ebusiness/' acumen 'was in the 
opportunities provided ‘.by the \ 1890 Housing of the
Wofk'i ng Classes Act. Under ■ the Part I of this Act.
29.
local authorities were obliged, on being satisfied by 
official representation of the unheeIthiness of an 
area, to pass a resolution declaring the existence of
an unhealthy area and to proceed to make a scheme for 
improvement. Section 12(3) of the Act empowered the 
local authority to:-
'engage with any body of trustees, society or 
person, to carry the whole or any part of such 
scheme into effect upon such terms as the local 
authority may think expeeient..(25)
The Edinburgh City Fathers established such an 
Improvement Scheme by resolution on 9th November 1892 
for ten unheaathy areas within their jurisdiction and 
Patrick Geddes was appointed as the intermediary on 
their behaK in area F, which was the Lawnmaaret.
The process of declaring and implementing Improvement 
Schemes was not always precise and often demanded 
p ragmat ic , improy i sat i on a.s ci rcumstances requi red-.- 
GeddeS had .no ' formal agreement with the town council 
to act as intermediary in Area G, centred on Riddles
,0 n t he .. ds o id etih . sfd e of the , LawnmarJeet
It-.V :> -» ■'? : eU
i «•> tfeVJ®
but .he
the role. ; He was allowed a broad■ effective^ t-
W, .ri.'? •’ J
g other) parties to ..... (
’ stead.He- was -happy, for example, to allow Lord , |
„ ‘ l '.Or „ ' '
city authorities?; .
-Usui
C o r, - ..... „
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Rosvbury to finance the restorati on of Lady Stairs
House or a certain Dr. Barbour to do the same in White
House Close in the Canongate or to enjoin the Church 
Commissioners to improve the facades along Bank Street 
on the Mound. However, the improvisation and ad-
hocery would often lead to misunderstanding. Geddes*
solicitor, John M^tDor^ald, felt constrained to call on ,
r
the authority of the Lord Provost ehen Will-jam 
Skinner, the Town Clerk, tried to avoid respc^nnsiii ity 
to the city for the payment of certain properties by 
Geddes. The strange legal and admiiistrative
ci rcuml oc<^^i^ns inherent in the Council engaging 
parties like Geddes to act for it were brought out in 
the Lord Provosts letter of instruction that 
MacDonald quoted to the Town Cerk:-
‘will you please give Mr. MacDo^ad', the letter 
ran,
'insruct i ons to purchase at once in the name of 
Professor Geddes but for the Town Council and . on^
' - therMrvsp■natsbslity of Conuaiilnr 'Mitchell' Thomson JVVlPp'y
.... ■
CotlnciSlor MacLarvn and ms^lf all the property in 
Law.nma-.rket both sides of which was shown on your .
Hi.,.,.. ... M
p,BM^SWv'Cttp’S.p.<aa■.'Vt^O^d.ay ' Band whi ch'&t he V/GOonci 1 resoTvvd
■
|s^giSsOMSi$^igtiv:'■. prov 1 -sMffOBSSMIOtt s Ofeh e
ty Ca bout' w&fi 'efCCoti n h "
h v '^oTd er'; for private 'puvcha'se>the <tw o geiit 1 em,eR®®tW'' -
«-'•*/'CM-'vh; iJwA'ri Vm* ‘ . / . . . ■. » . . ‘ . ' ,v
C r-.M " 
4*2* ■
■
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named are to share the responsibility with me. 
Professor Geddes hat; already agreed to act as our
intsnmrd';re.y, Mr. M. may threaten "The Housing of 
the Working Classes Act" should the vendors wish to
deal with the Town Council aad withdraw their 
offers to Professor Geddes'. (26)
t
Thomas Wintson suggests that of thh many properties 
Geddes acquired in thh Old Town the Gown component 
comprised the area from St. Gles Street to Ramsay 
Gardens, ttha se to say the Lawnmarnear The Town 
pa rt (although includ'lng a few hoi^ses in the 
nrwnrneaeet) was basically in the Canongate down to
Holy rood. His ma or effort centred
and the copy of h i s own map m r om
shows, in the areas col ou red red
restructuring of the area was t he
his hand. The tw o maps of the
Scheme illustrate how he used the
finance to open up closes by the d^merl•hiu^n of back­
court . infill. As he concluded in a report to . the .
City eyimprovemenh Committee on 9th February 1894
your clearances in the closes behind and ‘^it h r,k 
||||^ the i nrlgtea rket (it) ' wi 11^/fl' m.
.done' . in' the
. ......._ sJSB
• *•?**
' ■. -i ii—A . • if S';*.
IISHIf!IHPI
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The buildings surrounding what had become the narrow 
passageways into Wardrop's Court, Baxter's Close,
Lady ' s Close and Gladstone's Close were torn d own,
leaving the large open space still seen t oday.
Numbers 455 - 475 Lawnmarket, which ba ck ed1 onto
Wa rd rop 's Court were demolished a nd a new tenement
with workmen's houses and shops and a bake ry on the
g rou nd floor were re con st ru ct ed , paid for by one of
Geddes 1 students, William Wilson. S. He nbest Capper
was the architect. At one period part of this block 
was used as a women student's hall of residence known
as Crude! ius Hall.
In less than ten years Geddes had converted this area 
around the Lawnmarket into what was principally a 
student quarter. He describes (28) the history of 
this rapid and remarkable transformation at the 
beginning of the Town and Gown Association 
Prospectus:-
'Thus the beginnings of University Hall were made 
by renting and furnishing three small flats on the 
Mound, which were entered by only seven students on
1st May 1887; 
• the*, whole
jfe . a c c om m o d a t e d ,
••••
SS:;1 ast'-yea r as
yet demand soon justified taking in
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Bailie MacMorran's House, Riddle's Court, was next
purchased, restored, and opened in 1890 with only
three residents; yet continued demand justified 
the acquisition of Ramsay Lodge and Ramsay Garden
in the same year, while new buildings were begun at 
the Castle Esplanade in 1892. In Oay 1893, seven
houses and sets of chambers became occupied; one '
1
house receiving students as private boarders, whHe 
the rest were for old residents and others 
interested in the Hall. During 1893-4 eight more 
dwwHing houses were bruit and four altered and 
improved, while Ramsay Lodge was greatly enlarged, 
to accommoddte more than thirty residents. A
commaading block of buildings in St. Giles Street 
(formerly occupied by the Scootish Leader
newspaper) was purchased at Witsunday 1895, and 
after alterations was opened in October following 
as "St. Giles' House", accdmmaOat ing above twenty 
residents. Increased accommaOdtion is again
necessary, and hence the greater portion of the 
building at present in process of - erecti on at--. the
head of the Mound has been taken on lease, rdd<"’'la!
nummer of old houses adjacent have been acqu i red,
the whooe t o be opened in October as "BIackie
Hou se". In 1893 ' . "C rudel ius ; Ho us e " for ladi
wasxopened in the Hupper portion of a new bl ock |of v
■ -fefe-r
wofkaen'sdwell^■ngsthed ■erected , in /the Lawnmmrket, : 
whi 1 e ' < %f;secon d 1 d;iussL' hou 'se , is t at’o present being 
arranged for in the same neighbourhood. The
34.' - <. ■ x ■ -•
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student population of the has thus
increased in nine years about fifteenfold, and the 
total population of University Hall from ten to
above two hundred soul s.
The twenty family houses or sets of private 
chambers, built or renewed, have also been quite 
inadequate to supply the demand. Towards meeting 
this, plans have been drawn to continue the present 
group of Ramsay Lodge and Garden eastward to the 
Free Church College, thus giving a combined facade 
of a hundred and twenty yards, which it is hoped to 
group around a central archway and towjr. These 
two masses of re-construction east and west of New
Coolege will thus essentially remodel the panorama 
of the Old Town viewed from Princes Street.
At the foot of the Royal Mie, in the Canongate 
approach to Holy rood, Geddes had a hand in encouraging
the rehabii i tat i on of WMte House Cose, Watergate and 
Abbey Sanctuary. • ■
It would be misleading to suggest that Geddes did not 
develop any . improvements for workmen's housing, as he 
wa s only t oo def.e .nsi v ely . yaw are in ■ one -tof hi s reports 
<j.jd the Directors of Town and Gown:-
A
 5.
- ? - 5-
tV-. {' -
“ . -JV,> ,..  ’ ■ " : - -iiif, i :S- 5s»'
'Though the great proportion of the old houses and 
householders remain the same, the place of the very
worst slums and their inhabitants has been taken 
( n ot manly by students - though it will not be
regretted that three important ei of a
university settlement, including a house for women 
as well as two for men have thus been provided) but ' 
by skilled artisans. The modern or modernised two 
and three-nomed houses with bath etc, are eagerly 
taken by workmen (printers and others) to whom a 
central position is imoortat...'
and further on the same report:-
'The number of artisan dweelings of not more than 
three rooms has only been reduced by 21 through 
their (the Directors) operations (for the most part
converted into students' houses), w h ile on t he
other hand they have increased the supply of such
houses by no less than 50. All of t hese,
cons s st i ng of two or three-doobee dwwelings, have:
been constructed on • partly uninhab Hated * sites, 
partly renewed in buildings already condemned and
In short theirclosed by the pubic authorities. 
op,!rat i • ons show a balatc.e.-Vdf■ • 7 5-% * of increase in Old
Edinburgh alone'
so' • •. '■
. ->R" •"
<■"-■- f .A'.-:-,'-JV ' - ' _..u. .
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It would appear that Geddes is manipulating the 
mathematics here since he does not take into account
the inhabitants displaced by condemana ion procedures. 
Certainly the Dean of Guild's appl ications would 
suggest that the principal theatre of his operations, 
the Lawnmaaret, was mainly an area where improvements 
were' for students and related educational buildings. . 
His Sumrnmr Schools, the Old Edinburgh School of Art, 
and the Outlook Tower , th e cynourre o f hi s
neighbourhood emalrh: these were the gravitat o'onal
forces that drew his interests and aspirations towards
them. .
Rrn^m^t ic Slum
There was nothing novel or even original in Geddes' 
desire to harness the energy and the mooest capRals 
of the professional classes in improving the social 
and housing conditions of the poor of Old Edinburgh. 
Indeed on that score he held no mononoly in Edinburgh 
itself. He turned away from that role by forsaking
the Social Union that he founded. Neither did he
folb^w the obvious model and found a Toynbee HhH 
UniveroRy Settlement. In the guise of a settlement 
Geddes wanted to found a Un nv e rs ity. Rebuffed by the 
academic establ shipment and banished to a part-time 
chair (created for him by his childhood friend, Martin 
White) in the new Uni’versRy ^Hege in Dundee,
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Geddes had to create his own one-man university, his 
'collegiate townlet* his 'Northern Balliol' as he 
variously c a a le d his Lawnmarket experiments. Through 
the 1 890's he established his research c entres, his 
summer schools, bringing in people like William James 
from Harvard and gathering round him supporters and 
student followers like H.J. FFeure, J. Arthur Thomson 
and Victor Branford. Edinburgh University developed 
its own student settlement quite nndependently of 
Geddes. Developing out of the Home Student Mission 
at the New CoHel^^, it momod to the Pleasncee nn d it 
eventually emerged on the Toynbee model with its own 
Residence and Warden.
The slum that Geddes moved to in 18 86 was a slum with
a difference: buried beneath was Sc^c^^land's historic 
c^f^i-tal. On the 'Bass Rock upon dry land', as
Stevenson called it,
'If you were to set it somewhere else by itself, it 
would look remarkably like SSirling in a bb^d! and
loftier edition. ThT point is tm se t this
emeellished Stirlng planted in the midst of a 
large, active, and fantastic modern city..,'
Edinburgh's slum, then, was a city within a city:-
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Figure 7: Royal Hospital for Sick Children.
Mortuary Chapel Mural, West Wall by Phoebe 
T r a q u a i r.
Source: R.C.A. H.M.S.
Figure 8: Royal Hospital for Sick Children.
Mortuary Chapel Mural, North Wall by Phoebe 
Traqua i r.
Sou rce: R.C.A. H.M.S.
Figure 9: Ramsay Lodge.
James Watt by John Duncan.
S ou rce: R.C.A. H.M.S.
Figure 10: Ramsay Lodge.
The Awakening of Cuchullin by John Duncan. 
Source: R.C.A. H.M.S.
Figure 11: Ramsay Lodge.
Napier of Merchiston by John Duncan.
S ou r ce: R.C.A. H.M.S.
Figure 12: Ramsay Lodge.
The Journey of St. Mungo by John Duncan.
Source: R.C.A. H.M.S.
Figure 13: Ramsay Lodge.
Charles Darwin by John Duncan.
S ou rce: R.C.A. H.M.S.
Figure 14: Ramsay Lodge.
Lord Lister by John Duncan.
Source: R.C.A. H.M.S.
Figure 15: Ramsay Lodge.
Sir Walter Scott by John Duncan.
Source: R.C.A. H.M.S.
Figure 16: Ramsay Lodge.
Michael Scot by John Duncan.
Source: R.C.A. H.M.S.
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There is a spark among the embers; from time ' to
time the old volcano smokes 
partly abdicated and still
metropolitan trappings.
country town, the whole
exi stence.(30)
Edi nburgh has bu t
w^ars, in parody, he r
HhI f capi tal and half
city l eads a double
It is to Stevenson that Geddes turns as the 'ultimus 
Scotorum1 ‘on that solitary Samoan hill' as a symbol 
of youthful renewal in a remarkable essay on The Scots
Renascence in one of his most successful attempts at 
kindling the Celtic cultural revival in the 
Lawnmarket: the four volumes of the Eve rg reen.
Geddes sees Edinburgh as an 'ice-pack of frozen
culture1
‘The current resu sc Rati on of Old Edinburgh more 
unnoticed just because more organic, is hence still 
a deeper sign. First came the opening up of the 
Cathedral, the reb u uldi n g of the City Cross, then
the Ccstl e-Gates and Parliament HaH. Now the old 
courts and closes from Holy rood to Ccstlehill are 
slowly but steadily changing, and amid what was and
is the most dense and dire con-fusion of maaerial
and human wreck and misery in Europe we have every 
here and there some spark of art, some strenuous 
beginning of civic sanitation, some group of 
he a a thy homes of workman and student, of rich
■39
and poor, some slight but daily strengthening 
renunion of Democracy with Culture; and this is no 
parliamentary and abstract sense, but in civic and 
concrete one'.
In one of his many lectures on Edinburgh (31) Geddes 
defines the chhllenge he has set himself in Old 
Edinburgh with a Lanin-like concreteness: Here we are 
in the slums. How are we to get out? - he ennitles 
his lecture. His ideal, he writes, 'among a space of 
foul confusion between St. Giles the Tron and Cowgafe' 
is to create a 'New Old Edinburgh again':-
'An idea, which T venture to beeieve, the time has
n ow c om e clearly to form^uate, that of doing i n oo r
day a nd generali on what our grandfathers did i n
thei r s - again ma aing of a New Town whi ch in i t s
day should be the most impprtant example of modern 
E urop p 1 .
He concluded : -
'We all desire to see the most and best made out of 
Edinburgh. Many desire to see her a capital
again. Let her do this and she would be
indeed: let her fail to do it and all the
Parliaments in the world will avail her noohing'.
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Geddes was eager to make the leap from Victorian 
sanitary engineering to cuutural renewal of cities. 
Wiat was to become called town planning he preferred 
to cad civics. In one of the many neologisms he
coined he said civics was based on ethno-pdity. The 
origins of his ethno-pdity lay in his experience in 
Edinburgh's Old Town.
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Chapter 2
Patrick Geddes pnd the Regional Idea
The scheme is a great one - that of planning the
culture future of Edinburgh - as a renascent capRal -
and of Scotland as again one of the great European
powers of couture - but where are the men for this?
Patrick Geddes to Frank Meers.
'As the State took over the city', Anthony Ssudiffe 
writes (1) in a seminal essay seeking to define a 
discrete urban variable of analysis, 'the city
di sappearsd'. D raw in g on recent p o1itic al economy
analyses of u rba n i sm Suud i ffe a rgues for the
signif c ca nce of the urban phenomenon in late
nineteenth-century Britain in three areas:
The first is the development of a distinctive urban 
couture derived mainly from consumption patterns in 
very large cities. The second is the growing
importance within the dommstic economy of the 
compiex of processes which create and maantain the 
urban physical environment. These processes are
at their most intricate in the largest cities.
The interaction of these two areas of activity 
tends to produce a force - urbanism - which is 
capable of influencing the evolution of the mode of
production, partly through impact on political
perceptions and processes. These latter form our
third area.
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In the case of Scotland one may speak of the city 
taking over the State as the State disappeared. The 
same may be said of Ireland. In 00s peculiar
political geography of these islands this left a 
particular relationship between those shorn lambs, the 
provincial mbSeooollese of Edinburgh and DuHin, 
divested of their con nsitutiogal statuses and- 
political suupsss ructures, and London the imborial 
^^ero^c^lis, swo^sc with external eimire.
In an essay putT ished two years earlier on the 
emergence of town planning systems in Germany, 
Britain, the Unnted States and France, S^t^ciffe
advances the view OOaO in the first decade of the 
present century environmental debate in Britain 
presented two rival solutions. Tie first was the
weel-known garden city idea developed by Ebenezer
Howard in 1898 in his Tomorrow: A Peaceful Path to
Real Reform. The second was the town extension
concept derived from German experience and advocated 
by T.C. Horsfall in Tie Example of Germany publ^'shsd
in 1904.
In terms of the first town planning legislat i o n to be 
forma^ied in statute, the 1909 Act, it was tie town 
extension idea OhaO was to have the influence, but the 
garden city was e^f^r^itu^l ly to tHumpi in Ohe 194 <0 ‘ s, a 
compogegO of a c orn m p^ 1^ ^ive planning system. As 
part of the intensive pHic and professional debate
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before the passing of the 1909 Act, Suud-iffe's notion 
of two rirvl soiualnrn caaries convictions In the 
wider perspective of the then coeteoo orary debate, 
howeer, a thiird tradition is distinctly ide nnifi able; 
the ^erlonriifn idin claationlla associated with
Patrick Geddes.
Geddes'* rte1oueiion wwa ^ouUce in opoositien to the 
^^^e rq^ is. Foo hi'm tth moeropuii's dif otS man si the 
functional definition of corn emm or^ry ggorraohy, the 
large cic^, Sub She fomionea saai0ni city, as n n the 
Oxford English Dictionary's definition:
'the chlan Soto so dty oo a countrys especially 
the one in sshihi She gorernoonii oS a country is 
carried on: a cap ital
Geddes' attitudr tt Loredu is eppeseentaniealy 
oul^moaized in a letter (2) from Bombay in 1915 to his 
daughter, as she and her husband cuntemplate a move 
there after their marriage:
'I often like to think of you continuing our hone, 
with a plpac Sn St now and then for the boys when 
they reteun to the stern od S mothe, s Scotland, 
which is so reiecbaat to emoloy her sons s other 
than with sordid labour or futile woutr' YeS are
we non tnooU coaueaned wiwh thh renewal oS the 
mother city to Art and hongt S nces more?
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You r m mo Cs r and I Civs made n ow and then s o m e
beginnings of salon a nd cent re, of whi ch so ma ny
are needed; th ough ou r• life ha s besn too mu c h
i nter r upt ed by long absences a nd by cares and
d ifficult i es and over pressures and what not to
give us tC e restfulness needed. Pe rhap s you may
be able to carry on this better than we?
Or will you be swept away into the London vortices 
- which ever so allure and deeply drown? I wonder 
indeed. There are attract i ons and co^nptssta ions
and inriutsees - pressu res too of sheer need of
work - and as you know I have felt t hem all and had
to yield to them.
For my mel el - but the ineetse eeen ings f f the
deteriorative influences of London upon the bodies 
and sosou, the minds of spiris s of R s chlldren, 
which I have had all my life, since I first came to 
it forty years ago, and hhaS inceeasingls ns d as 
min induction of Civic Studies to this day - has 
always made me keep up the Edinburgh or 
neighbouring home for you young folk - despite the 
facts that I have failed to earn anything 
appreciable there, and that I necesssrily fail to 
take root in London effectively also. Yus h^^k
London will be different? I doubt it. H s heerr 
maa*gitude will take an upp^t after the war, its 
maagnficence also; and I feel, like you two, the
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attraction in helping in this But won't it be
Prussicated n m or them e eee'? Gross -Prussiburg-am-
Thames! I f eea ss - and to help with mi nor cities
attracts me far more. To restore the vision of
Cities, i n place of these dreary absi^ractions of
'State', a nd hlOeous blood alters of Empire, on 
which France and Germany, Russia, AuuOria, Turkey 
and we, too, ^^<cr^‘ifice so much, in short to escape 
from Rope and her meelomania to Heeias and her 
ever-renewing civilization - that seems to me the 
political ideal
emmod ime nt
prot otype.
Here we have the essence of Geddesian regionalism, its 
genesis laid bare. ■ The Greek cul ture-ideal as
opposed to the melomania of immerial Rome was to be 
realized in renewing that Athens of the North,
Edinburgh, against the soullesoness of the im^^ trial 
war-machine of London. Edinburgh was to be the
of Geddes' cENtural regionalism, its 
It was to undergo a renascence to become
an anti-London, an antimetropol itan laboratory. 
Edinburgh's experience in this was to be an example to 
other cities, creating a chain reaction or domino
effect .
J. Arthur Thompson, Geddes' life-oong colleague, first 
as student then as Professor of Natural History at 
Aberdeen,' writing in that very Ninetiesi'sh 
pH ication, the Evergreen, catches perfectly in
rather moony prose that early notion of renascence
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that Geddes sought to pioneer in Edinburgh:
'And we have many cities that are called to a 
splendid future, if men were only wise. Before 
all others there is oo r own, unique in the world: 
'A city that is set upon a hill*. Its houses are 
in mourning, and its streets have been washed with 
tears; but it has kept well its brave oiitlook over 
sea and land, its own gifts oo saaity and 
eagerness. Paved with history, echoing with
romance, rich in unbroken intellectual tradition - 
what might this city not becomee Meanwhile it
sends forth its sons, there being little for them 
here to do, and they .are of service in carrying on 
the wasting business of that mmeropolitan life 
which resembles so much the proliferation of a
cancer. Yet the sti rrn ngs of better thi ngs a re
visible here also; there are those who d o not
hesitate to di scu ss al ready the tendenci es of the
local renascence as a thing assured. Howsoever
that be, there are many places in the land which 
seemed marked just now for hope to alight upon. In
a vision of fair cities - Houses beau^f^ or about
to be - we cannot miss the grey town in the east,
splashed with sea-foam, cinctured by
nno
g reen
the
fields
city ofand th e ar ad si nn < nf golfers n
indust ry in the west, mistress of ma ny ships,
Srafficking with all peoples; nor t h e granite city
of t th nonor, cood ann ccear, f^ni ded ioto
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dignity, soOtened into mu us c. Upon they all i s
the flying shad ow of regret, the breaking light o 0
prom i se. We see then - Durham, York and
Liverpool , Mn n ccs s si, B ri stol , Dundee and Perth
all with a struggling tutlimity, all dishevelled 
and disgraced, all alive and full of hopp1. (3)
'To escape to Hellas', 'Oom the deeerio rative 
influences of London', 'to help with the minor cities' 
as opposed to 'the mye rop d •itan life which resembles 
so much the proliferation of a cancer', tfiese, then, 
were Gaddes' inducement to 'Civic Studies'. His
regionalism was a cuRuraaist concept. In the
Minutes Book of the Outlook Towe'r it is recorded on
4th November 1913 that he proposed to the Executive 
Commihtee three schemes for the development of the
Tovar's work following on the triumph of his Town 
Planning Exhibition in Ghent that summyr, when it had
taken first prize. The third scheme proposed the
formation o 0:
' a Greater Edi nbu rgh Com y i it ee w h i c h s Co u1d
encourage and assist the citiz ens to ma i ntai c t Cs
position of Ed i nburgh a s pedCnpt the ch i sO cu u ture
city in the woor d'. (4)
Further evidence my be adduced that the euittral 
renewal of Edinburgh was Geddes' first priority in a 
letter he wrote to the chairman of the Outlook Tower
eflnmirtee eight years earlier. A yjor financial
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crisis had precipitated a searching debate about the 
role and future of the Tower and in response to this 
he set out his d^ffinitican as follows:
'..as regards the improvement and use of the Tower 
itself, I cannot put the work before us more 
clearly nor more boldly than has been done by 
Hector Macpherson in his leading article upon the 
meeting - that our problem is to take active part
in ‘the renewal of the i 1 1 e^^ual 1 i fe o’ ol d
Edinburgh' - to reali se 'the ideal of a h om e of
scholarship and soci al study ' to supply 1 a place
where all knowledge is represented and the reuult 
of study compared and systematised'. (5)
There is an im^O’^’^ant sense in which t te ggaden city 
concept is antimetropolitan also. Roth Ebenezer
Howard and F.J. Osborn were qu i ntessentt ally Londoners 
and qu u ntessential ly reformers of that 'sheer 
m^cgnitude' Geddes speaks of. Yet the heartland of
Howard's and Osborn's ccone^ waa w with htrsbng and 
land, which derived forms from the pastoral landscapes 
of the south east of Ennland. It wi‘ll be a vain 
search for any neonim of land referm in Geedde' work 
and writing ali:^^ough these were burning issues of the 
day in Scotland when Geddes was active in Edinburgh. 
Land reform could not be ignored after eei r arr'eie 
fought the Mid-Lanark eleeeion o’ 1888 a (gainst: the
background of the Highland Land League's eamaplgn
p . -2, • tf-. f , .r ....... A. J, ' » -CO .i,:. V.
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for crofting reform and that of the'Land Restoration 
League, followers of Henry George.
Similarly the great Irish Maaxist, James Con idly, was 
born and brought up wittin a eew hundred yards of 
Geddes' Outlook Tower, and fought a municipal election 
in 1893 in the same wa rd in which Geddes was most 
active in urban renewal Conodly’s electoral
manifesto included, amongst other things, the taxation 
of uni et houses and the erection of sp e cial low-rent 
workmen's dwellings but there is no mention of 
sympathy for this or meeting of Conndly by Geddes, 
although he did later meet Conndly’s great comrade- 
in-arms, Jim Larkin, in Duin i i n. Despiee tee fact 
that Geddes had founded the Edinburgh Social Union in 
1885, which resolved 'That the housing of the poor on
Miss Octavia Hl l ' s sy stem should be at on cc • •• the
main project of the S oci eey ', w i thin a year of i t s
founding aid of h i s rem ov o 1 to the Old Town, he left
the Union in the lurch. It wae oe the creato on of a
cultural renascence in Edinburgh's ancient capital 
that he bent his energies.
It is little remarked upon that Geddes has oo even 
minor - environmental improvement schemes to show in 
Duodee although he held a post at the university- there 
for some part of the year for over 30 years. Of the 
thousands of words he wrote on cities or Edinburgh it 
would be hard to find a single word on Duodee.
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Similarly, in art, in civic improvement, in awesome 
slums and terrible deprivation, Glasgow was a city 
that during Geddes' time in Scotland no analyst or 
urban life could ignore or forget. The size of its 
problems and its we e a th, its entrepreneurial and 
industrial dynamism, its social unrest and political 
agitation rendered it a representative symbol of the 
modern city nationally and internationaaly, yet it had 
little impact on Geddes in word or deed.
It was a late Scottish Romaaticism, post-Scott and 
post-Stevenson, that informed Geddes' settlement 
ideal. Between the vast ness of the London mmeropolis 
and the smoky slums of the indi^^trial cities like 
Glasgow and Dundee, Geddes was attracted to a 
radiation in the smaler mdieval burghs. Most of 
his work was done in the Old Town of Edinburgh; he 
showed interest in developing planning schemes for St.
Andrews and Perth which never cane to fruition. It
is significant that the 1904 Carnegie study
commissioned for Pittencrieff Park in Dunfermline was 
subtitled 'Parks, Gardens and Culture Institutes'.
Lewis Murnmord and others have often commantdd on the 
pioneering nature of Geddes' Dunfermline study. It 
may well have been pioneering, but it is hard to see 
in it the precursor of land use planning as we now 
know it. Rather it gave Geddes the opportunity to 
restate in one con ce nitrated and intensive study the
conclusions and aspirations of his previous 20 years
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of cultural experimentation in Edinburgh. Here it is
plain to see his interest in moving beyond the mid­
century Victorian reformers' city of hygiene and 
sanitation to a city of cultivation and culture.
Duunermline, ancient capital of Scotland and city of 
Bruce, with its abbey and palace and historic centre 
allowed full place for Geddes' historical imagination.
RoinaaVic Scotland was to be rescued and recast at a 
higher stage of dtural evolution.
Demmoraaic plenty demanded by the newly enfranchized 
working classes was to be fulfil led in a R^^^inian 
evolution from quannity to quality. Restoration of 
abbey and palace, creation of palaces of Nature, Art 
and History, Japanese tea-houses; zoos, children's 
parks, open-air Greek theatres, concert ha! ls, and 
statues and fountains by John Duncan we re proposed to 
engender a cuRivated citizenry to be the envy of the 
Arts and Crafts Movemadt't favourite comm par’ son, the 
mmdieval cathedral cities. It was hardly surprising, 
therefore, that the solid citizens of Dunfermline on 
the Ccrnegie Committee declined to implement Geddes' 
plans.
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Metropolis and provincial is:
the genesis of Geddesi'an regionalism.
'It was the dream of Professor Gee^Te', wrote (6) 
Elizabeth Sharp in the biography of her husband who 
was the principal collaborator in Geddes' publishing• 
ventures,
'to restore to Scotland solnaehitg of the Older pre­
eminence in the world of thought;, to recreate in 
Edinburgh an aactve •cetttf and so arrest the 
tremendous ce rU ralis i ng power of the ^^ero^i^l is of 
London; to replace stereotyped meLhods of
education by a more vOa1 •ndh synthetic oomm; and 
to encourage national art and literature. Towards 
the carrying oot oh ttetb aims he aa d uu-ilt 
University Hal and Settlement for students, 
artists etc. - According to Professor Geddes:
'Our little schtlastie colony in the heart of 
Edinburgh symaelists a movement which ww h le 
national at core, is mlly eosmopol itan nn its 
i nttlleet ual reach'.
Geddes' attempts to counterpoise a renewed Edinburgh 
against the centralizing forces of London did not 
originate with him. He was to renew and revitalize a 
maor S c oo ■tish tradition.
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The greatest attempt to reclaim the fortunes of the 
Scottish capital was in the btildigg oO the Edinburgh 
Mew Town. The Proposals Ooo carrying on certain
Public Works in the City oO Edinburgh clearly indicate 
that the intention oO that maior exercise in civic 
design was to counterpoise a maor attraction against 
London's gravitational Oorce:
'Among the several causes to which the prosperity 
oO a nation may be ascribed, the situation, 
conv eMmcy, and beauty oO its capRal are surely 
not the least conn ideraH e. A capital where these 
eircunsranens happen Ooorunately to concur, should 
naturally become the centre oO trade and eommaree, 
oO learning and the arts, oO politeness, and oO 
onOinnmntr oO every Nnd. No efotef will the
advantages which these neceessrily produce, be Oelt 
and experienced in the chieO city, then they will 
diOOuse themselves through the nation, and 
universally produce the same sp^it oO industry and 
imp rfvnmaht.
OO this general assertion the cttf oO LONDON 
^Oo^s the most striking examm^. Upon the most 
supe ^r icial view, we cannot Oail to remark its 
healthOul, unconOined situation, upon a large 
plain, gently shelving towards the Thames; its 
neighbourhood to that river; its proper distance
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Of this general assertion the city of LONDON 
affords the mist striking example. Upon the mist 
s^f^^rricial view, we cannot fail to remark its 
h^^l^hful, unccnnined situaaion, upon a large 
plain, gently shelving towards the Thames; its 
neighbourhood to that river; its proper distance 
fin or the sea; and, by consequence, the great 
facility with which it is supplied with all the 
necessaries, the evil luxuries of life. No less
obvious are the neatness and eccnrrrOae i on of its
private houses; the beauty and conveni'ency of its 
nurrrous streets and open squares, of its buildings 
and bridges, its large parks and extensive walks.
When to these advantages we add ita trade and
navigation; the business of the exchange, of the 
two houses oo ppaliarenc, and d hha courts of
justice; the raggCficencr of the court; the
pleasures of the theatre, and other public
entertainments; in a word, when we survey this 
mighty concourse of people, whom busi'cets,
amrltion, cu riosity, or the l ov e of pleasu re ha s
asserbled w ithin so ca rrow a com p s s, w e need c o
longer be astoni shed as that sp irit of indust ry and
improvement, which, taking its rise i n the city of
LONDON, has at length spread oer the greatest part 
of SOUTH BRITAIN, animating every art and 
profession, and inspiring the whole people with the 
greatest ardour and einrlation.
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To illustrate this further, we need only contrast 
the de!ightful prospect which LONDON affords, with 
that of any other city, which is dessitute of all, 
or even of any considerable nunber of these 
advantages. Sorry we are, that no one occurs to 
us more apposHe to this purpose, than EDINBURGH, 
the merope^lis of SCOTLAND when a tedpagte kingdom, 
and still the chief city of NORTH BBITAIN1 . (7)
Lord Provost George Drummond, who was the prime mover 
behind the foundation of the New Town and author of
the Propose s, sought to reconstruct a new Athens of
the North as answer to the massive dereliction that 
made Edinburgh eighteenth-century Britain's greatest 
inner-city problem. Then, as now, his answer was to 
recreate maior service industries after the removal of
the Court as a resu^ of the Act of Union. In both
his maor policies his was an ootstanding success. 
He created the great medical school at the univertity 
which grew in fame and prestige to become Europe's 
leading centre in the nineteenth century, and he 
instigated the development of the New Town to attract 
the gentry to reside in the city:
'It is a vulgar mistake, that the greatest part of 
our principal families chuse to reside at LONDON. 
This indeed is true with regard to a few of our 
memaert of parliament, and some ^^r^rticular families
who were settled here before the union. The
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rest go only occasionally; and if their stay be 
long, and their expense by consequence greater than 
this country can well bear, it must be e^itirely 
imputed to the present form and situation of 
EDINBURGH. We re these in any tolerable degree
remedied, our people of rank would hardly prefer an 
obscure life at LONDON, to the splendour and 
influence with which they might reside at home. 
An uninterrupted cou utry-1 ife, is what they will 
never be brought to submit to. Attention to the 
forming an interest, the pleasures of retirement, 
or a taste for agriculture, may induce them 
possibly to pass some part of their time at their 
cou in ryiseats; more cannot reasonably be expected.
It might indeed be otherwise in ancient times, 
when the feudal customs prevailed, with their large 
dependencies and extensive jurisdictions. The
ins^l^u^ion of our government is now different:
our manners mu st be different also. A nation
cannot at this day be connsderable, unless it be 
^0^^. Weaath is only to be obtained by trade 
and commerce, and these are only carried on to 
advantage in poqu^tts cities. ■ There also be find 
the chief objectives of pleasure and arniition, and 
there consequently all those will flock whose
ci ^cueitatani can afford it. But can we expect,
t hat persons of fortune i n SCOTLAND will exchange
the hands ome seats they generaaly possess in the
cou n try , for t h e scanty lodgings, a nd paa try
a aaummeOat ions t hey must put up with in EDINBURGH?
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V. :
It is not choice, but necessity, which obliges them 
to go so frequently to LONDON. Let us improve and 
enlarge this city, and posssbly the superior 
pleasures of LOODDO, which is at a disancee , will 
be conipen nated, at least in some measure by the 
m^d^i^ate pleeasues of DDINGUR GH, wh ich is at 
horn m 1 . (8)
The building of the Edinburgh Dew Town created the 
problem of EEinburgh Old Toto, whihh aa d been
abandoned by the middle classes on the building of the 
spacious squares across hdie vaHey eo the Dor' ' Loch.
It was so^ally daring in Geddes1 time to move a me re 
300 yards from the Dew Town to the Old Town, as he did
with his wife Anna in 1886. The fact that Geddes
went slumming has generally disguised the fact that it 
was not just any si urn he moved to: beneath it lay 
Scoolandis ancient capital which had been preserved by 
the precipitous topography of the crag and tail on 
which it was founded. The Old Town of EEdnburgh, 
Robert Louis Stevenson was to write, was like a Bass 
Nock on dry land. Thus preserved, it provides Geddes 
with a whole town as a laboratory in which to practise
his ideas of renewa1 .
It is wfmmpfplawe to observe that after losing its 
statehood at the Act of Union the ^^ttional identify of 
Scotland was preserved through its own peculiar 
institutions of the Law, the Church and Educcaion.
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The Old Town that Geddes moved to was a sacred maarix 
which encompassed all three: the Assembly of the
Church of Scotland, the highest Court of Law housed in 
the old pprliament, and the Unlvertity of Edinburgh.
Rather than an incipient town planner it woidd be more 
accurate to see Geddes as an early Scoot^h cultaral
a ist. He was the rtnttnaator of a CeUR
Revival in the 1890's that parableled the great Ir,^^h 
curtural in Dubbin, which matched in its
genesis that of Edinburgh. 'A kea to an
understanding of nineteenth century DuHln', a recent 
Irish historian has written, 'is the continuitg sense 
of the loss of her native parliament. The Act of
Union proved a severe, psychological blow to the 
city's telf-dtteem...'. It is no surprise that the 
great Scootish c^utural nagitta^itt of the twentieth 
century, Hugh MacOiarmid, claimed Geddes as the only 
precursor to his Scootish Crural renaissance of the 
1920's. MacDiarmid knew Geddes and was a frequent 
visitor to the Outlook Tower. After the Second World 
War he apppied, utsuacrdstflly, to edit Geddes' 
posthumous papers. Only a retrospective
incorporation of Geddes into the guise of a post-1947 
government town planner could distort and repress what 
was h’s predominant rultaral interests in Edinburgh in 
art, lit e ure and arch itecture.
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Of the Church, the Law and Education in renewing a 
sense of Scottish idennity, Gaddes' principal interest 
was in the ScoO-tish University. He created a Latin 
quarter in the Lawnmarket of the Old Town, his own 
university, a northern BalTiol as he once called it. 
Independently of the official unnversity, which denied 
him a chhir twice, he established an intellectual 
centre of gravity of great distinction through the 
establishment of five student halls of residence, 
residential quarters of intellectuals and artists in 
the Ramsay Garden, and the highly successful
internati onal suamar schools. At the end of the life 
he founded his own university in the South of France.
The anti-aetropol1tan legacy of Geddesmi
regional ism.
‘Yet when all these supremacies of the Great 
C a p Hals are expressed and even empphsised to the 
fullest mae rop ol itan satisfaction, there is another
process at work, little though the Meglapooitan may 
yet recognise it - Culture ever refuses to be 
collpietely concent rated, nor can the ultaamontane 
ascendancy of Rome be repeated.
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As even the cuRum supremacy of Paris was disputed 
in the MUdln Ages by tth use of Universities in 
every land, so again the supermacy of Paris or 
Oxford today in their owr countries; as nnnenae 
Universities like Moftpellier, and new ones like 
Liverpool, are increasingly bearing witness.
Every con s s derable city in short seeks to wolnpletn 
itself. It no loringe ftnntneddl y wcnepas
provincial inferiority; it finds itself with the 
means and increasingly thh wiil to UeveOep iso own 
civilization within and nno merely draw it fr'om 
without. - Of fidler cfe awaaening, as
distinguished fomo ftee e al i partial developments, 
examples are nnau raaly as yee buu eew, One, as
yet little realised even in the British Isles 
thnmselvey, may however be cited here - the rise of 
Cardiff from the more exp frt-went re of the South 
Walny cofl-Uinld which London still thinks it, to 
its rapid development and deliberate design as a 
regional mpnrfpoiis; in fact as the fourth
national capital of the British Isles; and 
determined to be more cop pete than Edinburgh or 
Dunn1. (9)
There are three idenn fable regional traditions that 
stem directly from Geddes' work and influence. The 
first is that of the regional foundations of academic 
geography anvnlopea by A.J. HerUnftyfn; the second,
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the regionalist theories of local government developed 
by C.8. Fawcctt. The third is the regional basis of 
town planning developed by Patrick Abbrcrombie.
A.J. Herbert son was a student resident in Geddes'
University Hal l in Edinburgh and his teaching
assistant at the Unnversity of Dundee in 1892, and he 
often taught at Geddes' summer schools.
E .W . Gi Ibertexag ge erte' ,
reassesseent
ha s
'One cannot
written in a
of Herbertson's work, the great
influence that Geddes exercised on HHrbertson's
though i . (10)
He rbe rt son took over a s
School at Oxford where
leaders of gene raphy i n
the head of the Geography
most of the future academic
British universiyies for the
next 50 years came under his influence. Of his
paper, The Ma or Natural Regions: An Essay in
Systemmaic egr^^phy<, given at the Royal Geographical
Society in 1905, Professor Dudley Stamp commetttd (11) 
'that it would be difficult to cite any other single 
coirnim un'cct ion which has had such far-reaching effects 
in the develepmeme of our subjects ' and concluded that 
it 'is now ffuddmeneal to the teaching of geography in 
almost eveve country in te e world' . Herbertson
defined his natural regions as having 'a certain unity 
of conniguration, climate and vegeeation'. In this
he was inspired directly by Geddes who had brought the 
methods of botanical survey to Scotland from his
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great friend at the University of Montpellier, Charles 
Flahault. Hereereron'n dedifiti’on of a naturrl
region drew on tht f i f s t 100^^^! ^inrrv of fcoOland 
by Robert Smith and his brother WG. Smith, on the 
survey of the geogropay and vegvfgfloo oo tth 
Highlands by Marcel Hardy, also inspired by Geddes, 
and on his own work on the distribution of rainfall.
rerbertson's regional concept derived from the 
biologioal sisi of GeGdes1 ththolg; thth of C.B. 
Fawcett from the ojltiral and historical. C.B.
Fawcett came under Geddes' influence and the concept 
of regional su^ry tlihrorg Herferfsnn at Oxford. 
Fawcett it was who originated that mijor tradition of 
regionalism which persists today. His P rov inces of 
England: a Ctrdy in Some GGooraphical Aspects of 
Dev ol rtion was commissioned by Geddes as part of the 
letter's postwar Miking of the Future series and was a 
book-1 ength elaboration of an earlier paper, the 
'Natural Divisions of Enn!and'. Of the Provinces of 
England, WI. Stevenson has oommmntfd that it 'justly 
made Faw^^'s reputation and had great pooitical 
influence but its ideas are pure Gedeef,. (12)
Fav^ccet's work was obviously inspired by Geddes' 
Cities in Evolution and it made the classic oonntction
that remains as powwrful today as it did then: the
relation between devolution to Scotland and WIis (and 
Ireland at the time) and the regional basis of local 
government. This Fawoctt sets out in the opening of
the Natural Divisions of Ennland:
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'The steady persistence of the Irish demand for 
Home Rule, together with the existence and growth 
of strong national sentiments in Scotland and Wales 
and a growing tendency towards a similar dema nd in 
those counnries, was a prominent fact of public 
life in Britain before the war, and, unless the war 
should leave ns totally exhausted, these demands 
are likely to be much stronger after it. 
Parliament was already ov e r-bu rde ned with the 
double task of trying, on the one hand to govern 
the Empire, and on the other to provide for and 
control the internal and local government of the 
forty-five miilion people in these islands. 
Either task was enough to absorb its full time and 
energies.
These facts led naturaaly to sucjgestions for 
lessening the work of the British Parliament by the 
devolution of some of its powers to a national 
parliament in each of the four coi^ntries: 
suggestions which were popp]arly summed up in the 
phrase 'Home Ride All Rour^d'. In practice this
would man the transformation of the United Kingdom 
from a unified to a federal • state, in which the 
subordinate parllapents would have such powers as 
the British Parliament delegated to them. To this 
sugggstion as it stands one very serious objection 
is that one of the partners would have three- 
fourths of the total pofo ttion, and more than 
three-fourths of the total weaath, and hence wpurd
inevitably dominate the federation.
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The predominance of England would be increased if, 
as is probable, the British and Enn 1 ish Parliaments 
sat in the same city; and there would be rivalr^y 
in prestige between the two. The position would 
be similar to that between the Prussian and the
Imperial German Parliaments from 1871 onwards.
For such a pssition, and the many difficulties to 
which it would give rise, the obvious remedy is the 
division of England into several provinces each of 
which should have local self government on a par
with Wales or Scotland. Such a divssinn ss asoo
rendered desirable by the great variety of the 
problems of gooernment in the differnnt parts of 
England, and the mggitudf of the task of providing 
for the local government of its thirty-four 
millions of i hbbi^ nn s. It is probable that in 
an Ennlish parliament the conng stion of business 
would soon resemble that which has been for many 
years the normal state of the British ^rl-i cement. 
Hence when the question of het clevslutigs of 
parliamentary powers again becomes urgent:, that of 
the subbivision of England will nat:u ra a l y arise.
If any such suu di visions is to be satisfactory it 
must be oased mainly on geographical
con n s id eratisnt. Thus the question may be phrased
as 'What are the Natural Divisions of Enn1and,.
(13)
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It is well known that Patrick Abercrombie, the most 
influential town planner of twentieth century Britain, 
was deeply influenced in his approach to town planning 
-y the ideas of Patrick Gaddes. The received view in 
town planning was that Geddes wa s the initiator of 
survey as a precondition to plan, and that in this 
respect he did not advance the methods and techniques 
of survey to ie of much use to those that followed him 
in the town planning profession.
Two points need to -e made here. The first is that 
Geddes' notion of the valley section with its range of
occupational types from hills to sea - hunter, miner, 
shepherd, woodman, farmer, peasant and fisherman - led 
into a conceptual cul-de-sac. As genetic essences 
that were carried over into modern regional cities, 
they furnished a still-born sociology. The second 
point is that Geddes' conception of survey was not the 
pooitivistic notion that eventually became strangled 
in -ureaucratic technique after the 1948 Town Planning 
Act. For Geddes's was a normative conception of
settlement. 'Except the ideal plan the city', he was 
to say, ‘they labour in vain'.
The driving force of Geddes' regional city ideal was 
oppodition to the London mero^c^lis. On contemporary 
politicos he was to say: (14)
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'The movement of politics is no longer a question 
between Empire and naaional istic Home Rjle, between 
Ulster and Iri sh Free State: it is really between
cennralized governments - and civic regiona 1 ism ' .
The agitation for d e v o 1 ution in the late 197 0' s and 
the failure of the 1978 Scotland Act to be implemented 
supports the view imllcit in Geddes' experience that 
only the Celtic periphery could provide the cutting 
edge for regionaa ization again-st the dominnting sway 
of London. In the emmrgence of town planning in the 
1930's the crisis of unemppoyment and the 
deindustrialization of the large industrial cities 
pushed Geddesian regional reform from the agenda. 
Its reemergence in the 1970* s reaffirmed the classical 
connection between devolution and regionaaization.
The depth and endurance of this connnct ion is 
confirmed in the eloquent testimony of Fletcher of
Saltoun in the debates on the Act of Union of Scotland
with England some two hundred years before Geddes. It 
is astonishing and instructive to commpre Fletcher's 
argument in his Account of a Con e^^c coition Concerning 
the Right ReegSatioa of Governments for the common
g ood - of .
Edinburgh
classical
domi nance
ma nk i nd written in 1 7 03 and publ ished in 
in 1704. Here Fletcher states the
argument that the it is the overwhelming 
of London, which he compa^et to the
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aggrandisement of Rome, that has upset the balance of 
nations and provinces. It is a strand of thought
that continues unbroken to the Kilbrandon Commission
on the conntitution and reorganization of local 
government in the late 1960's:
‘If instead of one, we had twelve cities in these 
kingdoms possessed of equal advantages, so many 
centres of man, riches and power, would be much 
more advantageous than one. For this city is like 
the head of a rickety ch i ld, which by drawing to
itself the nourishment that should be distributed
in due proportions to the rest of the languishing 
body, becomes so overcharged, that frenzy and death 
ensue. And if the number of people and their
riches would be far greater in twelve cities than 
in one, which I think no man will dispute; and
that these cities were such as are situated in
convenient distances from each other, the relief 
and advantages they wouud bring to every part of
these kingdoms wouud be unspeakable. ------- That
London should draw the riches and government of the 
three kingdoms to the south east corner of this 
island is in some degree as unnatural as for one 
city to possess the riches and government' of the 
world'. (15)
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The town planning profession has claimed Geddes as a
Founding Father by retrospectively fitting him into a 
post-1947 'normal* practice of town planning, in the 
Thomas Kuhnian sense. Much of the essential thought 
of Geddes was rnaarina1ized in this way and Geddes was 
measured against the standards of 'normal* town
planning and found wanting. But that begs the'
question of what is town planning. In his notion of 
the anttithesis of regional city and meeropolis against 
the background of his Edinburgh experience perhaps 
Geddes shhll live another day.
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Chh a p er 3
The Museum . and the Exhibition :
origins of the Outlook Tower
J
■3
In May 1903 Patrick Geddes appl ied for the post of 
Director of the Edinburgh Museum of Science and Art in
Chambers Street and he wrote (1) to the 'interviewing 
committee of his quui ifications:
(1) a iogg and n^itiaa 1 acquaintance with Museums 
and Exhibitions in general, and a concrete 
famiiiarity with the min departments, and
, even with many of the details of such a iiiseum 
as that of Edinburgh;
(2) a sppcial and experimental intimacy with the 
problems of classification, and application of 
these to the departments of an Index Museum;
(3) ppog hhd expeiinncg of an educaaionist, whose
essential problem has always been the 
awakening or refreshing of interest in student 
and teacher. For it is not enough to amass 
collections, nor even intelligently to display 
them; the most pressing problem of all is 
that of the mu 5^^ i vitios g teachers,
pupils, and p u b b ic alike. It is to renew the 
healthy spring of wonder - in our day too much 
depressed - and to guide it onwards, as 
admiration towards art, as curiosity toward 
science. In g wwod, I sshuid hope not only 
to administer aan ddeeeop tth Mucuui s g a 
centre of edu c c t^onal supp^, but to increase
and improve the educational demua0,.
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The commencement of Geddes' long and critical 
acquaintance with museums and exhibitions must be 
traced to his unusual mprempnd - for a ccottish 
student of his class and time - to South Kensington to 
study at the Royal School of Mines under Thomas Huxley 
in 1874. Huxley's system of teaching through detailed 
and daily laboratory practicals had been transferred 
to a new sRe aa Ssouh KKnstnggon tth yeea before 
Geddes arrived to study biology. TTe School of Mines 
was only one oo tth ientRuXirns ii hea prontsa cf 
being developed in South Kensington which included the 
Victoria and Albert Museum and the Natural History 
Museum, ii a vvss and rich eeuuationnl nn d cultural 
complex developed from the profRa adl initiative of 
the Great 1811 axXieRion ait Cryetsl aalac e. The 
classification of anorlnUge nda hee nelteidss eotnedn 
the different components of knowledge and se e nsi bi ity, 
from science through to art, as ex e m ppI fied in the 
unique and adsucncn coconot antRi o a aulOural 
instRuOions at SSouh K Kensn cj t on, wa s R ae a central 
preoccupation of Geddes' intellaoXnaa life. The 
classification of knowledge oo r eddes s was the royal 
road to the p opulx aietaior of nrawlddee, and both 
these interests, he believed, could be best realised 
in the educational oppooOuuities, opened up by the 
museum. And ccmif^c) dl cRde, GeMm bellenud that 
nmplioosOive $^^1 ancion, wha' ch f or him was 
vol unt ari st i c would arise from unity of populnr 
education and formal systems of knowledge.
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The most immediate stimulus to the Scots student's 
intellectual concerns was in the 'type* system of 
teaching developed by Huxley. In a supplement to
Nature, on the occasion of Huxley's death, Geddes 
described the impact of Huxley's teaching:
‘Nothing could be clearer than his demonstration of 
his well-chosen specimens, always sufficient for
h i s exposition a nd argument, yet never in
redu nda nee; for h i s essential method lay in the
educative value of the type-series and col 1 e ct i on
f or the student, a s compared with the redu nda nt,
a nd bew i1de r i ng wealth of the great museums' .
(2)
To be able to see for oneself - thi s was t he
foundational principl e of both Geddes' f o rma 1 a nd
p opula r concept i ons of ed u ca t i on ; to have the
specimen before one's eye wa s to al 1 ow for that vivid
immediacy that he saw as the prime mover of
educational development. He was fond of say i ng that
all education began with wonderment. Huxley's
pioneering example for Geddes was to provide the 
thing-in-itself, the specimen, as the centre of the 
learning exercise and to select a specimen as a type 
that would illustrate a whole class of phenomena. 
Professor F.O. Bower later in the same Supplement to 
"Natu re" emphasised the originality and impact of 
Huxley's teaching innovation:
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it is to Huxley's initiative that the current 
method of laboratory teaching of the biological
sci ences i n Universities and Col leges is m i nly
due'.
'Up to the middle of t he nineteenth century
authoritative statement by teacher, rather than
personal observation, was the source of knowledge
for the ordinary student ... it is undoubtedly to 
Huxley that we owe the initiat i o n of that 
systematic laboratory training which has now become 
general. He laid special stress xpon personal
observation at first hand as the leading feature of 
biological study, even for elementary students. 
He did not abolish the lecture-room, but he linked 
it with the laboratory, so that the student, duly 
primed with a vivid description of what others had 
seen, passed to the laboratory to see, confirm, or 
criticise for himself'. (3)
Popularisation and 1isation of Knowledge:
the RQle of Classification
The Victorian museum was a product of the neeiation of
t w o interests: the poppuarisation of knowledge and
the i n c rea sing sppciaaisation of advanced knowledge.
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Until the middle of the nineteenth century museums had 
been vast repooitories, middens, of sciennific 
specimens and cultural artefacts for private research 
and the intellectual indulgence of scientists and men 
of letters. After the Great Exhibition in 1851 there 
was a quantum leap in demand for museums - permanent 
exhibitions - to serve a popu^r educctional role for 
the edification of the middle class and increasingly 
for working class men aad women. The genesis of the 
modern museum lay in tte extension of its role from 
immly a storehouse of sped'ansed research objects to 
provide also for putbic access and poptbar educction. 
This necessitated innovations in structure and design 
and vastly increased amounts of public investment:.
The design requirements of the mooern museum therefore 
were twofold: to ppooide a layout for the access of
the general pubiic while at the same time preserving 
the specialised collections for advanced research. 
The most seminal and influential example of such a 
museum was the Natural History Museum developed on the 
same South Kensington site where Geddes had studied at
the School of Mines. Hived off from the British
Museum where t he nnttiral ivi oto ry oomms ad p e e c n me 
grossly overcrowded, the new Natural History Museum at 
South Kensington was planned according to the iUnts of 
its ceief investigator Richard Own, its first
di rector.
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The informing principle of Owen's conception was that 
of an Index Museum which should bn a 'microcosm of 
nature itself, and large enough to exhibit the 
varieties and development of life on earth'. It
should be able to show 'how the type of the class nay
have risen from a lower, or may, be mounting to that 
of a higher class'. (5)
In the working out of this conception the Central Hall 
on the ground floor of the nnnenn, suutably ppeeided 
over by a sculptured figure of CChr]es Oaar^in, wws to 
provide an introductory and uustemaric index to the 
whole 'microcosm of n^tture' oo tte ottee floods TTe 
guide to the museum of 1887 explained how this idea 
would work oou n n racctiee . In additio n to four
basic groupings - mi ne r^a 1 ogical, botaoieal, zoological 
and geological there was a fifth 'intended to he an 
introduction to all the others'. (6) Following on 
from this all hde eollectious oo hd e munnu m wsne 
arranged in tthee ditUince sunStn. The t two, as
the guide explained, were concerned with the diffusion 
of knowledge, and the two latter with the adva nenmeot 
of knowledge.
The first wa s
'An Elementary os IoCtodu^^y Series by which the 
study of every group should commence, in weice the 
leading featuses of Che ssc^c^s, aan, aa f fa aa
may be, the eeneioedoct of tth vatinue parse of
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some of its most typical nerebbrs, are demooss rated
in a clear and simple manner, and the terms used in 
describing and defining them explained by means of 
illustrative ex a am mle s1.
The second was
'The Exhibited Systematic Series,
. important types of animea, plant 
are shown, by means of ^^me'fully 
preserved specimens, arranged
m nn er, or one which exh'ibits
in which the most
or mineral form s
see ected a nd wen-
in a systematic 
as far as maybe,
their natural relations to each other.
Classification is an imp^ (^r^rtant feature in this 
series, which s-houd be so corlbCete and so arranged 
as to ensure that every visitor to the Museum can 
find, wiithujut recousee to assistance from 
officials, every weel-known and very distinct form 
of animed, plant or mineral, and satisfy hi^^^Tf 
about, at least, its external chhaacters'. (7)
The thi rd Oass was he e Reeeve e or Study Systemic 
Series, a reserve collection which was ‘visited by 
combpcaa^aely few persons' and which, fr^ om a 
scceoniric point of view; was ‘the most ibbo^tcnt 
part of the Museum, for by their mans new knowledge
i s obtained
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It contained
‘all those exceedingly numerous specimens (in many 
groups, the great bulk of the collection in fact) 
showing the minute distinct u^ns which are required 
for working out problems of variations according to 
age, sex, season and locality, for fixing the 
limits of geographical distribution, or determining 
the range in geological time: distinct o on s which, 
in most ccaes, can only be appreciated when
specimens eeXht^itting them arte kept under such
conditions as to admit ready and close examination 
and compprison,,.‘ (8)
There was an intimate connection between the Natural
Histor'y Museum in London and the Museum of Science and 
Arts in Chambers Street in Edinburgh, the directorship 
for which Geddes had applied unsuccessful ly in 1903 to 
develop an Index Mu.seum, Richard Owen had himsslf 
been a student at the University of Edinburgh in the 
18 2 0' s and he was to make a special visit to the then 
newly opened Sscence aad Art Museum in Edinburgh in 
March 1865, The Edinburgh museum had been designed 
by an army engineer, a certain Captain Fowkes, who was 
to win the compeeition in May 1864 for a design for 
the South Kensington Museum- His untimely death the 
fol o owing year imant that design of the London museum 
passed into the hands of Alfred Waerhouse who was
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appointed to carry out the design of Fowkes and who
similarly followed Owen to inspect Fowkes1 original 
design in Edinburgh. .
The notion of the type series developed by Huxley and 
the transmoogification of that concept into the index 
museum cannot be underestimated in its inniuencc on 
Patrick Geddes’ educational ideas, his theory of 
knowledge and the many actions and social reforms that 
Geddes became involved in throughout his life. It 
has been little commented upon ii t h e Ilterature on 
Geddes and it overlooks' a key insight into his 
intellectual development.
Popularisation of Knowledge
Throughout his life Geddes was an active participant 
and innovator in the movement to extend the
opportunities for the great rnjo^ity of excluded
citizenry to avail themselves of unnversity level 
education. From the start Geddes was secretary of
the Unnversity Extension Board aa the Uninertity of
St, Andrews. 'In any account of the steps to
organise the movement in Scooiand', Wiliam A. Knnght, 
Professor of Moral Philosophy at the University of St, 
Andrews wrote in the inaugural prospectus, ...
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'special m m n n ion mist be made of Patrick Geddes, to 
whose zeal and energy the formation of a large 
Provisional Committee of Unnversity Professors and 
others favourable to the movement is ennirely due. 
He has advocated the scheme, and laboured at it 
with unwearied patience and disinterested ardour'. 
(9) •
The greatest flowering of the Unnversity extension 
movement in Scotland was even mnre Patrick Geddes's 
singular effort and initiative: this was his Summer
School of Arts and Sciences first organised in 1887. 
'No mtiter what Professor Geddes' services may have 
been in the early days of the Scootish Extension 
Movement,, concluded R. M. Wenney in a post mortem on 
the movement from his Chhi r of Philosophy at the 
Unnversity of Michigan whence he had moved from an 
earlier post in Glasgow, 'there can be little doubt 
that his greatest achievement ... is his inception and 
entirely successful conduct, during the past eight 
years, of a "Summer School of Art and Science", which 
consists of "Vacation Courses" delivere'd annuaiy, in 
Ajtjust, at Edinburgh'. (10)
Taking the Unnversity Summmr GGthering at Chantauqua 
(U.S.A.) and the Summr Gathering at Oxford as model 
and suggestion Geddes' Edinburgh School was a unique 
educational experience which carried his own 
inimitable stamp, all 'the more mimar kale' , as
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Wenley observed, 'that it has been attained entirely 
without official assistance either from the University
of Edin burgh
( 11)
o r f r om a ny siste r seats of learni ng ?'
The Edinburgh S r S ch ool was retiderltial , delegates
f r om oo t side of the city hav i ng the oopoorunity of
staying in one of the seve ral student residences
Patrick Geddes had developed in the Lawnmarket and the 
Rams ay Gardens. At its height in the mid-nineties 
the Suamar School had become a substantial educctional
endeavour: in 1893 there were nine sciennific courses
and six in arts. The subject areas ranged from
philosophy and ethics through biology and sociology to 
hygiene, literature and history. Associated
activiti e s included excursions within city and region; 
drammtic l it^^r^ar^y and musscal recitals, art classes 
and even a course in Sl oyd woodwork 1 The lecturers 
were distinguished and came from Europe and North 
AmMoa. They included William James from Harvard; 
Charles ZuebSin from Chicago; Stanley HcMl, President 
of Clark University in Woocester Ma ss<a chuu st ts; 
Professors Weeney of Michigan and Maaor of Toronto; 
Haeckel of Jena, and Grosse of Freiburg; Professors 
A.C. Haddon and W.K. Ingram of D^t^Sin; Principal 
Lloyd Morgan of Bristol.
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From France there were Professor Espinas of Bordeaux; 
Professors Del age and Manoouurier of PPris and the 
Director of the Paris Museum of Natural History, Dr. 
H. de Varigny, and there were m n y lecturers from 
Ed i nbu rgh it self.
It will be seen that in the international origins of 
its lecturers and its residential nature the Summer 
School had become soimthing quite quulitatirely 
different from the University Extension movemett. The 
students attending were generally students from the 
Un iv e rsity, school teachers or people who gemra! ly 
had some form of higher education, and were thus of 
quite a different social catchment and experience to 
those students who attended the Urnrersity Extension
cl asses.
However the aims and experiences of the Sinror School 
were soon to appear again in another form in the 
vastly ambitious international school that Geddes 
organised at the 1900 Paris Exhibition. Sir Robert 
Pullar, owner of the dye-works at Perth and an old 
friend of Patrick Gddes's father, made available a 
gift of #3,000 to enable Geddes to imf)lemeot his plan 
of organising a summbr school in Paris. It is quite 
possible that the outstanding success of the 
Unnversity Extension classes that Geddes had organised 
in Perth had warmed PPuiar and given him confidence in
Geddes' abilities.
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In the Paris ExXibition of 1900 Geddes* interest and 
experiments in Unnversity Extension and the pedagoyic 
p ooe nba a iti e s of exhibitions merge into one 
astonishing and bold experiment. Here we see
!^eatfdst that singular endeavour that was the basis of 
his intellectual life's work: his attempt to forge
links between the higher and advanced learning with 
the pof^ubar and p^t^bicly accessible. Taking
advantage in 1899 of simultatdvus m^^itings of the 
British and French Associations for the Advancement of 
Science in Dover and Bou^gne, Pa trick Geddes gathered 
together a list of academic luminaries from either 
side of the Channel to act as guides and supporters of 
his internati onal a■ssdmely, and to which he later 
added German and Russian groups. An excursion to
Amrica where he criss-coos sed Unnversities and 
museums from Chicago to Boston, from Boston to 
Washington trawled in an even richer list of 
supf^c^r^rters of his Paris endeavour from Richard T. Ely 
to Andrew Carnegie, Jane Addams to Wood row Wilson, 
Wiliam Dean Howwlls to John Dewey.
The Paris International Assembly of the International 
Assoccation for the Advancement of Science, Arts and 
Education gathered in May 1900 at the ExpooHion 
Universdlle in Paris. Here was the most stupendous
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gathering of artefacts and illustrations of the world 
of nature and culture that human ingenuity had ever 
amassed in one place in human history. The British, 
French, American, Russian and German voounteer 
academics were to act as guides, interpreters and 
lecturers to the visit i ng masses. Here was an index 
museum to the universe! Here the unity of reality, ' 
inaccessible to the speeiaaization and fragmentation 
of modern academic research woiiud find its matching 
and sufficiently comp ee hen sive unity of knowledge. 
Geddes' academic cicerones would make this vast
storehouse of knowledge corm er he n ni ble to the common
visitor as had the Extension lecturers in the south 
east of Scotland to the citizenry outside the 
Ungers i ties.
Alas for Geddes' toils and efforts it was not to be
so: the visitors ^^re not interested in academic
lectures. The final statistics were: one hundred
lecturers gave 3 00 formal lectures on the main 
features of the Expeditidn, 800 talks on special 
subjects and some 450 guided visits to various parts 
of the Fair. Yet Geddes was not to be easily
daunted. Despite the failure of the Exposition
Summar School (and an overstayed absence from his 
Unnversity duties in Dundee - he was in Paris for over 
a year - and a miscarriage his wife suffered in Paris) 
he threw himpe1f into a cappaign to turn the 
Exposition into a lasting mm seum. His idea was to
secure the permanency of each national pavilion.
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Needless to say his campaign failed and the subsequent 
campaign to eseserve ehe ntentsts of ehe pavilions
a l so.
The day was neear hhwewe, ween Gedees ineeeeed to 
fight again. At the closing dinnes in the U.S.A. 
pavilion in Paris he announced plans fos a reconvening 
of the International Assembly in the following yeas, 
1901, at the Glasgow Exhibition and in 1903 at St. 
Louis. ThT nehigigion a a n thn musumm aern fos him
the royal road to knowledge both popalas and esooeric.
The Rue ded -he said of the street of
^^\^-il-^c^ns he wanted to preserve as museums in Paris, 
would become a new ‘Sacred Hay at Delphi'*, (13), the
new road to knowledge.
Knowledge for Geedeh wws a tking g tock k of tcgial 
eeoCution. Fourteen years before the Paris 1900
Ex li Hi i t ion the Edinburgh Industrial E xh hb ition in 1886 
had provided him a cause for reflection nearer to 
home. In his essay on the same subbed the next year, 
Industrial E^li Hi itions and Modern Progress, he was to 
conclude t hht 11 he re cca bb no betten ttandpoinn for 
an intelligent survey of modern progress than that 
afforded by aa iinerontiona1 exhibitoon'. (14) The
Paris Exhibinion was a fit^ng tummptgtn of the 
progress of social evolution of the nineteenth century 
and presented the most complene model of how knowledge 
of that human progress could be develoaed.
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'Hare we not here', Geddes was to write (15) in 
retrospect, 'the boldest attempt:, the richest we! th 
of sugge^ton for a true w orld-museum, at once an 
encyclopaedic and artistic presentment of man in his 
place in history, his place in geography his place in 
na ture?'
At the 1901 Glasgow ExHibition the notion of the 
exhibition as transient museum and inventory of social 
evolution and progress was advanced again. 'During
its course on Internati onal Exx^Non', Geddes 
concluded (16) in a pubbished report,
'is naturally considered chhefly as a city's fete, 
or as a world's fair; and its success is estimated 
financially, and by its number of visitors. 
Later, horntvr, its deeper and more intellectual 
aspect becomes ^nanifest, that of a vast and varied 
museum, representing many aspects of human activity 
in its city and counnry, and in the world around: 
while towards its close practical questions are 
increasingly asked. What has been its effect,
what are its sag g g e t ions, what is its impulse to 
industrial, sciennific, artistic, educational and 
social activity? Wat legacy, maaerial as well as 
financial, may it leave us?'
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In the same report he proposed to the City of Glasgow 
Corporation an unsolicited scheme for rendering the 
Exhibition permanent as a ‘vast and varied museum1.
It was exactly fifty years before that the Great
Exhibitiss of 18 51 had been connerted into the 
permanent museum complex of South Kensington. Geddes 
proposed no less for Glasgow in a grand flourish of 
folie de grandeu r, 'It is to be regretted', he
a nn ou n eed ,
'that the Exhibitions of MncXiesser, Edinburgh, 
Dubbin, Liverpool and others outside London have 
usually left little or no permanent legacy to their
cities' .
He noted that the Glasgow Exhibltion of 1888 had
b equeathed the spacious Kel ving rove Ga aiecies so that
Act already had its permanent legacy f r om a n
International Exh h b i ti^n in G asgow , W h t remained
to propose was no impediment to the ambitiousness of
what Geddes thought was possible and desirable, as the 
list of museums he put forward indicate:
- C ommm sci a l Museum -
'the present p os ssh H ities of Glasgow ace
obvious' .
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Technical Museums
a) Shipbuilding -
'How easily the present collection of ship models 
might be extended into a unique "Museum of the 
Ship" ... fully commerno ort i ve of the supremacy of 
Glasgow throughout the last century, but hee pful 
in the education of the whole commuuity in its 
increasing struggle to retain this supremacy 
through the opening one*.
b) Eng i nee ring -
'This can be more easily and naaurally mde in
Glasgow than anywhere in the worrd’.
c) Electricity -
'As science advances. as its appliances evolve, 
there is ever increasing need to record and to 
preserve the steps of that progress; and this not
only for the sake of the general intelligence; 
but for the ordinary worker, the ordinary student 
... and also for the inv e stigat or'.
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Agriculture, Forestry etc
'Agriculture is our largest ScoOtish industry, and 
forestry claims to become one of the largest
industries of the future'.
Museum of Hygiene -
'to provide for ... the thorough education of the
public ... the prevention of tuberculosis ... and 
a pooplarisation of hygiene ...'.
Regional Museum (Glasgow and the Clyde Basin) -
'the monooraph of Glasgow and the Clyde Basin, 
published as the British Assooiations' Handbook 
... now requires its corresponding concrete 
collections of objects and illustrations, etc - 
its Museum, in short ...'.
Civic Museums (Comppaative Civics) -
'To understand our own city, we must compare it
with others'.
History of International Exhibitions -
'a centre of reference for planning future 
E xhib bit ions ' .
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Museum of Scootish History and Archaeology
'The public are peculiarly ready for and 
appreciative of the interpretation of the national
past' .
Museum of Geog raphy- .
'Even if no special Geooraphical Museum be at 
present practicable, the due presentment of 
geo (graphical considerations unddrlies the
arrangement of many, others, and notably of a 
Ctmmercial Museum, a Regional and Civic Museum, an 
Historical Museum and so on'..
Museum of Social Economy -
'no series of museums can be complete until Social 
-Economy is represenned'.
Peace Museum - must
'await utilisation with the preceding'.
Museum of Corn p part ive Edu c ation -
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'in which would be accessible to all branches of 
the teaching profession and to the press and
public at large, the fullest and most recent 
intelluj^nce as to educational methods and 
progress in all parts of the civilised worTd',
- Collections of Bibliography -
■ 'That all the above Museums and Institutes should
be equipped with their now-a-days indispensable 
special Bibliographies'.
The outcome of the International Assembly at the 1901 
Glasgow In hi^ "ition was financially disastrous for
Geddes and involved him in several years of 
frustrat'ing litigation. It was to be the end of his 
International Assembly and his fantastic a^bUtions for
International Exhhbitions. In his Pittencrief Park
Plan in 1 904 he was to put forward one more of his 
vast b"oated scheme for museums but after the Glasgow 
Exhibition his subsequent interest and work with 
exhhbitions was to be at the much more mnaaeable and
modest level of his civics and town planning
exh-ibitic^ns. For this reason he was able to achieve
niuch more success and impact.
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Specialisation of.Knowledge
Specialisation, Geddes was frequently to say, was 
knowing more and more about less and less. He saw 
specialisation as the root obstacle to educctional 
reform and progress: 'modern investigators are but
Crusoes*, isolatee, he was to writee n n heeir 
' 1 nnumbs eats! e islands of concrete spp eia a ism ' . The 
aim of the Summmr Meetings was
'to bring together e^ii^a ists of various kinds
who should, howseer, be in ssympaty w i t h each
other, w i t w h gengene aii towasd order and
synthesis of knowledge .. . t hrou gh all the con rses
there ns ns an atmptpt at cneasa s ing unity and
order ... the aim is to weave the threads of many,
studies, t o ge1 i se, rather than to
speech i se 1 • (17)
Reference has often been made to the Geddesian concept 
of synthesis and its - corollary, the need to pass 
beyond spee cassation. Such ia^bnbcntrido have
gen^|r<^l ly been about the iommbaniace and orthodox 
notion that at a certain level town planning is about 
the comm inn tion of a range of interests and skills to 
produce a synnhesis. Such a reading, howweer,
perpetrates a ssvere reduction ism on the Geddesian 
notion of special^sm and synthesis. For rather than 
a low level emmirical gennera isation Gdd^'s's
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conception of specialisation is squarely in the higher
and grander tradition of theorising and history of the
Scootish Unnversity as identified by George Elder
Davie in The Dernoocaaic Intellect. (18)
The generally educated Scot wa s an old ideal to which 
Geddes firmly suUscribed and which he was committed to 
renewing and revivifying.
'The Scots', Da vie writes,
‘had an almost religious attachment to their 
inherited ideal of a culture in which the general 
should take precedence over the particular and the 
whole over the parts'. (19)
Davie argues that through successive waves of 
catastr ophy and renaissance a struggle was bitterly 
waged to save the soul of the Scootish Unnversity 
tradition which maintained the primacy of a general 
education chiefly underpinned by a prominent role 
given to philosophy. Successive assauuts of
Anglicization eventually saw the triamph of 
speccaaisation in 1889 which made Scootish higher 
education 'at last reorganised in accordance with 
Ennlish ideals'. (20)
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Geddes was to give evidence to the U^ii^^ir;^ities
Commission of 1889 and he
inevitable concomitant of
labour. However he did
resting point:
sae
t he
t ot
sspei a 1isat ion as an
nooern division of
ceptpt it as f final
'Ue hear ouch in these days of sorely-needed 
academic reform, of abandoning our old curriculum 
of education bsed d o n thie ides of general 
knowledge, and ssetling ddwe to saeeiaiiaos. Ann 
so far so hII: our old culture has broken down, 
is totall y inadequate, and through this phase of 
keen and detailed specialism ee muss; pass; ee 
must not only know sommeriing about everything, but 
also everything about somoVhiog. But ehat I have 
been trying to shoe is that ehile henceforth every 
man should pass through the training of a 
spee^Hst, no imn nned sshivel into a saeeiuiiat 
pure and simple - a mm re slave of the iotviivctsai 
division of labour'.
He concisded:
' W have not to learn ddgglon, buu to ss^e the 
clues and share tte experience of past thinkers - 
to rememOur, in ffac (what I tsfe to be efe escret 
of edu cca ion), tlhh^a tth gdif of Prfmoeevsa was not 
a dead-aeigho of coeas, but fiuel. (21)
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After the Disruption, Davie argued, 'education became 
the chief forum of resistance to Southern 
encroachmmen1. (22) Geddes, although he had
forsaken Scootisl! Universities and had taken up his 
undergraduate studies in Ennland, was se n n sitively 
aware that the Scoot^h Unnversity tradition was an 
important part of S s cotish id e n nt ty. It is
significant that hh tooo thh Prnaecsoa oo Gmee aa the 
Unnversity of Edinburgh, John Stuart Backle, as hero 
and ideal-type for a Scoot^h Renascence, in an essay 
of that name in The E v e rg reen. Black ie had been 
educated in German Unnverssties, which Geddes took to 
be thh sourcc of specialiitiinn , bbt he was 
simm u taneauoly both - defender and critic of the
Scottish U^ni^f^r's-ities.
Geddes was not an uncritical adherent of w h a t R.D. 
Anderson hhs cdled (23 ) hh e yth h oo Scootish 
education. At a finna llectur aa tth nn- of the
academic year at Unnveroiey College, Dundee, in 1889, 
the year of the Unniehniiies Ccamibsiirn hn tod his
audience frankly: 'I am going to say some unpieaoane
truths, such as people rarely heer'. He was not, he
went on, 'a candidate for political honours from the
other side of the Tweed' who would
'repeat the usual cheap flatteries about our being 
the bees eeducsee and the r.^brO advanced people in 
the world ... and henn ... gn home tt London or
Oxford laughing in my sleeve'. (24)
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He was sufficiently enough a patriot- to feel, as Davie 
has said elsewhere, that 'the adojption of the usages
of the Southron would negate the long, independent,,
effort of Scootish history** (25) and that what was 
being decided about Scottish Universities 'was no less
than the distinctive sort of society developed by the
Scobs'. Geddes conclud ed:
'I claim to be no less enthuusastic a Scotsman 
than any here, and with that -patriotssm too, which 
a man never feels so fully as when he has lived a 
thousand miles from home, but which does not 
shrink from honestly comppring the strong and weak 
sides of one's own people with others ... we are 
divided between two exaggerations - one, that of a 
legendary s^ueriority in almost every conceivable 
respect to almost all conceivable peop^; the 
other of excessive see ^depreciation, as if we hhd 
no nationality worth the namm*. (26)
The Scootish Unnversity, Davie was to say, was 'semi­
conn ine^l;^'l‘ , and in this Geddes was squurely in the
tradition that Davie identified. Geddes found the
Franco-ScoOtish So^ety in Edinburgh and made 
strenuous efforts, without success, to resuscitate the 
old Scots College in Paris. At the end of his life 
he founded the College des Ecossais in Mooepeilirr
with his ow n funds.
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other than p red i lection and loyalty to the l.^onoe 
Sc<^^tish University tradition, Geddes had a further 
and o^lnologicni obUection to spee^ isa^on. As a 
biologist he considered' that sppeci a isaoi'oo 
perpetrates ao eno^rieni red uct i on i sin on the object 
under o: i^>v tion. l f s^viredd , i s oUe s eoeds , He
organism from the environment (or vice versa), 
'Biology', he averred, 'should not be a description of 
a dead plant or nnimo1, but of the living and growing 
organism'. (27) Elvawhevf hs wroes hhas biology 
before Darwin had become ' a cachetical analysis of 
dead forms', whereas for Darwin hiooalO:
'Plants and animals ... are. not mrely isolated 
phvoooeon, but are intimately and closely related 
Oo themselves and to others of their kind, and 
also to the earth itself'. (28)
Io the study of Biology, as in the study of anything 
Geddes believee we are similarly involved in the study 
of the 'ever-varying Proteus of Life'. (29)
This basic onnologicnl obUecOion to spp v ial isaoion wa a 
0 ne determining premise of GGddes's aub btantial and 
eommrehensive pedagogy: part of an educational
revolution he was to say, 'which some defioe as from 
static to kinetoic, others from nna1ytie to a^’^fl^^^ies 
others from formal to vital'. (30) 'The last
gene ra aoio n', he explained:
... ■it-
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'was educated indoors, education (now), is being
carried out more and more out of doors'.
In simplest terms his pedagogy was called Nature-study
which:
'begins with the child's awakening to the beauty 
of the country, to an interest in its life and
.change, its common things, its everyday sights and
sounds.,.?'
but this was generalisable and applied to all learning 
and all kn owl edge:
'It is the hab i t of ob servi ng and thinking for
one's self, and at one's best, without books o r
helps, in presence of facts and in the open ai r' .
(31)
Just as Geddes saw no fundamental diff eee n ce in the
educational approach to the unschooled attender of 
University Ex tension classes and 'the University 
student, so he saw no difference, except in mti^r^'ity, 
of the learning of the child and the learning of the 
ad u u t. 'Between the simple universe of the cirild-
geograp her1 , he stated boldly in the prospectus for 
the 1890 Summer School , 'and the encycl opaed ic Survey 
of Aristotle there is no difference*.
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This was because he saw the faundatlon d all
education residing in wonderment: the beauty of
Nature was to be enjoyed before ann1ysio of it was
begun:
it can hardly be eao strongly inoiotnn that 
nature teaching begins neither through knowledge 
or discipline, bub through delight .. , Too many 
adules are thus not developed children, but 
defective, stunted or degenerate ones; and it is 
not too much to say that much os ca-l^ d 1 ed 
"education" of the past is literally definable as 
the production of artificial defectives. (22)
The rep ressive nature of Scootish edu cation and
Sabba^ariani sm, and t he increasing bureaauindisatian
and standa rd i sat i on of schooli ng ,sften the 1872
Education Act v a s the continuous occasion for
den^ r^n^c atic^n and dissent whenever learning w a s
mentioned in Geddes' s hearing. He often spoke of 
his joy and nerief as a child, after the reenessive 
day-long gloom of Sunday spent all day at the Kirk, 
to return to the family cottage on Kinnoull Hill in 
Perth and take a leisurely conducted tour of the 
garden with his Oseyen. This childhood experience 
was always a shining educational model to him 
throughout his ddult life:
'I had Uvvo io eager field-naturalist from 
childhood, botanist and gardener too, m ne r a ogiot 
aod rock-work bui'lder; aod at school had
naturally evvfiOve from its connennifoni classics, 
and Oaken to the modern side. Heevs pu p o o v e
towa rd s science, though io what O p p V c 'O'ic. line} I
could ool ciearly oay, amid ioo m ny a o e varied
a00rae0ions. During schooldays my wise father
had given me a mu seum shanty, and n e x 0 Dull mv a o
outhouse laboratory aaf warfsaeOl Then o n
leaving school, aa I could not yet define my
col lege amOitifnSs he eneou rw^'Ad . me 0 o vari ou s
trial o as of chem i stry ... of m i feral ogy and
botany, with a .little geol ogy, loo, a od of thv
rudiments of zoology and ph^'siology. The whole, 
loo, with the summors free for varied roaming and 
voracious readiog, by Ouros and together; to 
which he added also a hri^e bub sa1u0aey and 
steadying experience of office and of workshop as 
well as a period at the art school ; and all this 
Ounennovfaaly upon his theory of self-educaoion, 
though with reference and help oo various sides as 
needed - a mi;hod I had eo fhu u l'a aO i cally adopted, 
a od hold by still. Hence I fell ^ppper than my 
old school felloes, by thlh siom fully in the 
rvouSar university or other mil; and I sOill 
OvvI fortunate in hah a ng bebv given these 
adolescent years, in freedom from all routine 
fixity and examination pressure, and with, studies
pursued for their inOeresO alone. (33)
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Geddes very much practised what he preached in the 
education of his own three children. Although the 
cnsettlsdness of Geddes' parapeeetic academic life, 
and his frequent resort to roping in his family as 
convenient unpaid labour on many of his ventures, were 
often thh reel eaasons for thh uuortteOex and 
un institut i onal education of his children, the ideals 
were there. Arthur, the youngest ch’ild could white 
(34) to him of his timetable for every morning at the 
age of twelve:
Learn P oe try 7. 05 t 0 4 4
Singing 4 5 o 0 80 0 0
Violin 8-. 0 5 t 0 8.30
Brownies Breaks 1, 8. 0 0 t 0 9.00
Writing and Reaein g 9. 0 0 t 0 10.3 0
Lunch 10 .30 t o 10. 44
Violin 10 .40 t o 11. 14
Preparation 11 .10 t o 11. 44
Wood Carving 11 .4 0 t o 12. 30
Although a subsequent student and then professional 
colleague of Arthur's at the University of Edinburgh 
later wrote of him that as a geographer 'he was led 
into endless related, ip apshapm maaginal, 
speculations' and that 'Had he been sut> j ect to a more 
normal s<clic3o1 and Universitd educaton, , ed migtd have 
been better able to focus his attention on one themm', 
(35) the Geddes' uhigdren's upbringing certainly
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indicated a sturdy independence. At the age of
thirteen, for exambie, Arthur dashed off a postcard to
his Snatycn:
'I to o have had a jallt weekend in Fife sImc. 
Took a steamer on Saturday arriving 11.50 a.m. 
Then nlked about sketching a little, slept the 
night in coasyed - rseo ps of rawa)!) d nd men 
walked up Langs Law fona which you could see the 
Tay and the Forth at the same time, the Sidlaws 
and the Pentldnns, Lomonds and some of the hills 
of Perthshire. SpP endid! Slept next night in 
wood behind Beveridge Park, Kirkcaldy ...‘ (25)
Aliodair, in his own right, gives qu lxaa ically
Geddesian illost^aOion d the unssefconscious
naturalness of an unforced education when he remarks 
(26), in a letter to hi h moaher, that from the 
dangerous exposure of his ba1laon of the Ob ss rvation 
Cmps at the Front his principal occu pp a. ion is 
thinking of Geoa^aphical Survey and how to establish 
the place-work-folk demacctions on the ground belas!
The virulence of Geddes' snvacsct of the need to 
escape from the c l ass r oom into the op p e -air was a 
reaction to the asphixiati^n of education in both 
schaal and tnnvenoiet by the tightening grip of a
bureaucratic exaim m nation system. All his life he
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refused to take exams, except on one occasion at the
School of Mines where he took an exam for a wager that 
he could swot it up all the night before, and won. 
The present system, he asserted, in his inaugural
lecture at Dundee was
'a crushing and unintelligible burden of cram, the
Juggernaut which is at present probably ruining
more lannds than did ever human mi sa rrangement in 
this world before'. (37)
The principal determinant of the ‘dead incubus of 
cram' was so that students could be 'doubly fatted for 
prize winning in the coarse scales of the examination 
room*. (38) Geddes' challenge to educctionn1ists
was how to educate children
‘avoiding as we must that formulating, codifying,
freezing, fo ss iliz n n g process'. (39)
A maaor practical proposal Geddes strenuously 
advocates as a solution to the prisonhouse and mil 
that so many schools had become was in the development 
of children's ga'rdens. That ‘paltry little railed 
and concreted "playground"' that had been developed as 
part of many state-aided schools, was really something 
else: 'call it rather prison-yard, shoving yard,
H ool iganeu^ * . (40)
It was because of this 'deadening, starving and 
stunting' (41) that educators should sympaateti ca 1 ly 
interpret the psychology of truancy', in terms of 
'nunger of nature experience' and 'instinct for 
travel'. (42) Robert Louis Stevenson was such a
truant Geddes claimed and 'Darwin, of course, is arch­
truant of a l '.
Geddes was a trenchant critic of the neet ly-flowered 
borders of so many muuicipal parks and an energetic 
campaigner fo.r the development of children's gardens. 
Whit chhldren needed in public open spaces was not 
pretty herbaceous borders he was often to say, but old 
logs with which to make wigwams and stones with which 
to dam streams. Passive learning wa s the old rote 
and drill of confinement in the classroom: uuside, 
education was to be active and pa rticipatory.
AbbotLsholme School in Derbyshire was the principal 
legacy of the Geddesian educational philosophy. It
was a substantial achievement and influence to merit
Geddes a secure enough place in that line of great 
Scottish educational reformers and radicals that leads 
to A.S. Nei'll but astonishingly it is little commented 
upon in the general biographical literature on Geddes,
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Abbotsholme spawned other independent institutional
offspring in France, Germany, Switzerland and Belgium 
and eventuully in North Aneeica. It was the pioneer
of what became known as the New Schools in Europe, and 
init'iated a period of educational innov ation that was 
to last till the First World War. By a circuitous
route it reeuuntd to Ssci^laan witt Kuut Hahn who 
founded Gordonstoun, and who was first ppu oo the road 
to his own educational ideas through the influence of 
Abbitshtlme in Germany in the 1920's. (43)
Cecil Reddie had been a pupil at Fettes before going 
on to EEiiinbugg ^lnitvreity wwhre hh came under the 
influence of Geddes- in whose laboratory he was a
dernonnttator in 1884-5. It was at a Summee School in 
Edinburgh in 1894 that Red d i e mt Edmond nemo ins, the 
cottinuaO or of the Le Play Philosophy in Paris through 
the journal La Science Sociale, and who was to found 
the Ecole des Roches on Reddie lines in Normandy, and 
which cotninues RRddii p^otnrr'^ci the
Geddesian gospel of the outdoors at Abbotsholme - the 
Gospel of potato-digging as the PsI l Mil Gaaette 
called it - as part of the school curriculum. (44) 
Tne importance of what Reddie cal led manual training 
can be seen in the school timetable, reminiscent of 
Arthur Geddes' private study regimen above:
1U7.
Morning.
6.9 0 A. M. Rise (in w i n tee nt 7)
6.3 0 II Deil 1
6.45 II F i sst Scholl
7.30 II Chapel
7.40 II Beenkf att
8.30 II Seonnt Scholl
90.95 II Bmat oot Lu cth
90.30 II Th r rt S to oil
92.95 P.M. Bathing
Afternoon.
9 . 0 P.M. D i'n n e r
9.30 " Urena oo Plane RReitti
2.0 ' (names , , Urrktroos, &c
6.0 *| Tna
6.30 ! Si in i nn » RecitsaSrns, Muniai &c.
8.30 '| Suppet ndt C ha pi 1
9.0 '| Lihts s out.
Geddes remained oo the AAvisory Coonnii of Abbotoholme
for 2 5 yeees and in 1 9 04 mode a major inspection and 
eepoet on the school nt Reddies’ request.
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The Geddesian theory of the educational a n d
recreational potienttial of gardens and parks is best 
seen in his Gunnerpline Study whilst the practice is 
best exemplified in the children's gardens created in 
the Old Town of Edinburgh. At Ouuferpline Geddes 
indulged in every possible design and botanical 
opportunity frop a Pi net urn to bog garden, wild garden,- 
forrpal garden, rock garden, fern garden, hi st ory 
garden, craft garden, iris pond, zoo, conservatory and 
the ap p rop riate Nature Palace and Museup alongside to 
develop formal understanding and learning. He
proposed a children's garden, with seventy-five spall 
plots to be c^ltivat^ed by individual children and, of 
course, plant distribution and indexing had to have a 
didactic purpose: (45)
' I would coppine at once an order of ppant'^ng 
expressive of the present standpoint of the 
systepatic and of the evolutionary biologist, so 
that we should literally ascend the tree of life. 
... A literal bird's-eye view of the vegetable 
kingdop would thus set forth, with perhaps 
unprecedented simpdlcity and clearness - this Tree 
of Evolution, fitly co^npleting and indexing that 
general pmsentnent of the pin orders of the 
vegetable kingdop which is disposed throughout the
The Pittencrief Park plan was never implemented but a 
number of smnll children’s gardens were developed in 
Edinburgh's Old Town by the Outlook Tower 
Assoc^i-attion's Open Spaces Committee. These gardens 
were developed on snnll pockets of ict land in
the highly overcrowded slums of tenement housing and 
were staffed by volunteer ladies. Some endure today 
and they perfectly illustrate Geddes' piecemeal 
renewal of urban areas and his conception of the 
educational and recreational role of gardens for 
children. They are discussed in more detail in the
next chapter.
The most general approach to teaching and learning was 
in the stress thha Geedds ppu on wPs t he cal led eye- 
education as opposed to ear-education. He often said 
of himsel f that he was a vi suel not an auditif. 
Delight and woodee in the woold oo aatre e - an 
unfolding drama he would cal l it in a Rergsonian mood 
- fostered by an education out of doors:
'To nnot, ann mam, aan name the most o f the 
characteristic excursions of oou neighbourhood, 
park and garden and roadside; to the neadow and 
wood aan mnnnl the hiil aan ddR aan seashore ...'.
(46)
These led to h t e 'hili Id' s wakenn^t g o o the beauty of 
t he count ry'. (47)
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of the beauty of the natiural world led to 
the appreciation of art:
'The cor'relaticn of nature and art rnmy be craved 
for. The appreeennion of the respective beauties 
best seized by ototoarhph aan by painting the 
appreciation of thei^ ^spesPeve qualitieo so tone 
and colour, will soon give him (the pupil) an 
.interest in hhadling hee tempaa nnd heg pencig for
homssif, a gtpeter desieg og add coluug og his
sketch. Here tl^e is a stsePegit goipt on the 
warfare against modern ugliness ... With this
fundamental ccaaing for beauty all the senses are
at work 1 . (48)
In a lecture to the tenth Summer School in 1896 Geddes 
divided huneaiey into two treat groups: the Eye-
minded and the Eap-mondnni He felt that in Northern
Europe and Protestant ConnOries ey e-edu cat i on had been 
starved and he wished to restore the balance. Io a
tellng private moment, a letter to his wife, his
response to the beauty of the Highland coonnryside
through which he rode in a gig to the funeral of Mary
Hill Burton, is a powerful de enosta tion of his
passionate commitment to the education of the eye:
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I felt the necessity of seei ng as a na i njoy for
every life and that, if one but could "teach" i.e. 
perhaps not even "awake" or "develop" but simply 
preserve from destruction the child's artistic 
sense, the whole of life would be relieved at every 
moment, and its great moments rise to extasies
(51)
The stress on the visual should not be underestimated 
in Geddes' theory of ndu(^^■tiot and, indeed, his theory 
of knowledge. The impu]se to beauty for him was a 
Russfnian road to moral virtue, from which personal 
uplift and social reform derived. From his early 
work with the Edinburgh Social Union from providing 
flower boxes in the windows of slums, whitewashing 
tenement stairs to formal art classes, his commitmett 
to the transcendence of personal and social 
immiseration and entrapment was appprent. This
cou^, of course, be so much middle class cant and 
hypocrisy but Geddes' lasting achievements in 
comm m s s i oning and inducing mural decoration, arts and 
crafts; painting and septum; architectural 
con s erva tion and restoration and the creation of 
children's gardens in Edinburgh's Old Town in its 
quality and comp peee n n s veness is sufficient testimony 
to his seriousness of purpose and social 
^nsponniSii ity.
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There is a final aspect of the visual in the Geddesim 
system knowledge. This is his advocacy of graphical 
presentation. He rnaad the most ambitious and
outlandish claims for this, though in the post­
television and advertising age they probably seem less
excessive:
'I find it difficult to imagine any class of ideas 
which does not appear to mm mind to lend itself 
more vividly to grgpaic thha to verbal presentment. 
I would even claim th^-t this graphic method can be 
applied to psychology, even to philosophy itself1.
(52)
In the form of his so cal led thinking rnmchine it has 
often perplexed his interpreters, ma ny of whom have
found him eccennric and even risible. It is true 
that his thinking mmchines aad other graphical forms 
are zany and often ludicrous but seen in the general 
context of his con caption of the visual they are less 
offensively ir^n ^eligible.
C^ctsifnhc0^oe
The burgeoning of sciennific production and the 
increasing speeiaaisation of knowledge Geddes told his 
Dundee students at his inaugural lecture, 'introduces 
us to new mttss of botanical literature, which 
threatens to snimOur us'. (53) In that home of
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spaccda isation, Germany, a young investigator - 'where 
nowadays they mnnu^ctture them wholesaae' - would in 
enlist in sone school
l one's life as in a mil, 
or three-parts indifferent
on around - a sciennific
(54)
of ecientific knowledge and 
in the class -ificat i on of
' ... and wo rk there al
often hhlf utcuntc^uusJ 
to all the work going 
mill wi^rker, in shoot'.
The answer to the growth
i t s c c ai sat ion lay
know! edge.
Geddes' concern with classification - ' a bunch of
magic keys to the glorious museum of nnture' (55) - is 
most centtally developed in his concept ion of the 
'type' or 'index' system. At Dundee, for exnmple, he 
recommended to his students a type-1 ibrary that he 
devised for them which consisted of a simple 
classification of the literature arranged historically 
in a basic biological c ass ificat ion of physiology (or 
function) and morphology (or form). The use of this 
'simple historic cl assification' was that 'it enables 
us to dive into the literature of any branch of the 
subject at wiil'. There is a fnmiiint Geddesian
polemic behind his scheme. The c1 assifcadorny
revolution initiated by Linnaeus, 'that concerned with 
describing and cataloguing the forms of nature', was 
reduced, by 'old world pedants' to the 'dead rules of 
grammar*. 'Enthusiasm of living nature' became ' a
me re Latin clerkship'. (57)
Another form of the 'type' system Geddes often 
advocated was the Type 8otanic Garden, as in the case 
of .the one he developed for the Grange House School , 
shor^itly after he took up permanent residence in 
Edinburgh. In the smll pot of 100 feet by 40 feet, 
which he found 'in everyway suitable for a useful 
exhibition of the natural orders', he felt able in the 
planting of his seed beds that he could exhibit 'at 
the glance the general relationships and divisions of 
the vegetable kingdom1. Such an easily assimilated
and simple classification could then become the index 
to much more comalex systems, thus forming
'a most useful key to the greater botanic gardens, 
where a beginner is lost in the maze of the 
numerous beds, and where he too often utterly fails
to attain any general scientific conception of the 
plant woNd*. (58)
The greatest ingenuity and expenditure of energy by 
Geddes on the class i ficati on of knowledge was in his 
idea of the index miseum, his version of which he came
to ca a l Outlook Towers.
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The Idea of the Index Huseua
More than an ordinary mseum, Geddes would explain, 
his Index Museum was an Encyclopaedia Graphica :
'an Encyclopaedia of which the articles may be 
imagined printed sepepatelyi aad witt their
.illustrations and maps condensed and displayed as 
an orderly series of labale; labels to which 
specimens are then as far as possible puppliyd; so 
that over and above the description, the image, the 
interpretation of the thing, you can see the thing 
i t self i n real ity' . (59)
Unlike the Enccd opaedi a, which is set out in 
alphabetical order the En cyd opaedia Graphica has to 
be set out according to a rational plan that is 'in 
conformity with reason, and with obssrvation, with 
philosophy and wth the order of nature*. (60) The
Index Museum was thth al io an E ncy cl opaedia
Met hodori ca.
The famiiiar themes come together in a unified
conception - at least of Geddes' intentions and aims,
if not then realization. There is the primacy of the
visual and the necessity of graphical presentation as 
an imp') ication. Even philosophy can be rendered
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comprehensible by graphic methods. There is the need
to overcome speecaaisation and ‘the nmster key itself 
is the classification of the sciences and the arts'. 
(61):
‘the curator is thus a philosopher in the concrete 
mood, and the philosopher but a curator in the
abstract one'.
Finaaly, to seize and abstract the logical essennials, 
'it is the task of science to see and seize the type'. 
(62)
Here Geddes introduces an extension of the notion of
the Index Museum as a guide to its own collections. 
It is possible that the Index Museum could be a guide, 
an index, to other museums and collections. By
concennrating on the essenSisls the type-col lection, 
although inferior in resources to the collections of 
the great centres, could prove suue ei or in presenting 
the unity of knowledge:
'Were a provincial college or city once provided 
with any one Index Museum such as this, it would be 
in this respect provincial no longer. It would on 
the contrary be possessed of a museum literally 
me ro) oo itan to the mmeropolis itself - that is a
museum, which it wouud be for the mmCropolitss
institution to reproduce at the very centre of its 
organisation, and this alike for the sake of its 
officials, its students and its puUlic1. (63)
The Victorian and Albert Museum at South Kensington 
was 'too much a vast bazaar of bric-a-brac' because it 
lacked its 'needful Index Museum'. (64) Such a
development would assist the deceetral isat ion of
culture since
'the reproduction of the essennials of each of 
these Index iHI ls - with simpll ficat i ons no doubt, 
but also with detailed improvements has come
practically within the range and reach of a
provincial museum1.
T n u s
'Our provincial imuseum, stands upon ou r phi l osophi c
classification of the arts and sciences, as does a
cathedral or a ba sslica upon i t s syrnboo ic plan'.
(65)
At the Paris Exxosition in 1900 Geddes had set up an
Index Museum and Outlook Tower in the Trocadero. It
was both a guide to the 3 50 acres of exhibits and a
framework for the classification of knowledge In
his experiments in Edinburgh it was in the Outlook
Tower, with its 'richer synthesis* that he sought to 
build up a giganttic picture of the world'. (66)
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C h a a t e r Four
The Concept of the Outlook T ow e r
'ths ca i rd and eaisesr sot hump 11 y - abloe the ess 
chauaer -, ths Chimera Upscreec in the Oomuik 
Tous, that stenss on the kissel kill jist aycte ths 
tap of ths Looaun rnerkit in Alt Talkie in the 
Cuntie of DDeleehiat Cs ,e iohSesh ,h ,e uon , d s^w 
(tie au 1U voyeur) ths haie,1 shitty cnU nntirsts, 
and theou ths ^1^ooniun of is , OOscurs C^mms-u; r,e-aa
was ahull ttl uunc^^ in earner a a sarrtnn Oriearious
p isi sur s by hascn c b n t kssk at aa Kenna (end
u tketty) ^gangings a nU (mcerne re nd i s s i n ony
chnume r, royaums, cap i nit or cl os it On oo r a i n
rammc ntik eout and rseysll bueroe Weit never!'
. Sydney Gooons'r Smith,
Carotid Cartucnpnus 1964
I cattoe smppenise the point too- firmly, that P.G., 
whether in his perso! ity, or as n thinker, or cs a 
man of action, cannot be properly understood without a 
clscr syeppceeSic perception of ehat hs meant ths 
Toeer to bs, and of whet the Toeer cor^ n^s anitly gavs to
him.
E Ue a rd McGgsa n, PaCrick Geddes 
e s a Man of Action
We k n oe ths precise point eisn GedUes took over 
Shoot's Obsorssevry, eliice he stcamd d iS e Outlook 
Toeer. James Manor, subsequently Professor of
Political Economy on Toronto, and ittsiisceuei friend 
of Geddes' from Glesgnw, relates in his cuenri ogrcpey 
hoe he was witO GeGSun in a aomate of leisure on 
Casst shill ehsn on ths spur they Uecided to pay their 
coppers anC ,13 kc ,he ,scsnS sn t h e eoesrs Fending
that tie Toeer ea s available foo lease si s dGen ss'0Inpa^y
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made an offer which was accepted. (1) For what 
reason or p u rpose at the time no-one k n e w. It has 
even been suggested that he did not know himself.
The building that Geddes took over in 1892 was 
originally a seventeenth century tenement at the head 
of Cassiehill in the High Street of Edinburgh's Old 
Town. In 1834 Maria Theresa Short, only surviving 
daughter of Thomas Short, optical instrument maker to 
the University, had erected a public observatory and 
camera obscura on Cdton Hill in a temporary wooden 
structure. The conssruction was an eyesore that
raised the wrath o f Lord Cocbuunn , ht t t t rnaaggd d to 
remain till 1850 when it was fi.nal ly puled down by 
bailiffs on the instruction of the City Fathers. The 
Town Council looked upon it more as a peep show and 
place of ill-eepute, than an object of serious 
sGiennific interest. Four years later in 1854 Maria 
re-erected her observatory on Ccss'IiSi'II at the head 
of the High Street of the Old Town. (2)
This was the building that Patrick Geddes took over in 
1892 . lit hha to o s^uu^ r charactgoisties: its
location and the optical apparatus on the roof. 
Bertrand FFare described the looatroa in his Le
Professeur Geddes et Son Outlook Tov^^fr:-
'Imagine a rectanguiar building about twenty five 
to thirty meres high, on a relatively smaal base, 
which, as its name suggest,, r^i^s s n n he e sSpi e of
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Figure 23
a Tower. Situated i n Edinburgh's; historic
quarter, near the Esplanade and the Ccstle - whose 
mighty and imposing bulk crowns the Castle Hill -it 
overlooks the city and, from its top, affords a 
commanding panoramic view in all directions which 
must be unique in the world'. (3)
The optical apparatus the Short family had erected on 
t ho roof of the tower was a came ra obsccra, which 
consisted of a simple convex lens and a flat mirror. 
A white table placed at the focal .length of the lens 
acted as a screen on to which was projected a picture 
of the surrounding environment, the mirror having bent 
the rays of lhght ooto ehe lnss nnh thncee the table
screen.
Wcit Geddes made of the tower and camera is
ucmapehtndivhly explained in A First Visit to the 
Out! ook Towe r pot^si^d in 1 906 by deddes and 
Colleagues. The contents of the five floors of the 
tower and the function of the camera as explained in 
this guide are repeated in all the literature on 
Geddes' work. The nm^hddnod given is that this
description outlines the true realisation of the 
Outlook Tower as Geddes had originally conceived and 
developed it. The description however, is more
accurately understood as an ideal that Geddes aspired 
to realise: thh Tooee ns reel ity was only an
approximation to the aspirations Geddes had for it. 
Howaher to establish the framework of the ideal-type
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of the Outlook Tower that Geddes set out on so many
occasions and in so many places it will be necessary 
to outline the comppsite and to some extent 
mythological notion of the Tower that Geddes himself 
described in the 1906 guide.
The Tower cormpised five storeys and a terrace roof 
with a sml l turret that contained the Camera Obscura.
Each of the five floors contained an exhibition which 
in descent moved from the familiar to the tnfammiiar, 
the known to the unknown. In descending order these 
were the Edinburgh Room, the Scotland Room and then 
the rooms of Language, Europe and the Wold. Geddes 
recommended that co nneerigg the vositos should 
proceed at once to hhe erracce roof where the
i mmmedate, the dramm tic pa n o rama of the city and its
surrounding cou nn ryside , could be viewed in all
di recto ns. F r om the vision of the emmi rical world
of man and nature in tse unity a nn e e n n in natural
light, the visitor then entered the camera obscura in
the upper part of the octagon turret.
Here in a darkened room and on a round white table 
positioned horizontally to the floor the intensity of 
daylight was subdued and the image and its colours, 
without the interfering croee-rays of everyday vision, 
was clarified and stilled. The camera could be
revolved .by hand through 360 degrees giving the full 
panorama of city ne d country in a colour and tone,
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Geddes wrote, that gave 'the pictoral truth and beauty 
of things'. (4) In the eighteenth century it had 
become common foo landscape artists to ust a portable 
camera obscura housed in a tent for sketching. A
natural extension of this fnnctitn in het nineteenth 
century was in the viewing of picturesque landscapes 
and tourist panoramas by the general public.
Here were united two founding interests of Geddes'
pedagogy: the extension of popular oppporu unties for
education and the importance of what he cal led the
education of the eye:
'The experience of the Camera- is helpful to the 
visitor in two min ways. On the one hand it 
gives him a fresh outlook on Edinburgh and its 
region, a renewed sense of its wonder and beauty; 
on the other it he 1 ps the ordinary ba^^rver to see 
the famiiiar scene somewhat in the way that the 
artist has trained hi^^^ 1 f habltually to do, and 
thus enables him better to understand the artist's
vision. He has had a lesson in the art of
seeing'. (5)
The restoration of the faculty of seeiig tthooug the
artist's vision was simultaneously a removey of the
accuracy oo ooshsrvaion so nee^^^^ciry to the work of
the s^ien^ist. Here we have Geddes' famiiiar plan
for the unity and synthesis of kketleede ann an
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overcoming of specialization. Thus the art of
seeing:
'gives us a clue to one of the min purposes of the
Tower. It is growingly recognised that it is
necessary to supplement our present bookish 
education by training peeple to obseret at first 
hand, and to make use of their bbeerattion s oor
themseeres. But if we a re t o obseret at first
hand ee must begin by observing the things 
immeeiiitely around us, our own city and our region; 
and it is a great help, towards beginning our surrey 
if we can see what habi t has made comm poo lace in 
such a way as to re-awaken our interest and rerire 
our sense of its beauu.y‘. (6)
Learing the Camera Obscura in the uppet par's ot the 
Turret and descending in the loowe part oo what was 
known as the Octagon Room, the risKor notices a soipII 
bare cell behind a curtained doorway. In Geddes’ 
heary ^^mbolism this was meant to indicate that direct
observation requires the complcmcoh of reflection. A
principal cause of reflection, o t skk watt wa o the
relat!’ onship of the im m p ed ate enr i oonment a nd aha t
beyond the horizon, found stimulus in ouidp rou s
geographical apparatus located i n the rest of t he
O ctagon R o om .
This apparatus comppised the following:
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The Epi scope - in Geddes' words:-
‘the first example of a si i npl e yet ingenious and 
carefully worked out device for arousing both the 
everyday observer from his indifference, and the 
geographer from his attachment to the map or even 
the ordinary globe, by compplling both to visualise 
the work as if it were suddenly to become 
transparent beneath one's feet. Looking thus in 
inigination through the earth fm om the upright 
stick in the centre of the instrument and along its 
various threads, he sees deep down and far away in 
the long perspective of nearly eight thousand miles 
the Antipodes - New Zealand, Aussralia - of 
trifling size, the vast Pacific Ocean itself, its
whole hern i sphere
i ncred ibly shpII ,
a nd more largely
of wwter shrunk into a
while the nearer lands bulk
s p ace
m ore
thea s they approach, till
European coi^r^nries a re largest; hes nearer, like
Scandinavia, ayppaepnlo oo u d al l proportion
e n ormou s, ... hher , f o o the f i rst 11 m Pi we sse tlie
world as it is, i it s p o o n ns as fixed i n their
p ermane nt relation to us here'.
The Hollow Globe -
'To make this large episcope fully id el ligible it 
may be uusefll^ ccomaaee wiih tss simaler and 
earlier, yet in ssop ways simpiop foor, tth Holloo
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a nG o be, of which example with printed
explanations, as published for school and 
geographical students, will be found close by'.
O’ientati^on Table, etc -
'Returning to the epi scope, the names and 
directions of various places with their distance in
.miles from Edinburgh, will be found marked around 
its edge ... Another set of orientation lines is 
cut in the stnee oopig g o f hee paeapet of the flat 
roof without. Finally, looking from the north
side of the epi scope southwards, two elongated red 
spots will be noticed on the south -will. These 
snail spaces indicate not only the direction of 
London and Paris resppccively, ... but the actual 
appearance of size they would present if it we re 
possible to see them. A similar indication for 
the North Pole is marked on the north waa l; and 
the oobeeree itup now owntione the s in iimn mat n c^rii 
and sse an the wepld ad w11 1*.
The New (Hollow) Celestrial Sphere -
'To esncao romp the diflic^ulty oO ou p out side ness 
to the ordinary celestial sphere ... we should 
obbiously get inside it. Let the Ob^er’ver then 
transfer hii^ 1 f in imaaination from the outside of 
an opaque mirror-sphere reOliceing the stars, to
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the centre of a transparent one. Instead of
seeing only images of each star and each
conntellation perplexingly reversed, h e sees
t hemselves ... Hence the present mo el , which has
been devised and executed by M. Galeron1.
The Cosmosphere and other Appliances -
'if we were now to adjust the terrestial globe into 
the centre of this celestial sphere, thus producing 
a commleter model or Cosmosslhre. ... Pending 
the preparation of this exhibit, however, much may 
be done with the simple projection of the heavenly 
vault upon a flat star-map, the Planisphere, of 
which an exanppe hangs upon the wwal '.
The Earth's Course and the Seasons -
'the greater part of our earth's orbit; i s
represented by the horizontal sheef running rou nd
three quarters of the room at a height of seven
feet above the floor, and the sun by the gilt baa l
hanging from the centre of the roof. Since the 
entrance and the staircase interfere, the model 
orbit is interrupted for the position from 6th 
September to 14th September; but for the rest of 
the year the model earth may be seen at its proper 
place in its orbit and its weekly or even daily 
advance is thus brought before us...'.
1.3 2.
Passing from the Octagon Room to t.he Glass Roof and 
the view beyond the visitor was confronted with what 
Geddes saa da aa i ntroddcCi’on to biological and social 
studies. A ssaa l Naaure- Study collctiinn including 
living planns, birds aad fishes was housed under the 
Gass Roof. The door opening out onto the terrace 
looked down upon the High Street with iits Ccss^ and 
Paaace aan cchurceSj law ccouts and slums presenting 
‘a concrete summary of the social fabric of which we 
form a pa rt'. ( 7)
From the ts^rncs roof the visitor then descends to the
Edinburgh Room. TTis was the key room in all Geddes' 
experiments with the Outlook Towwr, and all the other 
exhibits were sub ord d nate to it. Here was based most 
of his research and from it he developed the concept 
of survey of Gty and recjion for whihS S s is best 
known to posseT^y.
At the centre of t-he room was a relief model sf the
topography of tth citt at t^ scsle of one ooo S os hee
inch and with vestlcal reei^e ii truu ssc^e Around
the w^ a ls was a pplnteS f^eze oo tth by James
Cadenhenn, associate of the Royal Scottish Academy and 
Helen Hay. Geddes saw this and the reeief model as
'the mutual comal er^mnt ing of science and art’. (8)
Around Ohn rest fS thh walls wees a se^las of 
ill ust: ratoon s of t h h hinaodlcal esoiaCion oo hee city 
including drawings, engravings, photographs and plans. 
The collection had beee boughs dogeehes bs its
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curator J. Bruce Home, who had made the first survey 
of historical buildings in the Old Town. He had been 
born in the shadow of the Castle in 1830 and had spent 
most of his life in London in the printing trade. He 
regarded the 1 867 Improvement Act in Edinburgh as a 
destructive folly that had devastated the picturesque 
character of the Old Town and he set about recording 
what was left in drawings he made when he returned to 
the city on his retirement. A volume of these was
published as Old Edinburgh Houses, and the original 
drawings were all bought for the City's Collection 
after his death in 1913. The purchase was as a
resuut of Geddes's initiative and prompting and the 
whole collection is currently in the City Art Centre.
A carved model of the City Cross in the north end of 
the room was placed there ‘as a fitting symbol of 
citizenship'. (9) The old imrct's cross had been 
restored and replaced behind St. Giles, the Town Kirk,
and o^fpe^site the City Chambers, at the initiative and
expense of Wiiliam Ewart Gladstone in recog n hion of 
his Edinburgh forebears. Sydney Mitchell was the
architect for the recon struction and he had close
association with the renewal of the Old Town and
Geedds's work. At the 1886 Indussrial Ex h ib i tion in 
the Meadows he designed a reconstruction of the High 
Street of the Old Town to scale with a combosite of 
the most important buildings for the previous three 
hundred years.
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Geddes had engaged Mitchell to build a major part of 
the Ramsay Garden in the 1390's. The model of the 
City Cross was a central ooject of a section showing 
proposed improvements, workmen's housing and plans for
urban renewal thus associating historical
reconstruction of the Old Town with social
improvement.
The. next ro om bel ow the Edinburgh R o om i s the
Scotland Rooni a an t he rroo below thha i s the
Emm p re (or Language) Room. Both rooms the
Guide tells us a ar ‘m mmor rari ly olesed '. The
Language Room, w here 'it is p rop osed t o have
collections representing the geography and history of 
the Enn1ish-speaking world - the Empire and the United 
States' never came into existence. It is to be
suspected that the rummer of subjects expounded to
fill the floors available. The Scotland Room had a
less shadowy history than the language room. It
cornmn'sed, as the Guide putt, 'an analgous collection' 
to the Edinburgh Rroh with a aage e eeiief rndee 1 nn d a 
map of Scotland painted on the floor, and the famiiiar 
seeection of drawings and photographs. Along the 
wal l was W. G.. Burn-Murdoch‘s design for the 
processional frieze of Scottish history, a parade of 
representative figures and leaders from early history 
to the present;.
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On the Staircase between the floors ' we re a number of 
exhibits that were the quintessence of Geddes's ideas 
and their working out in The Tower - The 
Botanical Globe, designed by the French 
geographer Eli see Reclus (of whom, more below) was 
first and was coloured to represent the chhaa ace r is tic 
vegetation of different regions of the world, with a 
colour scheme hanging beside it. Further down the 
stair were two stained glass windows: the first of
the Valley Section ennitled, Typical Region: Mouunain 
to Sea, with Fundamental Occupaaions, and the second, 
The Good Shepherd, one of the basic occc f^aa i ons. The 
Valley Section Panel bore the legend Micaocosmos 
Naturae, Sedes Hoiminum, Theat rum Historian Eut op i a 
Futu ri s and represented, Geddes wrote,
‘a stretch of landscape from sea to hill-top 
passing up through wt-hetlands and oatlands, through 
pasture and foresst, and descending on the other 
side with a wider slope. This may be viewed in 
various ways, for we may think of it as the
landscape we have just looked at from the gaalery 
of the Camera Tower, stretching from the blue
waters of the Forth to the bare Pentland hill-tops;
or. we may regard it as a diagram of the great plain
of Europe rising slowly to the moounains, or of 
North America from the Atlantic sea-board to the 
Rockies and beyond. So that we come to see that
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the little landscape is a ityicical section of the
Earth at many points, and indeed as the legend
written under it tells us, a "microcosm of
na tu re" ' .
Continuing down the staircase were finally located, 
representing the ‘Unity of the Arts; and Sciences', the 
Lapis Phil o sop hor^m aan the Arbor
^aeculoi^u«. The first, forming a panel at the
side of the door, represented in outline a graphic 
notation of the Arts and the Sciences. The second, a 
stained-glass window still further down the stair, was 
to represent 'the twofold aaspecs of each historic 
era', the temporal and the spiritual. Both these 
objects are an exotic mani:est;ation of Geddes' 
obsessive concern with the graphical representat ion of 
concepts. The details of their symbbls, which are
embaarassingly naive if not dovwir'ight daft, are given 
in an appendix to this chaater.
In the Europe Room, next in sequence of 
descent, again is embodied 'one of the chief ideas 
which the Tower aims at expressing, viz. that of 
graphic representation as an aid to clearer thought, 
and to emaatipptiot from the tyranny of deeai‘1''. The 
principal ex h h bit here is a chart 'which represents in 
coloured diagram the stream of European history from 
the fourth century A.D. to the nineteenth. Each
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sheet of the chart represents a different century and 
has a different colour scheme (purple for Immerial 
Rome). The last sheet, nearest the present day
' invites forecast, the previ sion of the future by the
help of interp retat i on of the past'. Tw o busts i n
t he ro om syrnm bl i se two great types: the Meeieval a n d
the Renaissance. DDnte represents the first and
H e n ry IV of France the second. Book s for reference
in the room represent 'by no mea n s com m 1 e te, but
m m re1y, as throughout the Towe r, a typical
col lecti on1 .
Finally, the entrance h a a l and g round floor of the
Tower is devoted to the world (World Room). 
Here is another great globe representing ' a very 
generalised statement of the physical features of the 
woold', coloured to denote land and waiter and
‘If it be taken as representing the size of the 
earth, a ball 12 & inches in diameter at the NE 
corner of the Toi booth Church oppooite would
indicate the relative size and distance from the
earth of the moon, while Dalmahoy Hi l, some ten 
miles away, would roughly represent the relative
size and distance from the earth of the sun*.
A reference collection of books of travel and general 
geography and imps and atlases are available for more 
detailed perusal. In the entrance hall is a bust of
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Pallas suggesting that all our knowledge is derived
from experience oO tte woold' a an tthl 'we shall have 
need of all our wisdom in dealigg with h its problems'; 
while elsewhere 'Pandora with h her box reminds that 
curiosity is the bec^inning of knowledge'!
Geddes' role
classified
narked by
a recovery
The history of
Tower can be
Each period w a
the Tower and
s
in the development of the 
into three ma or periods.
a crisis in the fortune of
and response. The three
periods were as follows:
1) The Toynbee Hall Model 1886 to 1905
Geddes' move with his siff to Ilve in the Old Town
tenement in 1886 was a conscious initiative, a'ter 
the Toynbee Hall modde, of ii^anting weel-heeled 
students in the midst of tth slums . e e very
quickly converted th is puiltfri ly social concern 
into a quest to create what he called a Scootish 
renaissance. This was an educational and cultural
renewal rather than social or political reform. 
As part of this endeavour he acquired a su u bsa ntial 
nuder of properties in the Old Town, espeeiaa ly 
for his University Hh a ls oo Residence nn d his 
Summmr Schools. The Outlook Tower was one such 
atqulsitiots The muataeciai ndf financial
problems of his property portfoli■d became too 
burdensome for him to sustain, and this crisis 
precipitated .the formation of t h e Town adf Gown 
Assocc ation to take the property off his hands. 
From 1897 onwards he paid rren to to e. hs saris^'ort
for the Tower.
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Just as in the first period Geddes' overstretched 
financial resources precipitated a crisis that was 
only resolved in terms of his city improvement 
schemes by the formation of the Town and Gown 
Association, so in the second period, after 1905, a 
crisis in OGeddS1 ability oo Unnd hhe Outlook Tower
resulted in tte Crrmanlo o ok heo Outlook Tower
A s soo ci tt ion. The turning point of the second
.period, howeeer, was long apparent before 1905 .
As early as 1900 heo signo were clearly apparent'.
In that year turning from his. development of a
Latin Quurter in the Lawnmarket to its original 
source, he was happy to spend a year-long cultural 
carouse in Paris, where he went to organise his 
Internati onal Assemmiy. The ultimate development 
and cuumination of his Summar Schools in Edinburgh, 
the Paris Assembly was the occasion and cause of
their term inal decPne. After 19 00 Geddes'
interest ii tth Summer Schools effective^ ended 
and he cast around for other roles to play.
2) 'My Long mej-tated and Arrested Tower' 1905- 1914
‘The Outlook Towws', Lewis Muoaorn wrote, 'is both 
a real building and an ide^ ' . (1) Between the
idea and the reality Geddes was rarely able to 
elucidate a correspondence. Tho toouble wa o that 
the idea kept changing or, at least, never stayed
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constant long enough for its (even approximate)
real isation. TTomms Whitson,, Gedde s' lie eO ogg
co laborator and account ant had h i s own
explanation: the Tower came first aod Geddes
search for a use for it w as so opp o or u n 0 stic
afterthought. ‘You and others' , he wrote to
Edward McGegao the Secretary of the (Outlook Tower
the year after Geddes' deeah in 1932,
'may say Geddes had iOs idda first a od thh T owe r
afterwa rds. I knew Geddes l onger than you and
in mny ways better than a large number of people
who knew hib well and I have no hesitation in 
saying that the idea grew in order to find a use 
for the Camera Obscura and the building in which
it was situated'. (11)
McGegan raised the mtter of Whitson's scepticism 
with another life-long collaborator of Geedde', 
John Ross, and soon O'ter received an answer that 
probably got the matter right: 'what he says' Ross 
wrote,
'in regard to the idea of the Tower is in a
certain sense quite true. P.G , no dbubt did
expand his idea for the Tower in order to find a 
use for the Camera Obscura, but what I think
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T.B. does not app rec i ate, and never has
appreciated, is that the ideas for the Tower were
there in his mind'. (12)
Whaever the Tower was in Geddes' mind it could min a 
whole different n ’.ion of things or a particular
emaPesns according to the audience, occasion or 
inspiration. To Professor Wlson of the Philadelphia 
Con1mascial Museum the Tower was 'our little yeast 
factory' (13); to a Mr. Ccnt• it was ' a kind of 
collective germ of a syndetic congress; (14) to 
William Janes at Harvard it was an 'Index Museum, 
Laboratory of Synthetics, Graphics and so on'; (15) 
and to Dr. Paton in ^^mm^'t^ead .it was 'simply the 
latest development of our Edinburgh tradition of 
En cy cc oppad ias' . (16) To the Chairman of the
Outlook Tower Coomintee the Towwr's 'essential idea'
P.G. wrote was 'that of presenting the esnennisls of 
thought side by side with the practical poossibiities 
of action', (17) as manifested in the Edinburgh room, 
the experience of which should be comapren with other 
cities as an Enc;yc opaedia Civica. To many
correspondents Geddes described, his Tower 'as a many 
armed sign-post to the worm's knowledge' and to Dr. 
Paton the detailed inal^catnots were that it was not 
merely an Encc< c opaddna in the common usage but also 
an Enccc opaedia Graphica, an Encycc cpaenia
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S/nt:hettica
H i storica.
and also Civica, Geocjraphica and
To the same Paton Geddes submitted that the Tower
contained 'in germ no doubt, the essential features of 
a clearing-house of politics, connervvtive of past 
growth, yet progressive towards new' It could solve 
the pressing issues of the day:
‘Could I set up a Tower in Dublin it would 
similarly do justice to Dublin and to Ireland as 
fully as Naaionalist members and Unnonist League 
could desire; yet simiiarly in Beefast and Dublin 
too it would an of and for the Ulster man and
the Englishman, Trinity College and HI'.
Geddes' arnmitious reach was not restricted to the 
British Isles: in the Language storey of the Tower
the 'renascent liberal' found 'in the recognition of
the Unn ted States'
imppei al i sm'. (19)
w hile he was at it:
the 'corrective to undue
And he could even work in Asia
'Japan, with its ari^to-eem ocra tic diffusion of
beauty, India with its spiritual search for truth,
China with its combined earnestness and practical
reverence towards the good, again need their storey
and their museum (20)
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Al 1 this left m oy people ojar to Geddes and the Tower
crave for coho hereo s na 'sm eccnornm of puup ns e As
early a s 1901, T. T.R. Marr, o n e of Geddes' most
c om pp eent f of o ooe r s b na who b e a p pi b a ma or force for
housing io MaacCester, spelled out the organisational 
and finaocial resources ttiha wwiod be prerequitite to 
progress at the Tower: ' a capable Director' for
organisation and m nag emb nt; a secretary; a typist; 
one. or more boy apprentices; special workers for 
models etc. as required; 'an organised body of 
workers' who would 'develop the Tower and be the real 
workers'. Al this wouud man 'an enormous increase 
in expe nd iture' which Marr estimated at £750 a year.
' F r om the
coocluded
point of view of float i ng the Tow we1, he
'it is essendi al to get the Tower recogni sed as a
going concern - so invention that works a od not
only on paper. Some comp romise might keep the
Tower in its ppesend iimosfecC staae but the result 
will not be statstfatomy,. (21)
The money, of course, was oot forthcoming and Mr^r, 
not being able to allow his labour to be used as a 
cheap subsidy, had to move to Min<cl-n<e^t:er for a paid 
job. It was from there the follmw^ng year he wrote
showing that even at a distaoce he knew the full
implications of the inadequate resources of the Tower
for G e d d e s' work:
'You are losing your best work, your time, and your 
first claim on your own ideas through not having
the right kind of business-man to work with you'. 
(22)
Things were so bad in the organisation and finances of
the Tower that Thomas Whitson could write to Geddes a
month later that even people living in the adjacent 
Ramsay Garden apartments that Geddes had bu i lt did not
know where the Outlook Tower was located. (23)
Geddes was him s e 1 f well aware of the shortcomings of 
the Tower. A year a:ter Marr's letter, in 1904, he 
wrote to Lady Uel by in a mood of cold realism that the 
Tower had failed; (24) and the following year to the 
Chairman of the Outlook Tower Committee that the Tower 
'in its present inchoate form lies open to nurmrous 
criti cs sms'. (25)
In the same letter to the Tower CommUtee Geddes 
stated that his 'long arrested Tower' had been 'long-
mmeitated'. The problem with the Tower was not just
that it lacked resources, which it most certainly did;
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it was also and mone funnasletta ’ ly that Geddes was not 
clear what he wanted the Tower to be. Geddes' idea 
of the Tower suffered from com pession: he tried to 
get everything into it. Or it suffetdd Toom over­
expansion: he tried to eeXeen ii into everything. In 
the period after the 1900 Piris International Assembly 
failure, he was increasingly obliged, for both 
ROiIIsctual a an monetary tncuurts needs, to find an 
anchor and an identity in nee of hee emerging 
professional comnm uR ies of geography, sociology or 
town planning.
His boldest attempt to set up his stall amongst the 
geographers wa a hs s pooposa 1 oo ^^0 a National 
^stRute of Geography in 1902 . This was not a case 
of ornttOing the work and the contents of the existing 
Outlook Tower toward a particular intellectual 
yomrnauity, but an attempt to sst up a comaletely new 
instRufion outside the one on Ccsnietiil. When he
saw an opening sentiment was no obstacle to Geddes.
The genesis oo PatrRIs Geddes* Nat o o n al IituRute
proposal lay in his long-enOablishtd interest in
building the Great Relief G1 oos that his
geographer friend Ei see Reclus had tried to erect in 
the 190 0 P Pris ExpocRion. Geddes' National
Inntn0utd proposal comalned an Outlook Tower, a Reclus
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Great Relief Globe and the Celestial GT ot>^ of Albert 
Galeron’s from the 1900 Exposition (tee figure 19). 
In the 1900 E<{Dooiiiion Reclus hed the itea of 
developing the Great Globe as the successor cennre- 
piece ant permanent legacy of the Exp^Rim as the 
Eiffel Tower hat been in the Paris Exp^RiM of 1889. 
The globe he hat in mint woult be developed at a scale 
of 1:100,00 (that is a diarneeer oo 420 ft.) ant 
visitors woult be able to circumnavigate it by a 
spiralling walkway or by seaie' ciucuiagi ng tramway 
system. The simm l taneous, but inteoenteat invention 
of a cosmoramc or map of the heavens by architect 
Albert Galeron let to the two men combining their 
proposals. The estimatet con ns ruction cost of 20 to
50 million francs was prohibitive ant the structure 
was never bu ui t. (26)
As can be seen from the tesign of Geddes' proposal 
(Figure 19) the Reclus ant Galeron globes are sepprate 
structures, ant much tmbller in scale. The Tower of 
Regional Survey woulcl be 250 ft. high ant 60 ft. 
square at the base ant the two globes wouR have a 
dicmeter of about 75 ft. There woult be a lavish
panoply of the illustrative malerial so tear to 
Gedtes' heart. Arount the Celestial Globe wouR be
astronomical col lecti ons with photographs, star mips, 
models ant site rooms for 'epperimcntcl illust ration
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of the physical phenomena of the universe'. (26) The 
Relief Globe in parallel would have around the 
surrounding waals photographs, pictures and panoramas 
showing the connection of scenery with geology and 
geography. This 'Cosmic presentment of Universal
Geography' would have its complement 'the human 
method' in ascending spptial scales of City, Region, 
Nation, State and Empire in descending storeys of the 
Tower as in the Outlook Tower on C^^tl^l^iil. (27) 
Although the intell icj^nt and commmrci aHy-astute 
director of the renowned rnaa-maaers, J.G. Bartholomew, 
keenly supported Geddes' endeavour, and although P.G. 
had tri ed to interest Wili'am Arrol, financer of the
Forth Bridge, in building a globe as early as 1898, i t
came to nought . (28)
The eimrging role and d e f init i o n of the Tower, the
su b j ect of Geddes' ' l ong (meita aions ' , related
sennitively to the tacti cs necessary to engage the
support of academ i cs struggling to e stail i sh
professional respeectbil ity and institutionalisation. 
A.J. Herbertson, a student and research assistant of 
Geddes, and eventually head of the influential 
department at Oxford, set out the case for Geography 
at the Tower in a letter to Geddes in 1896: (29)
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'The tactics I would recommend are to emphasise 1st 
Geography and 2nd History. ... By making 
geographical rnmattrs pproPnann we may gakn the 
support of RS.G.S., (Royal Scootish Geographical 
Society) and it would be a very great pity if there 
could not be co-operation with them. Bartholppew 
and Baily are anxious to help. Rut the latter has 
been scared by some newspaper reports of a lecture 
of yours in Glasgow, which hh read to mm on 
Saturday, pointing out how they said nothing about 
a geographical much about a social museum, + how 
there would be no hope of getting the R.S.G.S. 
council to support such a scheme. I imagine the 
coguyiilgrs are quute dear what you are driving at 
+ fear you may commit them to all your social
ideas!
The advice of Geddes young assist ant wa s
straightforward and unequ i voca l:
'(1) either to call it a Geographical Museum until 
people were educated eroggh to a p p r^ec icae the 
Social Museum nneo which it might slowly evolve;
( 2 )' or to keep the big rooms in direct line of 
coijipp uRca ion from street to camera for Geography 
and keep soccal maters in an inner room for those 
willing and fit to rytes. The doors might be half 
open so that those who cared might enter.
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In either way there would be a distinct
geographical museum which the Society could
sup port' . (30)
G e og rap hy was me rationed as the stuff of regional
survey in Geddes' speech to propose the mooion to 
found a Sociological Soccety at the inaugural 
conference in London on June 29th 1903. In the same 
speech Geddes said also that regional survey was the 
concrete stuff of soci ol ogy. It was only the year 
before that Geddes had published his proposals for a 
national institute of geography in the Scottish 
Geog raphical Magazine. This was a development of his 
Outlook Tower on Caatlehiil. At the same time he was 
explaining to the founders of the Soccological Soccety 
that the Outlook Tower was both a Soc c ol ogical 
Observatory and a Soc c ological Laboratory. Victor 
Branford a student of Geddes at Edinburgh, lecturer at 
the summer schools and lii^^-long collaborator and 
friend was founder and organiser of the Soc c ological 
Soccety and editor of its journal. Martin 'White, the
Liberal M.P. from Dundee and friend of Geddes who
founded Geddes' chair (of Botany!) at the University
College there, was also a founder of the Socc ological
Soccety. He endowed the first chaW of sociology in
Britain at the London School of Economics for Geddes, 
but Geddes made a hash of his interview and the post
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went to T.H. Hobhouse. At least• this was his son 
Arthur's explanation: that before the interview his
father 'gave a bad lecture'. He 'rushed up by train 
and he hadn't thought it out. It was a scrambled 
talk such as P.(3. sometime s ave e instead of a lecture, 
so he didn't get hhe chair'. (3h Although P.G.'s
capacity for scrambling and rushing reads true, a more 
likely explanation was that the academic socioSogical 
fraternity hhd the ssrne attitude to Geddee as did the 
geographical: that he wasn't one of then. Yet the 
leisure of the eeXeen to w h i c h the Outlook Tower was
viewed as a ccnnre oo s^lo^gy mmy be ggauge by
diaries ZooMIs's article in the Amenican Journal of 
Sociology in 1899 describing the Tower as the worm's 
fir'st sociological laboratory.
The third area of eme^gent professional incorporation 
in which Geddes was active was that of town planning. 
Although the Town Planning Institute, the professional 
body for town planning, was not founded until 1913, 
with the ubiquitous Geddes one of the founders, he had 
been active in toow pi adsitn 1 oon before at at dnhe. 
His work in the renewal od Edinburgh'e Old Town was 
his predominant activiyy it a busy liie for the 
fifteen years prior to 1900. The culmination of this 
work was in the Carnegie Study for Dunfermline in 
1903. The Edinburgh room in the Outlook Tower was the 
focus and outcome of all this activity. It was the
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civics laboratory in which Geddes developed his theory 
and practice of city and regional surveys. This work 
climaxed after the passing of the first town planning 
act in 1909 at the exhibition he mounted at the Royal 
Academy in London in 1910, his annus mirabiiis. The 
exhibition, culled fr'om the Outlook Towwr, went on to 
tour Edinburgh, DuUiin and Belfast and it was a result 
of its tr'li^mphant success that he was invited to 
assist the Aberdeens in the planning of DuUiin and 
judge the cornpeeition for a town plan for the city. 
The lh h bit ic^ n went on to Madras at the invitat i n of 
the governor, Lord Pentland, the Abbrdeen's son-in­
law, and so began Geddes' long association with town 
planning in India. .
The Outlook Tower Crisis of 1905
The identity crisis of the Outlook Towwr, at least in 
the world's mind if non GGGdes1, came oo a head in 
1905 when he advised the Town and Gown As soo cation
that he would have to t erminnte hhs laaeo of the
Tower. The principal and imneei^te reason for his 
inability to continue to support the accivities of the 
Tower was financial. Has aboetive plnsw for an
ioteroati onal assembly at the 1901 Glasgow World Fair 
had . left him seriously ouu-of-pocket, and he had an 
accufnuua fion of commearial debts stretching back a
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decade. Bills were still coming in in 1902 for the 
financially disastrous publishing house he started 
with Fiona Macleod in 189 5 and his scheme to develop a 
street of eight houses on Garden City lines at 
Roseburn Cliff in the West of Edinburgh was in all 
probbabiity the final crisis that threatened to bring
down all about him in ruins.
The gathering crisis of the finances of the Tower and
Geddes' overstrained and meagre resources first broke 
in the Spring of 1903. In a letter to Rector
Marshall of the City's High School pleading for help
he stated bluntly that ' b ot h T ow n and Gown and I
person a aly have spent the l a st pen ny we ca n afford'.
Without any outside h e 1 p, he w rned , he would have
to give up
'after over twenty yea rs ' almost entirely unpaid
work in Edinburgh at various sorts of educational 
pioneering, I must now either put my endeavours on
a te1f••tupporting
altogether'. (32)
basis, or pul l up stakes
Geddes was impeded to look a rou nd h i m. He appp ied
for the Directorship of the Museum of A rt i n Chambers
Street in 1903 but met with no success, and the
fol 1 owing year he applied for the Principal ship of the 
Durham College of Science in Newcastle with similar
result s.
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He began to see the uncongenial Climate of Edinburgh
as the problem, a cclture he oce e said of its safe 
professionalism, 'frozen as ie ne ne ice-pack'. John 
Bartholomew told him nno to be surprisee ae hhe social 
claustrophobia and shrivelled intellectual ideals of 
Edinburgh:
'Whhtever appearance of failure thhre may be in 
giving up the Tower - there can be none to those 
who in any way understand or appreciate it, and to 
you it has served its purpose as an experiment and
I believe that its fuller ^aHsaMon in the next
stage of its evelution is ndad more posssble in 
London than in Edinburgh. You should know by this 
time that Edin. has the most inhospitable soil and 
climate for new growth - No ppsoO that is not be 
very tough financially and hardy ort hodoxi cal ly, 
has much chance of thriving here - for not only is 
the soil full of clcyee social prejudices but the 
air is cold aan uuoounesiri ii its distrust of 
anything sppccua-Live - even although it were a toss 
up for Heaven 1' (32)
Bartholomew was only confirming what Geddes had 
already taken to heaea ana in 1903 P.G. ade e aan’ous 
soundings in America and London for orpoutunities to 
develop the Tower. The founding of the Sociological 
Society in London that year and the development of the
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University of London after its great reform in 1898, 
with its subssantial U^ivcersity Extension work, seemed 
to suggest a more connenial environment. To Charles 
Booth in London he wrote on 2 April 1 903 that ‘it is 
really in LLnddn rathhr taa n nn EdinSuggh that I 
should toe nryinn to driiv in my many-armed support to 
the radiating paths of knowleedg..(33) To Lord 
Reay in London four days later he repeated his view of 
the attractions of London over Edinburgh in his 
endeavour ‘to set bp my hindred-a med sign post to the 
world of knowledge'. (34)
On the same day he wrote to Chhrles Booth howe'/er, 
Geddes could show appropriate ma rket ^^r^si^ivity in 
his pitch to William Jaiaee at Harvard.
'It is nrelly, hawnreri nn Amerian aahhen hann heee 
that I should Se trying to drive in my many-armed 
sign post to the radiating pattern of knowledgg'.
(35)
Again on the same day he wrote to Prof. Z^utoSin of the 
Unnversity of Chicago, author of the essay on the 
Outlook Tower as the world's first c ological
laboratory, and explained that it was not 'in an old 
centre like Edinburgh' that he could 'easily find room 
for any new institution ... Sut rather in a newer, a 
more open and active centre like your own*. (36) In
the same batch of letters searching for openings, it 
was not a commerrially bashful Geddes that wrote to
Or. Tolman in New York:
'I put it to you as a business proposal just as a 
British pubbisher may arrange with an American one,
and with commission on business done. I am
prepared to deliver the goods within a reasonable 
time, i.e. to present an onuiine varying in 
commleteness according to the amount which can be 
expended. . Looked at one way this would include 
like the Edinburgh Tower in its uppermost turret 
and storey, the outlooks of Art and Science, with 
the elemental apparatus, bibliography and 
instructions for use in each min branch of 
science, as per Nature Study Syllabus: (2) an
o^utline of Geography and History, the Economical 
Social activities of the City, Region, Nation, 
Language, Civilisation, and World, in successive 
rooms or superposed storeys, as at Edinburgh. ... 
I would suggest that at least 25 thousand dollars 
should be allowed for equipment of an institution 
on the same scaae. But this is rather too snmll; 
50 thousand dollars wouud do'. (37)
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In 1904, a yey e afaet thih energeeic b ou t of
comme eci al lobbying , Geddes' financial po s s tio n had
n ot itm roved, ' I am commeeled reeuetannty' , he wrote
to Lady Wi by on 2 2 October, ‘to give up b oth home
here and work in Edenburg1 a a O e n wa n 'dotyn d
think more seriously of miking London our head­
quarters - and using my next term's (Lent '05) 
lecturing in London nnd Oxoord as an experimental 
re connnisance' . (38) And three months later, in
February 1905 , he was still complaining that 'as a 
matter of concrete fact it (the Tower) has eaten its 
head off for mnny yerr'd' nn d taa t 'in Edinburgh it is 
extremely difficult to make much headway against the 
frozen legalism and. traditional s sm which ... have 
invaded all classes'. He continued to look towards 
the Imperial Merop(^lis - 'in London I believe it 
could soon be made see ^supporting' - and enquired of 
his correspondent whether among some new group of 
buildings 'such as are now rising everywhere' it would 
not be possible 'to take their attic-storey, nowadays 
so easily reached by an elevator; and thus have in a 
cheaper and even more connenient way successive rooms 
on the same level to represent the storeys of my 
Ediobuort Toweo'. (39)
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When the collapse finally came in 1905 Geddes* 
Edinburgh suppooters rallied round. So many
prennalture n oOi ficat i ons of mootality, however in 
earnest Geddes was on such occasions, were always
negated by his ev e r-op timi stic renewal of hope and
Lazarus-like boonce back. Among e he soclally-
conscious professors of the University, the broader- 
minded ministers of the kirk, the more adventurous 
professionals, and the middle kla-- youth of Edinburgh 
yearning for involvement, Geddes* permne nt ly imminent 
decline and his air of ekcennrik impooerishment is 
what- gave the unkonnentional and bohemian allure to 
many of his ventures. He was not supposed to be 
driven from the city by lack of funds and mive bag and 
baggage to London or even Amovika. *As you know*, 
he was to write to those Edinburgh collaborators that 
came to his aid, * it is mm actual nnoice to my 
landlords of immoViaCe ppctial closure whicc has led 
to the present gratifying interest in the Towee*. 
(40)
From old acquuintctkes from the Summor School days and 
^emb^t- of the Town and Gown Association, an Outlook 
Tower Committee was formed that asked him: ‘Here is
the nucleus of a very varied and representative 
kommittee: what form is its help to take? In what'
ways can such general goodwill and so many special 
aptitudes be uunisee*. (41) Iis hie re pto to the
Chairman of the Committee Geddes was quite adamant 
that this, 'the costliest of all the white elephants I 
have tried kee p i ng', wouid have to be put on ' a 
business footing, not an eleemosynary one' since 'for 
nearly twenty years I have found little or no time or 
opportunity for bread-winning work in Edinburgh*. If 
resources in both finance and labour were forthcoming • 
- not that he should 'be understood as begging for 
alms now, a year or two's rent on trial or the like' - 
he pledged to continue working and developing the 
Tower. (42)
The came up with two proposals. The first
was to secure time and money to- grant freedom from 
distract-t ons and the cares of finance and organisation
for Geddes to work on his ideas for the Tower. A
Geddes Lecturing Fund was set up with a targe t of
£1400 to provide Geddes with £200 for not less than
five years. (43) Alt hough Geddes told the
Commiftee that he did ' not flatter him seef that this
lectureship is proposed merely "pour mes beaux yeux"' 
(44) they were probably wildly unreeaistic to think he 
would tie himself down sufficiently long to organise a 
syftemaaic presentation and clarificat ion of his 
ideas. His zestful predilict'ion for starting up new 
schemes was incorrigible: it was not simply lack of
funds that kept him from developing the central ideas 
of the Outlook Tower, but his waywardness and
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inability to stick to the matter in hand. Knowing 
well his ol n ways, for example, the Town and Gown 
Association elicstnd his 'xxreess poornise not to 
undertake anything* (45) new when they agreed to his 
sooll garden city housing scheme at Roseburn Cliff in 
C^ltbringe in Edinburgh in 1903 . In any case, the 
good intentions of the lectureship fund ctmmit•Stt came 
to nouuht, possibly on account oo the actt of Geddes' 
well known quixotic imm puses. (46)
The second task the Cotoittee set itself was to rescue 
the Outlook Towar, and in this they were by contrast
startlingly succcss^^ Within three weeks of his
writing to the Chairman ff tee newly-establsshed 
Outlook Tower Committee a public lecture on the Tower 
by the Ree. Joon Keenma waa aaranaet ot focus 
lubbicity and rally supxxrt. With Sir John Murray, 
the Director of the Cha l lenge r Exxxeition Comm i iss on , 
in the Chhir, Kelman, a minister with lit^ r^ar^y 
h'^0iti‘tns, spoke in elevated prose ot het Outlook 
Tower as an Interpreter's House and a Temmle of
Vision:
'it ii ttm soo u oo thh Tone tima I have been 
describing. Its body has nneve roaw n to perfect
stature and at the present time is sadly e^mciattd. 
... TTe ii.motitht nweesoity is that: e t shaH 
perfect the part of the Tower which is now visible.
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The obo b co oo this meeting is ... to bring before
the n odce oo a w id dr c c rcle o o EEi' nburgh p po ole
one of fh h m o s t interesting and valu able
institutions that enrich their city'. (47)
At the end of the meeting a resolution was formally 
moved by Professor Paterson of the New College 'That a 
Committee be appointed in order to maintain and extend 
the usefulness of the Outlook Tower in such ways as 
they may find pracCicabbe'. The founder-members of
the Outlook Tower Commit■tee were a representative 
section of the kind of Edinburgh people who were 
attracted to the Geddes' circle: professors of the
University, reforming ministers of the kirk, members 
of the bar and writers to the signet, and the city's 
artistic fringe and activist middle class youth. They 
included among the academics: G. Baldwin Brown,
holder of the ch^r of art history at the Unnversity; 
the geographers Professor BaHy, R.N. Kudmose Brown; 
Otto Schlapp of the languages department; A.P. 
Laurie, Principal of Heriot-Watt College; John G. 
Bartholomew of the Royal ' Scootish Geographical Society 
and director of the map firm. Ministers included the 
speaker, the Rev. John Kelman; the proposer of the 
mogion■ Rev. Prof. PPterson of the New College and 
Rev. Or. John Glasse, minister of Greyfriars, friend 
of Willam Morris and, as lecturer to the Scootish 
Soda^st Federation fir^st introduced the
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Iris h/Marxist James ConDony to socialism. Artists
included old Geddes' friends from the Sumnwr School 
days: the painter James Cadenhead and his wife;
Marjorie Kennedy Fraser, muuician and collector of 
Hebridean folksong; artist and muualitt Phoebe 
Traquair; the author Olphant Snmeiton; and there was 
su b ss antial congress of Edinburgh misses young and 
old, with time on their hands and a role to ppay.
1^61^6^ of the founding crmmittee were quick to 
dernsrotrrte their mmetle. Within a month of Kelmnn's
lecture with tell ng despatch they had established the 
Outlook Tower Cornmittee, with sub o r'cd d nate Executive 
and Finance C oom m ifees, and set out a programme of 
action on the Tower. On June 14th Geddes wrote to
the Cha■isIao n of th e Committe e witr ussusd ta ted 
optimism that 'since my last letter to you nsrthrt 
have advanced beyond my utmost hofb^^' ; (48) and 
exactly one month later, on 14th July 1905, the 
Executive Co^1miutee met to conoider a report from the 
Finance Commiuthe on maters requiring immseiate 
attention. Thhth included:
1) Putt^f ne ordee hlne phehene contents and
a p pa ratu s ;
2) Labeli nge ^e same;
3) Preparato^ fe a mne detallde sataiouue;
4) Preparatooe oe a gudde;
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5) Completing the Orientation on the Turret- taking 
in places of interest in the town;
6) More prominent nooice boards in Ramsay Lane and 
Castle Hill;
7) Preparation of a postcard with views of the
T ower;
8) Preparation of a course of l^ct^ui^<ss for the
W i n 'ter;
9) Advertis^n hhie educat^'oaa t value ft hie Towen 'g 
the city's schools. (49)
The General Commiitee meeting of the Tower on 28th 
November 1905 heard that considerable progress had 
been mde. Geddes and Oliver Smeaton had already
given lectures, Arthur Thomson was about to, and the 
artist nemmbrs had prepared a course of demennCratsonc 
on art. Geddes' proposal that Sub-Comei ifees on Art, 
Civics, Nature Study, Geography and Educat'jon was 
accepted and ^rnmbrs were appc^onted. At the General 
ComeiStea Meeting of 30th January 1906 it was agreed 
that 'it was wiser not to attempt to form an 
Association till it was seen what development of the 
Tower was likely to take place* It was further
agreed 'to ask people to become Mourners of the Tower 
on payment of a minimum subbcription of 5/- per annum 
which wouud an0itla the Meromer paying this sum to be 
admitted to the Tower and to the use of the books, 
exhibits etc.' (50) By the Commistea Meeting of
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6th April 1906 it was reported that an Arts and Crafts 
Exhibition had been held in the Tower, lectures had 
been given by Mr. Janes aaeerson, Prof. Baldwin 
Brown, Mr. Ccddnneed, Mr. Carr,, Or. Schlapp and Dr. 
Back; that a proof of the guide, A first visit to 
t he Outlook Towe r, was ready and that total incone was 
£282-17-4, leaving a bilance of £61-10-3. •
It was a satisfied and opTimistic Geddes, therefore, 
that could wwrte t o James Batesonr, the Chairman of 
the Comeittee on September 3 1906 that 'the 
arrangement of the Tower has been in active progress 
during the vacation. Every storey has been gone
through, cleared and re-arranged'. A detailed
memorandum giiinn 3 flooo by fo oor inventory of the
Towe r wa s endosed.
The resuscitation of the Outlook Tower provided Geddes 
with the platform to launch his career as a town 
planner with an international reputation. From the 
Edinburgh Room of the Tower Geddes gathered the 
maerial for the Royal Academy Exheb^tisn of 1910 in 
London, which opened the way to the period of his 
greatest i n f1uen c e.
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Geddes' threat to leave Edinburgh for London in search 
of financial support for the Tower was in no way 
abandoned when sip (port was in fact forthcoming. The 
rescue of the Tower was not his only financial 
problem, and he spent more d e e i n oodoo n just in 
order to earn s living, aa in hhi lecturing a t the 
University of London and the Horniman Museum. But
intellectual stimulus beckoned him also: the
Soci ological Society (aided with the cash of the 
faitthi^ul Branford) attracted hii'n as did the 
opportunity to develop a ku u tu rstadt in Chel sea in 
parallel to that of Old Edinburgh. This notion had
been occasioned by the camopign to save Sir Thomas 
More’s house from destruction in 1908. Although
Geddes could not prevent the house omsm bnisg kenen 
down the sy ss emmat ca 1 ly tum0ered budding rnaaerial was 
carefully preserved till a site wa s found in CCe^m.
It was rebe^i as Crosby Hh11, a stsdene hall of 
residence for the Unnversity. Thh incipient cycle 
repeating his work in Edinburgh was thus restarted by 
Geddes at this period in Cheesea, and is testimony to 
his disil ^usronmeta with the Northern Ccaital.
Although the Tower was left behind in Edinburgh in the
hands of Tower Cormistnn and Outlook Tower
As soc cation, the Tower never became a er(euldr source 
of educational and cuutural renewal in Edinburgh as 
Geddes had inantden and dreamed. The of the
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As ^o<^i^-t1on were essentially a small middle-class 
group, who rarely numeered nore than a hundned. 
There was of course a much smller core of very active
menders and office-bearers. It was a social club as
much as an intellectual centre and activities included 
the usual sprinkling of lectures on Geddesian themes,
At Homes and soirees.
Although the Tower as an intellectual and educctional 
centre was basically an eetension oo Geddes* own 
interests and * activities there was * some serious work 
done on the survey of Edinburgh that surfaced in the 
important 1910 Extibition, and more subbttnninlly in 
the work of the Open Spaces Coomnttne of the Tower.
The Fifth Annual Report of the Tower Open Spaces 
Committee indicated the substantial achievements of 
the CommHtee. 'Unsightly bits of waste ground' in 
and around the Old Town and the Gratsmarket were
obtained 'at a nominal rent* and were transformed as 
recreation grounds for ehe chllethn fh the 
neighbourhood. In the five years prior to the Report 
nine gardens had been developed: the WliHe Hart and 
the King's Wall Gardens in Castle Wynd; St. Johns 
Garden in Anderson Close off Victoria Street; 
Portsburgh Garden in the Wst Port, and the Little 
Portsburgh Garden oppooUe; the Heriot Bridge Garden 
in the Grntsmarket; Greefrinr's Garden in Candlemaker
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Row; the Outlook Tower Garden on Castlehill; and the 
Chessel's Court Garden in the Canonngte.
Grown-upt and parents were encouraged to use the 
gardens and help supplement the volunteer supervisors 
on most afternoons in Spring, Summer and Autumn. The 
appeals for donations of plants, aaSerials and money 
were the most successful of all the Tower's accivities 
and there was suu ssa ntial sspport throughout the city. 
That the gardens were very popular with the children 
is wwI l-i n st a n ced Sy the case of the min PortsSurgh 
Garden, where the 1913 Report indicated 130 children 
reg^uarly came to the garden. It was so successful 
that a system of tickets of admission had to Se 
devised and the su pprintendent had Seen aSle to 
devolve some of the management on to a snaal cornmi’ttee 
of the enthusiastic children. At the King's Waal 
Garden Selow Johnston Terrace it was reported that 
'there was a good attendance of children of all ages' 
and that the tenants of 5 and 7 Castle Wynd used the 
garden and the children of nea rSy Italian Colony often 
pi ay ed there.
In the months of August and SeptemSer when many of the 
Committee's lieepers were away on holiday a play-school 
was organised Sy MaSel Barker with volunteer students 
and teachers coming from England. The Geddeses made
their flat availaSle as accommmod a ion and some
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expenses were paid by the Edinburgh Play-Centres 
Society with whom the Committee co-operated. Some 
five Eng1ish teachers were on duty each week and were 
aided by local volunteers. The School Board put the 
North Canongate School at their disposal and in the 
gardens some 250 children a day ware taught organised 
games, as well as sincjigi* gardening aan story 
telling. Visits w ere made eo t te Outl ook Tower , the
Zoo and Arthur's Seat.
3 ) 1914-1932 - the Outtlook Tower without P.G.
Although Geddes and the Outlook Tower survived the 
financial and organnsational crisis of 1905, the 
real dynamism of the 1890's when the Tower had a 
less-f n nihhed ar^lence, was nne/ee reegir^ne. The 
Tower had then been part of a wider and more 
diverse eommdcity and cultural innovation with 
activities like the renewal of the Old Town, the 
Sumner Schools and the development of Univertrty 
Hall. Somo of the suscese oo GGedde' 1910 London 
Exhibition temmoorrily rubbed off to the advantage 
of the Edinburgh Tower but the sense of excitement, 
commitment and experimentation was never the same. 
War duties in 1914 severely depleted the melTlderttio 
of many of the somo ocacve owners in thh Tower. 
Geddes' reputation carried him to wider fields in 
London, DudO, India and Jerusalem and finally to
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an attempt to recreate the Latin Quurter of the 
Lawnnmrlket in his Scots College in M)onppllier. 
Geddes' enhanced reputation did not bring in any
increased investment for the Tower and without his
presence till his death in 1932 the Tower was only 
a shadow of his great arnmitions and hopes.
The emerging form and future possibilities of the 
Tower can be gleaned from the Sketch Plan for a 
Civic Museum for London reproduced in the Appendix 
at the end of this Chhpter. This o^uiine sketch 
was prepared by a certain Huntley Carter as an 
appendix to a paper on Civic Museums given by 
Geddes to the Sociological Society in 19 04. As 
on this occasion a once and only amanneusis for 
Geddes, Carter faithfully reproduces his ideas for 
an index museum - Outlook Tower, with the
additional advantage of a succinctness which is not 
usually found in Geddes' prose. Although the
rampant inflation of Geddes' intellect is present 
here as usual with its famiiiar lack of control 
('Thus above the cosmical sections should be 
diagrams showing the chemical and mechanical effect 
of heat, light, air etc., growth, beauty and 
curative effects, and the reverse, and suggesting 
to the ordinary human being, both the conditions 
under which he lives and those under which he ought 
to live) the outline of what he caa led a Civics
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laSoratory, centre of theory and practice 
concerning the modern city, are clearly 
discernISle. Of course we have to take the legacy 
of Geddes' ideas, unfinished as they were, as he 
Sequeathed them to us, Sut here surely is a glimpse 
of an intellectual connriSution of real weight and
relevance to the mm d d rn world.
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APPENDIX
SKETCH PLAN FOR A CIVIC MUSEUM FOR LONDON.
FROM MR. HUNTLY CARTER.
To the close observer there is very nolticeable just now 
a strong public curiosity in all forms of muuicipal 
government and enterprise, and those domestic, economic and 
social institutions which embody commeuiCary life. Mo 
thinker can perceive this without pondering the question 
whether such curiosity does not arise from a real desire to 
understand the city, to become familiar with the muncipal 
way of thinking. To foster this civic consciousness and 
make it of pprccical vvlue it would seem scetssrry s o to 
survey the field of civic thought; nn d ccdon, s s to 
comm irehend, direct and control its meuemesOs.
I. AIMS.
Any such observational arrangement should be:-
I. COMPREHENSIHE.-It sh ou sh bd s sa mms m of of 1 t de
k n ow n pa rfi'dlars of the st ru ct u re and comeusitioo of the
City; an epitome of the whole phenomena of poo u u ation and
environmeoc in thei r leading aspects-Geographical ,
Historical, EcouooliCi Cdtural; and a viuual presentment 
of these phenomena, in order of their organic and historic 
evolution; of present time, place, work add people i of 
futu re devel opment.
i .
2- LIVING .-I t should allow of facts and documents 
relat'lng to the same civic phenomena being so organised
that eeeeything is keep in its proper place , proportions 
and relations, thus stimulating reflection, creating new 
lines of research, and adding suggestion and impulse to the 
growth of special ideas-
3- HANDY.-It should admiit of itt raaterial being easily
access ible to a 1 l-
Any such observational arrangement shoul d serve two 
principal functions:-
I- SEEIND.-P roope^l y aerated as a centre of vision, it 
should form the plan of a much needed civic observatory for 
the training of the citizen to a proper knowledge and 
appreciation of his own City and for the guidance of the 
visitor to its sights and institut i ons- As such, it 
should be: (a) a Tower affording a concrete view of the 
city aan iis snurouugisne, aan (b) a Muiciual Gallery 
affording a recon ss ruction in minute detail of the same 
concrete view of place, work and people by mans of m^odls, 
maps, pictures, diagrams, bibliographies, indices, etc-, 
enabling citizen and visitor alike to obtain a clear idea 
of the city, its region, its relations to the world both 
from the point of geography and history.
1 i -
2. DOING.- Properly adapted as a centre of activity, it 
should comSitute the plan of a much needed civic 
laboratory, available alike to thinker and worker, in which 
the whole work-the life, in shoct-of the city should be 
represented, all reasonable civic ideals, u tilit aM a n and 
aesthetic, ^^gienic and educctional, governmental and moral 
especially expressed. As such it should be:-
(.a) AN INDEX MUSEUM (forming a complete guide and index 
to all other city museums and similar institutions) for 
organising and. indexing the large masses of unorganised 
civic facts, so arranged as to present these facts in their 
various aspects: physical facts correlated with
occuppa ional , occupaaional with so^al, etc. This would 
enable the inquirer, whether working tpaeialist or business 
man, to discover and interpret the relations between one 
set of phenomena and another, yet offering a classification 
in any division readily intelligible to the ordinary 
average man, so that stranger and citizen alike my be 
completely informed as to the city's resources.
(b) A BUREAU AU MUNICINAL INtONMATICN, nxpandpnn lgtea 
to a National and International Centre for the exchange of 
views, resuuts, etc., by those engaged in trade, comimrce, 
or municipal enterprise. As susuc offernng to the
mannuf ccurer, enquurer and mmrchant information about
industries, copmprce, countries, etc. To the legislator 
the latest and most reliable facts about the city 
resources, and those departments of local adm in 1‘stration 
over which perhaps serious disputes might arise.
iii.
Suggesting to men of large fortunes such lines of hygienic 
philanthropy as the development of the suburb, the design 
of houses, the forming of roads, garden space, and other 
visible and pplppble ugggesoions for tity dnd uubuaban 
betterment; and by presenting a view of the whole en^tul ing
them to ses thhb aan leegay would bb wisely used for the
betterment of city or people on some permanent, well 
considered system. Thus bringing leaders of every class
of muuicspbl ceterisi ne ioto a cornmoo ^eo ft toought and
action, ana forming, as ii wwee, a cIsi ng nh~ hose e and
centre of all that is most intelligent and progressive in 
the city's comim rce.
(c) A TEACTING CEt-TRE fo r urnceicyi sC ncetlyaal sc rk. 
Presenting the history of the city as setting forth those 
simple geoo rap p h cal, occy upS iona l , racial, goo ernmogbal , 
ecclesiastical and other conditions which determined the
city at its origin, and the various changes in these which 
have from time to time so deeply modified its development, 
material and other, that its present may be seen and 
understood as a development of the past, its future as a 
development of the present. Dealing with the study of
types and stocks that are iar to London, that have
made its history and are now continuing it. 0m0racing a 
School of Research for gniareing the boundar'ies of 
historical and topographical knowledge; a School of Social 
Service, for educating the people in the beginnings of 
social service; a School of Hygiene, devoted to the 
imunc ipp l isstion of health, educating the citizen in the
prevention of disease in the workshop, in the home,
i v .
throughout all the actions of life. Affording a key to art 
galleries and museums and public parks, and providing a much 
needed mental direction. In a word, conntituting a great
co-operating educational factor, supplementing rather 
through the eye than the ear the work of school , library and 
museum, thus tending to the increase of the city's educative 
and civil i^n^g resources in every form.
(d) A THOUGHT EXCHANGE, or intellectual centre, forming 
a meeting ground of thinkers and reformers, where the 
tolut^■on of the great modern adm in issra tive and social 
problems-all the schemes of civic and eugenic improvement-
offering the astronomer, 
geol ogi st, biologist,
could be actually comimnced. 
mmee orol og i st, geographer,
anthropologist, all available information as to the sky, 
climate, scenery, gedogical structure, productions,
peop^, etc.; the lawyer, doctor, statesman, painter, 
sculptor and dramsUitt, all that is available on human 
ins titut-i ons. Affording spe eia a ists the needed contacts,
and thus aiding the growth of a un’ifying s^pirit.
(e) AN ACADEMY OF CIVIC ART, suggesting how every place 
within the city's limit might be made as beautiful as its 
character and the ava^aHe means rendered possible. 
Suggesting lines of artistic philanthropy, such as the 
improvement of city arama the general beautifynng of 
centres, erection of free libraries, picture ga^eries, 
etc. Directing co-operation with the municnpal
v .
authorities, in outlining artistic buildings, the laying out 
of recreation grounds and parks, the widening of streets, 
the preservation of old buddings, etc. StimuUating puUlic 
interest in artistic horticulture, gardening etc., by 
offering prizes for the best methods of planting streets 
with trees, shrubs, etc. Offering a field of original
usefulness and inspiration to isolated art students, and 
thus adding a much needed social sympathy and insight to the 
artistic life. In short, devoted to the preservation of 
the city's historic memoMals and the development of its 
beauty.
(f) AN OFFIOE FO R OUGGSSTIOST, shere mose intenesred 
in town improvements my make suggestions and report to the 
committees, thus st^oudting valuable cont ributi ons from 
the unoffficial to the official part of the city.
The aims of the Civic Museum being thus ascertained as 
the compieth study of the city through every avenue of ' 
illustration, and the organisation of city facts for the 
use both of the student and the man of affairs, the plan of 
the structure itself would be as follows.
II. STUSFTSUO.
In order to serve fully these functions of vision and 
action a building should be designed with a central tower 
of regional survey, a lecture theatre and congress hall and 
with rooms devoted to special civic aspects. Thus there
v i .
would be rooms showing the relation of London to England, to 
the Empire, to Europe, etc. As the purpose of this
building developed, it wouUd doubtless be found necessary to 
make extensions and to erect and endow district branches, 
each contributing information, etc., to the central museum.
Supposing, however, the imossibii ity of the present 
erection of such a building generously endowed -by means of 
municipal enterprise and enlightened and far-seeing
philantrophy, a first attempt at a Museum could be made as
f o l 'I ow s :
A large, lofty hall wooud be secured in as central and 
elevated a poss^on as s ble. Its roof, or a parapet
surrounding it, equipped with orientational table, etc., 
would provide the City view. Its interior arranged on the 
lines of the whole city, would be both an analysis and 
synthesis of this same view. It would be a visual
presentation of the whole phenomena of pospiatiot and 
environment, surveyed in the past, criticssed in the
present, and projected in the future. The ceil ing should 
form a ^^lestial globe, presenting the phenomena of sun, 
moon, the plpne^, stars, theer system, etc., and around 
this should be placed a ^^1 ler^y for astronomi cal maps, 
charts, inttrnpmnet and records, snd meeorol ogical
resources proseteint thh ppenomets of atmostOevel-its 
conttieneisn, temp p rature, pressure, distribution, 
mosempnt, asn cleetr'inal asn oopiccS phenomena, as 
affecting life in London snd ss csmpored with other cities.
vi i.
Below this a frieze giving the geological key, illustrating
geological formation, etc., and gallery for resources of 
geology. Below this, running round the entire room the 
geographical key, being a visual presentation of the Thames 
basin, by mans of plans, chhrts, drawings, photographs, 
etc., with the open districts marked in color, suggesting 
reclamation of waste and poisonous lands, improvement of 
soil and climate by afforestation, etc., and having a 
gallery for moodl s, instruments, etc. Below this a
topographical ^^1 ler^y showing London buildings from the 
earliest to the latest period, from the Londinium hut to 
the newest steel-framed hotel, the resources here being 
engravings, prints an d pictures, photographs and
photographic surveys of old buildings and sections and 
plans of new, sugggsting lines of improvement and
preservation of historic buildings. Below this again, a 
long historic chart in which the varying fortunes of London 
are shown in broadening and narrowing lines of color, like 
those in Strauss's Rivers of History, and displaying the 
relation of Civic history to the man-stream of cultural 
history. In arranging each section an attempt should be 
made to effect not only a unity of, but an evolutionary 
presentation, that is of prehistoric and earliest
beginnings and of latest developments, thus passing from 
the static to the kinetic view. As with the plans of Mr. 
Kiralfy's scheme to improve the East End of . London where we 
find placed side by side charts of the old, the
transitional, and the future conditions. Beneath the
historical chart sets of Bureaus, wherein all
bibliographical maaerial may be so organised, that even the
v i i i
ordinary individual could have at his disposal the remotest 
of civic facts, and a guide to all such literature as the 
city connains. i-laterial thus handled voold fall jrider the 
three nin divisions of (a) Place, (b) Work, (c) People, or 
in the terns of biology, Enn i ronnent, Funecion, Organism.
(a) Under Pace would j o all the physical or
environmental facts in their order; Cosrnical, light,
temperature, climate, etc.; ^^oloc^ical, structure,
minerals, soils, etc.; Gecoga a p h ca 1 , physiography of City; 
Booanical, veg e tation, etc.; Zoology, animaas, birds, 
etc., belonging to London, and known to breed in London 
Parks, open spa ce s, etc. Under Botany and Zoology would 
be included all Natural History Collections, such as the 
Horniman and South Kensington Museums, the Zoological and 
Kew Gardens, for the use and guidance of visitors, nature 
student and artist, a space being allowed to pathological 
bot a ny .
(b) Under work, all the occupptional or functional 
facts, everything concerning the trades and professions of 
London, with space for pathology pediar to London
occupations.
(c) Under peop^, all the social or organismal facts,
racial o rigins, social conditions, et c ., with space f o r
pathol ogy p e cii u iar to London, By a futher division of
Time each group of facts wou l d b e presented in i t s
threefold aspects of Past:, Present and Future; or
i x .
p n e n om o n a
hi storic;
future or
their re <a 1
relating to the 
present phenomena 
eutopian schemes
isatio n.
past evolution, organic and 
in actual tine, place and work;
and incipient efforts tovarls
As a means of reference all other literature contained
in the City should be organised and indexed on the sane 
plan, in sepprate divisions of the bureaux. The contents 
of each Bureau should oe illustrated, (a) by a revolving 
panorama, a procession in simple outline of the earliest to 
the latest forms or diagrammaaical1y. Thus above the
cosmical sections should be diagrams showing the chemical 
and rnechhnical effect of heat, light, air, etc., i.e.,
gr owt h, beauty and curative effects, and the reverse, and 
suggesting to the ordinary human being, both the cenaitions 
under Which he lives and those under Which he ought to 
live. Above Botany, local tg e nation; above Zoology,
local aninaas, etc; above O ecu pations a procession of the 
Guilds; above People, a procession of the peoples of
London. (b) By revolving picture cases giving an
ma^ti'cal treatment, or a concrete presennation. Thus in 
Oecuupaions, examppes of arts and cra fts-textile fabrics,
etc.
Belot the Bureaux, spaces for indexed scrap-books for 
cuttings and indexed scrap-books for phoitographs, etc. In 
the centre of the floor a relief model of London similar to 
that at Jernyn Street Museum. At the entrance an index 
board giving the general arrangement of the hal l.
x.
The collecting and indexing of maaerials could be
a cconpi i shed in several possible way s, by paid labour, 
v o l u n ta ry service, social clubs, etc., t o b e d e t e r -ii s e d b y
c o,-u:i i t tee and mans.
III. APPLICATION.
PRELIMINARY STEPS f<) ITS REALISATION.
Supposing even this nodified plan unrealisable for the 
present, a beginning is yet possible. An attempt could
then be made to construct .a model of the foregoing, with a 
view to organising the movement into being and enlisting a 
body of founders. •
For this purpose it would be necessary to have the 
.temporary use of a suitable room. An amount to met the 
necessary expense of organising. The voluntary services 
of “live" helpers and workers. The active assistance of 
the man of affairs and official bodies, their support in 
various way s, especially of conn ributions in kind. Thus 
from museums might come maaerials of all kinds towards 
constructing the full concept of the city; from the South 
Kensington Museum and London Ph otographic Society, civic 
sociology and actual-contemporary pictures; from the 
Chhrity Orgg n n sation So^ety, visible suggestions of city 
improvements; from Garden City Associatuos, illustrated 
reports and proposals for local developments; from a 
syrnppahht ic County Councilor, current proceedings of the 
Council and s? «i c i al reports of traffic, muuScupal and
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administrative schemes; from the Press, digests of the
day's, week's, monnh's, and year's news. In short, the
help of all corporate bodies, societies and organisations, 
puolic and private, and various governmental boar is 
concerned in civic and social endeavour, who thus through 
tiie agency of a presentation of their work and ideas in 
graphic fo rm would be enabled to increase their contacts 
with each other and the puUlic. So might a Civic Museum be 
formed, and the view-point provided for rousing in the 
citizen and-where roused-promoting a consciousness of 
whatever may and should oe done to elevate the tone of city
life.
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APPENDIX
‘Lapis Philosophorura'
On the panel to the right of the Door i t the Lapis 
Ph ilosophorurn, an obelisk whereon is outlined in jraphic 
notation a classification of the Arts and Sciences. Here, 
again, we have an attempt to rocal 1 the studett oe hhe nan 
of action to a view of the unity and mutual relations of 
the various departments of thought and life upon which as 
physicist or chemist, geologist or naturaaist, historian or 
economist, or, again, as artist or physician, lawyer or 
churchman he may have been specia 1 ising. It is, indeed, a
diagram suiimm ar sing in graphic shorthand, so to speak, the 
idea already put before us in tue 'Outlooks of the 
Sciences1 from the Terrace Roof, representative of the 
physical, biological, and social aspects of thought and
action.
Beginning at the lefthhand side, and reading from below 
upwards, we have first the Scales to denote the physical 
sciences (astronomy, chemistry, etc.), these all being 
dependent upon exactitude. The Scarabaeus (the sacred
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beetle) symbolises Biology, the science of Life, though 
with the spe^e^st this may at times be narrowed down to 
mere beetle-collecting. Next, the Sword is used as a
symbol of history, of economic theory also, with its 
doctrines of aombeeition and struggle oot existence.
These three main divisions of science, physical ,
biological, a nd social , have, of uou ree, endless sub
divisions I
To tne right, opposite the Scales, are the Telegraph Wires 
and the Stean-Engine, representing the corresponding
Mechanical Arts which are based 'upon Phg^sical Science, and
on which so nuch of our civil isation is built up. Above 
this, and opposite the Sc arabaeus, is the R o d of
.Aesculapius, denoting Medicine and Hygiene, the arts
ari s ing o ut o f the S c i ence of Biol ogy; w h i1 e above t h i s
again are the Axe a nd F Faces of h y R oma f L i c t o,, the
representative of L aw, of the p owe o of the State. (The
two upper divi s i ons of the diagram have , by a mistake of
the draughtsman, been transposed. The right h a n d
division, representing Science or Theory, ought therefore 
to be at the left side o/er the Sword, Scarabaeus, and 
Scales of the lower division, while the Crook, etc., 
representing Art or Action, should oe on the right side, 
corresponding to the Axe and Fasces below.)
Beginning at the right-hand side of the upper division, 
\/e have the musical staff, suggestive of the general idea 
of notation, and symoNsing the thoory o f Ae st hetics, 
which underlies all Fine Art. This is represented on the 
opposite side by the compass and square of the Architect,
Archi tectu re be i ng not o oily 1 frozen
synthetic of the F ine Arts, since it
sculpture a nd painting.
Next comes the Butterfly, the Psyche, representing 
Psychology, the subjective aspect of the Science of Life. 
Opposite it the Flower, from which the butterfly derives
its clcthnanch, indicates the art of Educction, whose
i i
function it is to provide fit nourishment for the growing 
child soul, and which is (or ought to be) based on a true 
Psychology. In the uppermost division the dtic Cross
with its sun- circle (at once a cosmic and a human s/iP^(^1) 
stands for Ethics; for mist not a complete science of
Ethics take account of our relation to the cosmos as well
as to humanity? On the opposite side again the pastoral 
Crook is chosen as /'ep re se g the spiritual guidance of 
the Church, a gentljer force t h\n that of Law with its Axe 
and Fasces.
Below the Scales is the sign of the three dimensions of 
space or the symbol of Mathem aics which, with Logic 
(indicated by the swirl above the Cross), may be looked 
upon as the general method of science running, therefore, 
througn all the sciences. The Arrows pointing upwards and 
downwards suggest two opposite ideals or modes of action; 
the one, which woi-Hd use knowledge and power primarily for 
the sake of increasing mmaerial wealth, making the-
fundamental dominate the supreme; the other, which holds 
that all erial weel-being should be subservient to and 
for the sake of right conduct, right ideals. In the one 
case, to use Emerson's phrase, 'things are in the saddle 
and ride ^^^^r^nind'; in the other Science and Art are the
highest blossoming of the Arbor Saeculorum, the flowering 
and fruit ng of the Tree of Life.
i i 1
(Arbor . Saeculoi^^w)
St ill further down the stair■ is another st lined-glass
w i n d 0 r v . A g r e a r see ri ses through he e a r t d 1 e r and its
b ranch e s, s spo edi n g r rig h t a a n lef , sug g e s tr t h e t w o f o l d
aspects of each historic e ra , temp oral on one side,
spirit ua l on the other.
The tree has its r o ots amid the fires of life, and is
perpetua 1 ly renewed from them; but the spirals of smoke
which cu rl a mo n g its branches blind tne thinkers and
workers of each successive age to the tfogtSt nnt work of 
t fe i r precursors.
II h 11 e the branches sy^bolite the past and passing 
developments of society, the bud at the tree-top suggests 
the hope of the opening future.
Two sphinxes guard the tree and gaze upward in eternal 
questioning; their lion- bodies recalling man's origin in 
the animal world, their human faces the ascent of man.
Issuing f r om the sm ok e-wreaths at the top ot the tree 
are tne phoenix of the eveo-rei^i^wed body, and the butterfly 
(Psyche) of the deathless soul of hur^bnrty.
On either side of the window rises a series of tytnbols, 
those on the right hand indicating the dominating spiritual 
forces of the great historic periods, those on the left the
corresponding temporal powers.
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Thus, at the botttm, we find oo the right hey /inged 
orb, from the Rook of the Head of the Egyptians; on the 
left a lotus-b^so m, an ancient symbol of their ligot an.i 
majesty, and a hand suggesting the moyi ad hands hat t milt 
the ionern irial Pyramids.
At the next level, on the right, is the Hebrew s t g o for
the ' Ioh00tj1h Mann', that mm r.ve e lous conception of the
Un i ty jhtioe tteioehiaa w h id f g ave t o the H e beo w a c e y t s s
spiritual elevation and intensity; on tf e Iff t King 
Solomon's seal, to rht^hceot its irial apogee.
Above these, on the right, the bird of Pallas cv^b^lishc 
Greek •wis•Sdt and Greee idea'll; on the left the flynng 
galley recalls the hcsenntal1y maritime character of the 
Greek eopire and civilisation.
Next we have, on the right, the rods and axe of the 
Roman 1ict:ol^c, emblems of the majesty of Roman law, and 
also the Sacred Monogram from the cataco^^ indicating the 
rise of the new spiritual power; while on the left we have 
the Eagle of Rome's world-dominion, and the chain of her 
slaves (from whom Christianity spread to Romm), who were so 
strangely to transform her might.
On the were level ababo we faha, on the one hhid, the 
triple crown of the Popes, and the keys of Heaven and hi l, 
which thf clalneh to hold in thhir hhnOs; wMle nw the
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other t h e w in e-barrel typifies the deg e ne r a tio n of ci v ic
live; on the left, the temporal side, we have the casgue 
of the feudal barons, and the charter of the great free
cities that defied them.
But in the next age the symbols remind us that the
revival of Greek letters w a s the prelude to the
Re forma t; ion, and by it the power of the keys of Heaven aad 
Hell-was transferred from the popes to he e oook ; whS e the
'powers and principa a ities' of the Rennissance (syrm^ <o o ised
by the cognizances of the great Scc'iger and Meeici
families) were i n turn d om' nate<i by the sombre influence of
the P ur itv n; on t h e temporal side we see the sword and
crook, the state v n d c h urch, both under the increasing
doni nation of t h e w e a a th of the n e w i n dustri* a i i m, , w h o e e
emblem is the cogged wheel of its ma^f^inery.
Rut, above the cap of Liberty, we find the red flag of 
Socialism, the black flag of Anarchism, ^^mbo]^sir^g
contrasted tendencies which we have in nr midst even now; 
and, corresponding to these, the symbol of the enormous 
increase of wee'th, yet also of empty hands.
L a s t of all, o n either side, we find a q u e ry - t h e
eternal question of the Sphinxes for ever re i e ea ae e d, for
ever unanswered; yet above thes e a n openi ng bud, a fl ow e r
a s yet u nd e e in e d .
i i i .
Ch a p ter 5
The Scottish Context of Geddes' Ideas
;.i„ .. ... .. s, , ...
Salience was the essential determinant of the Outlook
T owe r, F r om co u t oo<s on h i 'j n inte^-te^ationc a a re
a p pa rent , unities perceptible. 'One wight do
someehing v i t h a n Ouu l ook T owe r o n o n s of these
pe d ess a1 s' , Geddes wrote to h i s ' i fe in 1890 of the
skyscrapers in dew York. (1) There were pa raa lel
o p p o r r u in ties in Boston he adv i sed a n audience, in a
lecture at the Normal School there, (2) and in 1905 he
was enquiring about the p o s si hi! 'ties of an Outlook
Tow er i n a n uppe r storey of the high buildings
beginning to welop in London. (3) I n contrast,
the diminutive hut. nnverrheless in Geddes' scheme, 
brave, Ounnermline there were proposed the Tower of 
the Reeormaaion, the Tower, of Renaissance Learning, 
the Stair Spiral of Evolution (after Leonardo da 
Vinci's Spiral Stairs) and finally the Tower of
Outlook which was ' tr ansif o n al to the twentieth
century'. From ‘the spacious open ga a lery' of this 
latter circular tower 'we may look back to the old 
historic city and forward into its future'. (4) In 
his Report to the Durbar of Indore Geddes was happy to 
accept the iM^hhrrja's advice to locate the 'commanding 
group' of educational and cultural buildings 'upon the 
high point of the ehaaio Peninsu 1 a'. (5) In the
South of France Geddes bu i It an Oumook Tower on the 
villa roof he acquired for his Scots CoHege and 250 
miles distant at Oomme in the Oordogne he converted a
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rural wind mil into ao Outlook Tower, whose existence 
and good repair Arthur Ge00ht struggled to -aaotaio
after t h e S e c o o d ' d o r 1 d Wa r .
Wh rever Geddes planoe o nr a attul ly b u 1t t o w eoss oe
invariably referr ed t o the 0 uHo oos of thf Ao's r and
Siihncht io the top storey. The inter est i o
synthesising - he ca 1 l ed his MoOt p'1 ie r Co 1 lege t
school of c s - the iotere st io the u o i t y of
the natural and lwttn woold, d gene ra 1 isat-i’on before 
specca1itatito, placed him cenOraa ly if htaf Scott;th 
intellectual traeitloo that Geoogg Elder Oavi'y has 
10entifte0 as the de^ ettrtit intellect. Io Geddes' 
time this tradition wa s coming iinder severe prhtttoh, 
the turo^^ig point of which for Da vie was the 1.389 
Royal Conmi^^ion on Un ive rs ities tod the subsequent 
downward spiral into Annlicisati on as a result of 
legislator io 1392 . Thhee sr nw qthtt1of that
Geddes subscribed to what Davie c a 1 led 'the old idea 
ioherit^^d from the Scctttsh E niihht a meo t, , that 
cpecia1ication s^dltif^^s, io the sense of slowing 
down learning and liveliness of mind, oteohtc 
general ism, that is studying a baoa d guou p of 
different subjects, en 1 ivens the ioth1llh^nch, and 
increases the mornt lndyed yy to.npar;to n with 
single-subject study, bhcatte each discipline •th^oot 
light oo the others'. (6) Geddes would have
delightedly accepted Uilll'am Goodee's cr1tic;sm that
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the Scots believed in improving the concHtion of the 
working class with bacon in the upper case than tne 
lower, just as he would have found no asperity in tne 
description 'net a physical Scodand*. He was proud
of the Scootish tradition of cultivating the ou se on a 
little oatmeal and he believed the University life was 
one of ‘nigh ideals and plain living*.
The climax of the struggle over Scootish education 
Davie saw in the decade 1917 to 1927, and parallelled, 
he thought, in scale and impact the Disruption crisis 
of 1333-43. (7) Geddes* life and work spanned this
crisis. His father w a s an elder of the Free Kirk a nd
Geddes' ambitions and effort vere committed t o a
renew al and recovery of S c o o ti s h edu cation at al l
1eve1s.
In the efforts to def end Scoo tish ed uca tion in t he
final struggle before the de non erne nt of the First 
World Wr, Davie has identified two forms of response. 
'The tendency of Scootish Universities to turn into 
Degree factories for the production of subaatern 
talents* for Empire was resisted by tne professoriate, 
taki ng t h eir exa mp1e from E dinbu r g h, w ho :
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'sought a solution by dividing the work of their 
departments into two separate halves, lowering 
their sights in the ordinary classes to comply with 
tne pedessrian roles imposed by the SE.O's 
unimaginative exam system and in compennation 
finding their intellectual stimulus in teaching 
their Honours Classes to look beyond Scotland t » o 
the standards set by the great and ancient 
universities of the South, the functio n of vhich
was to train an all-British elite for the twentieth 
ce n tury'. ( 8 )
The se cond idenlsifi^d was thatresponse Davie 
exernmllfied by John Burnet, the Professor of Greek at 
St. Andrews and Christopher Grieve (Hugh Maaciarmid), 
who were 'though in different ways', 'protagonists of 
the idea of a Scottish renaissance'. (9)
Both Burnet and Grieve 'sought to defeat the deadening 
hand of the S.E.D. by developing a distinctively 
national culture' in which ‘the bread and butter
studies required for the teachers in the schools would 
get their elevation and ideals from ... an
intellectual culture aimed at producing in Scotland an 
elite capable of functioning in the international 
scene without d isidentify n ng themselves from the 
coH^nry's cu^u^l heritage'. (10) Grieve's scheme 
which was set out in his Contemporary Scootish Studies
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and serialised in the school teachers Scottish
Education J ou rna 1 , was the adaptation of a type of 
pedagogy 'in which the culture was to be centred in 
the country's lit^sr^atsur^e taken in a suuficiently broad 
sense to include not only work in the various 
languages native to the county, but also the 
intelle ct ual writing of the country - philosophy, 
economics, the sciences side by side with poetry and 
fiction'. (11) Burnet’s plan 'sought to reinstate
the cultural pattern very fail iar to Scots since the 
Union', and was 'none intellectual, in the older 
Scootish sense, than Grieve' s policy', and it saw 'in 
a renaissance of the philosophical spirit taken in a 
broad sense the appropriate -aans of combatting the 
rigid vocational isn of the S.E.D. and thereby making 
possible a return to a truly national system - in a 
post-Un ion sense - which didn't extrude the elite, but 
found a place for then side by side with the other'. 
(12)
Geddes was quite clearly a third 'protagonist' of 'the
idea of a Scootish renaissance' in extension of the
two responses of Burnet and Grieve outlined by Davie.
In the crisis of the Outlook Tower in 1 90 5 Geddes
wrote to the Chairman of the Tower Committee that he
saw their work there as 'the renewal of the 
intellectual life of old Edinburgh'. (13) Grieve 
as Hugh MacDiarmid in The Scootish Chapbook in August
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1922 concurred with the critic who remarked that 'no 
attempt at renascence has ever been better equipped 
tnan that undertaken in the Lawn,market of Edinburgh by 
Patrick Geddes and Colleagues'. In the Eve rg ree n
Geddes himself referred to the cultural renewal in Old
Edinburgh as a 'Scottish Renascence' and Grieve was 
happy to appropriate the description at the 
instigation of the French critic denis Saurat in the 
efflorescence of Scottish literature in the 1920‘s.
The nature of the 'Scottish Renascence' that Geddes
had in nind is clearly spelled out in the Preface to 
the Autumn volume of The Evergreen published by Geddes 
in 1395. Allan Ramsay was inspiration and precedent. 
Geddes named the magnificent coiplex of apartments and 
student residences on Castlehill after him, as Ramsay 
Gardens, and he incorporated Ramsay's old home, 
Goose t)ie House, into the design. The Eve rg reen
Ramsay published in 1724 was the direct inspiration 
for Geddes' four volume version of the same name in
tne 1890's because, Geddes explained, he wanted to 
follow Ramsay's precedent of stimulating 'the return 
to local and national tradition'. (14) (lore
. particu1 ar1y, Geddes went on, 'we would like to 
express the larger view of Edinburgh as not only a 
National and Imperial, but a European city - the 
larger view of Scotland, again as in recent,' in 
medieva 1, most of all in ancient times, one of
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tne European Powers of Culture1, (15)
Edinburgh for Geddes was 'among the on t v ar ily 
oe a at iful and inwardly cultured cities of the wol I',
(16) In a letter to T.R.R. Marr, Edinburgh was this 
'great Northern citadel of c.dture', (17) and his 
great desire he wrote to Frank Hears in anot ne r letter 
was 'that of planning the cu u ture-fut ure of Edinburgh 
as a renascent caai’tal'. (18) In viewing Edinburgh 
as the heartland of Scottish couture and intellect, 
especially as it related to the Universities, Geddes 
was placing hin sel f squarely in a major Scootish 
tradition that went back to the eighteenth century.
The locus classiscus of this tradition was in the work
of Lord Cockburn, who was juite clear that 'the 
society of Edinburgh was not that of a provincial 
town, and cannot be judged of by any such standard. 
It was metro poo i tan'. (19) There were two
definitoons that Cockburn had of Edinburgh and the 
attraction it engendered. The first was that it was 
one of the 'great little places'. (20) Distance 
had preserved 'its style and h a a bits', and 'it had then 
its own independent tastes, ideas, and pursuits'. 
The second was that it was a 'City of Refuge', (21) by 
which he meant a city without industrial dirt and 
smoke and a surly and threatening proletariat.
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These two characceristics determined the peculiar
nature of Edinburgh end its specie! glace in the
intellectual life of Scotland. As .Earl 1111 er n a s
commented: 'In Cockburn's reminiscences and letters,
Edinburgh is bathed in a f13d^ter^etnet, an Attic 
light. It is an intellectual city, and a convivial
one (22) I he golden age for which Cockbu rn was
nostalgic was that prior to the building of the New 
Town but his definition is the essennial reference
p oint eve r since of the peed iar status of a c i t y
which w a s 'half nee rop ol is, half country town'.
Eli n b urgh' s interest as a ' great lit tle place' w a s
firstly that it had 'not begun to be absorbed in the
ocean of London', (23) and t h a t i t had the pa tin a a n d
funct ional remnants of a f o me r capital. These
i n t e r e sts C ockburn v/rote we re :
'Chiefly s ome traces, the more interesting t h a t
they are faded, of the Ancient Royaaty and national 
independence of Scotland, and of a once resident 
nobii ity; - the seat of the Supreme Cou rts of 
Justice; - a College of still merntaited celebrity; 
and our having supppied a greater number of eminent 
men to literature, to science, and to the arts, 
than any one town in the eneirn, with the single 
exception of London'. (24)
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As a twilight capital Edinburgh was an
memorial to former Scottish statehood and continuing
Scottish nationhood:
lamented', he averred,
anythi ng is surely to be 
'which annihilates local 
intellect, and degrades the provincial spheres whicn 
intellect and its consequences can alone adorn'.
( 2 5 )
The conjunction of former 't^a^es, the more 
interesting that they are faded' of ancient nationhood 
and the functional remnants of a capital city were no 
sooll matters, no mere sighing of antiquarian i so, for 
they were the essential theatre, the hotbed of genius, 
of Sc d land's great ightenaent. Edinburgh was a 
place 'with attractions quite -sufficient to retain men 
of talent or learning in their comfortable and 
respectable provincial pos i tions; and which (was) 
dignified by the tastes and institutOn s which 
learning and t a O n n nauijaan y rear' . (66 ) Of hhe
institutions essential to the nurture of the city's 
talent wa a the Un^tnrrity, 'a colOe f Io^us 
throughout the world; and from which the world has 
been suppOed with many distinguished men who have 
shone in it'; and the Bar, 'to which Edinburgh has 
a l way s bee n so largely indebted', a nd wh ich 'sent its 
copious 50^^10^ oO intall^<zc 00 the lOe of tee 
city. (27) The ^001 ow^io osOn o n yf th e city -
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'All our nobility had not then fled' - was an 
essential source of patronage and natural support for 
Intellectual and cultural life, and tnis was 
considerably reinforced (despite Cockburn’s opposition 
to its aesthetics) by the development of the New Town. 
For, as in Lord Provost Orurmnond's original intention, 
the development of the New Town helped keep the 
rem na nt s of the older aristocracy in the city and 
attract the families of the gentry from their country 
residences at least for part of the year. The result 
was, in Cocc burn's words, that 'phil os ophy had become 
indigenous in the place, and all classes, even in 
their gayest hours, were proud of the presence of its 
cultivators. Thus learning was improved by society, 
and society by learning'. (28)
The greatest quality of Edinburgh for Cockburn, 
however, was its physical envimnment - 'Edinburgh has 
s o m uch beauty, and depends so en tirely upon it1 
(29):
' T here is probably not one stranger o u t o f eac h 
hundred of the na ny who visit us, who is attracted 
by any thing but the beauty of the city and its
vicinity.
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• lectures, nor ou r law,, nor on r
reputation, that g i v e u s on r
. It is our cu rious a nd ■ ma ch l ess
‘ strange irregularity of sur f a c e , -position, - i 
its picturesque results, - our internal features 
and scenery, - our distant prospects, - our varied, 
and ever-beaatiful neighbourhood, - and the .endless 
aspects of the city, as looked down upon fron 
adjoining heights, or as it presents it self to the 
places below. Extinguish these, and the rest
would leave it a very inferior place. Very
respectable; bu.t not what it is'. (30)
The obverse of the R on aanic-C1assical • c i ty
C ockbu rn's concern and delight was that it had
i n d u st ry :
of
n o
'Mercifully it has almost no mannuacture S om e
Strange efforts have occasional l y been made to coax
these thi ngs to us ; b uu a tannks - deserving
Providence has hitherto been always pleased to
defeat them. For though ^^^^r^nu^clturers be
indespensable, they deed not be everywhere.
Bight should be confined to as few parts of the
field as p ossible. ... Hence the envy which it
is said that Perth sometimes has of Dundee, is
nearly inconceivable,, One swou u d have thought that
there was no Perth man (out of the asylum) who
w o uld not ha ve rej o i ced i n his unstained
tranquii ity'. (31)
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In educaaitnal and intellectual conditions the legacy 
of the eighteenth century Athens of the North was that 
of a city 'which possessed 'toutes les resources Nune 
societe d'eNte'. (32) James Lorimer, father of 
the great architectural contemporary of Geddes, Robert 
Loriner, is instance, after Cockburn, of the 
continuing conscitusnrss of Edinburgh's role of 
enhancing and renewing the national intellectual 
tr^aditi^n. 'We do regard Edinburgh', he wrote in The 
Nn ni/ s ties of S^<^1cland, Past, Present and Possible
'as being in a very peci-diar mnn^r, a type of 
Scotland, and the c^a^aaii i es and aspirations of its 
society as representing, very faithfully, those of the 
better class of our countrymen gentrally*. (33) He
continued to see the Bar 'as the great intellectual 
club of the country' and that 'the pride with which an 
intelligent Edinburgh tradesman regards his native 
city, has quite as much to do with its former and 
present l iterary celebrity, as with other 
circumstances cottrcaed with it'. Edinburgh, Lorimer 
considered, still attracted persons of '^e<^lat and 
po tio n' as in Cock burn's day. They came, he
thought for three reasons: the beauty that Cockburn
so eloquently celebrated; the good and cheap schools 
in the city and the 'prospect which Edinburgh society 
holds out of their being here able to gratify those 
refined and cultivated tastes which they may have 
elsewhere formed*. (34)
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By the tine Geddes cane to stir up a cultural renewal
i n the Ol d Town i n the IGQO s, Ejii^ptrJn'e
i ntel 1 e ctual r a di 11 on n as s aa annem' c version f i cs
f o r i er s e!f . TTe Old T to n n wwi'ch hha f o rm erly h on s e i
t h e l i t e r a t i o f the' E n i g h t e n ment , had now decayed
into one of the most wretched and overcrowded siuns in
Britain. London and Oxford and Ca-nhr’idje had drawn 
off .any of S^c^tland's leading lights in literature 
and science. Geddes 'Scottish Renascence1,
therefore, was an ambitious and comprehensive attempt
to reconstruct a whole culture and environment in
dryo. The Old Town, still preserved on its lofty
ridge presented the opportunity.
Like Hugh Mac 0 i a rm id, who ne puts us in mind of 
afterwards, Geddes was a great roller-up of sleeves, a 
great relisher of challenges. To the renewal of the 
city's intellettaal and eeuuaatonaa ie e an d the 
restoration and conservation of the Old Town Geddes 
added the dimension of art. 'He recognised at once1, 
art historian Ian Findlay has written,
'the artistic bankruptcy of tne Caaital, in which 
he had taken up nis headduuaters. H ith admirable 
intent, he tried to inject into the city some of 
his own all-mi.ibaa cigg enahut^asm by makigg the 
colourful Ramsay Lodge that he bu i It a ^^^^ting-
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place for artists and writers, and by launching a
new cu11u ra1 rev i ew call ed , i n memo ry o f A1 1 a n
Ramsay, The Evergreen • But a s co-ed i t o r of The
Eve rg reen he chose VI i 1 1 i am S ha rp e - "Fiona Ma c 1 e 6d”
- and as decorator of the wa 1 1 s of Ramsay Lodge he
chose John Duncan'. (35)
Finlay concludes:
'The importance of Geddes in relation to Scottish 
art, and to art in general, is not his patronage or 
even in his essays in art criticism, but in this 
passionate belief of his in the need to maintain 
and develop the ancient ruots of any society or 
community. His nationalism was the nationalism of 
Voltaire's il faut cultiver not re jardin. ... 
Geddes was to the great new art of city planning 
what Mackintosh was to architecture and the Glasgow 
School and McTaggard were to painting. Together
those men constituted the first wave of a true 
renaissance in Scotland'. (36)
The urban cultural renaissance that Geddes worked for
in Edinburgh was universalised and generalised in his 
formal technical concept of the Valley Section. This 
was, the Latin inscription had it on the stained glass 
window of the Outlook Tower: the microcosm of nature, 
the. seat of man and the theatre of history. It
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Figure 2G: Valley Section with Typical Vegetation and 
Characteristic Regional O ccupaaions.
The Natural Occupations.
Section Across Waes and the English Pain.
So urc e: Papers for t a e Present,
Figure 27: Va aley Se ccion.
So u r c e :: Fdinourga Col l e g e o f 4 rt
Figure 23: Va a ley Se ction.
S o u r c e :: U nivees ity oo Keele.
Figure 29: Va1 ley Se ccion.
Source:: IjUivvesity of Keel e.
F i g u re 3 (0: Occupaaional Types: the Fisherman.
Source: 'J niv e e s s ty of Keele.
F i g u r e 3 1 : B i rd s Ey e View of the Valley Region.
Source: Un iv ersity of Keele.
Figur e 32: Occcpaaional Types.
S on rce : University of Keele.
F i g u r e 33: The Eastern Waershed of Scotland.
Source: University of Keele.
Figure 3 4 : Thinking Machine: Evils Organic and Social .
Sou rce: IJ niv e r s i t y of StraaCclyre Ach hies s .
F i g u r e 3 5 : Thinking Machine: Reorganise Regions and
C i ties.
Source: University of Strathclyde Archives.
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Figure 35:
also contained the possibility of the future utopia. 
Toe V! ley Section represented 'a stretch of landscape 
f r 0!:1 sea to hill-top, passing up through ./heat lands 
a n d oatland s, throu g h p a s t u r e a n d f o rest , a n 'J 
descending on the other side with a ruder slope'. It 
could be from 'the blue waiters of the Forth to the 
bare Pent land hill-top s' as seen fro' the Outlook 
Tower or 'the great plain of Europe rising slowly to 
the nou nitains'. (38)
The Va a ley Section in P.G.'s comteeptua i sation was the 
basic unit in which human settlement developed. It 
was the environment with which the organism 
interacted. It was a concept derived as a product of 
Geddes' biological thinking, and /as the source of 
much of tiie originality in his work on the regional 
city and survey. Contemporary analysts of the city 
such as architects would deal with perspectives and 
contiguities; local government theorists with the 
boundaries of the buHt-up settlement. Geddes
through the Va a ley Secftion saw the modern settlement 
in a far wider and functional conitext than that of his 
conte-ipoor ries. It allowed him genuine insights into 
the growth of the mooern city and connrbbtion (the 
latter neologism he coined). As a Conti st
acquaintance. Dr. J.H. Bridges put it succinccly, 
Geddes' concept wa s:
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'of c river system which he takes for his unit of 
study; the high mountain tracts, the pastoral 
nill- si d es, the h a mleis ant v il )gge s in h e e 
valleys, the market town where the valleys meet, 
the convergence of larger valleys into a county 
town, finally the great city where the river aoets
the sea 1 .
If the Vi l ley Section was the environment side of the 
post- s Darwinian equation the organism side, the social 
structure, was the occupational type. tn Geddes
w ord s:
"dhere we find hill-tops, bare tr wooded, we find 
hunters or woodmen, and ts these will want iron for 
their spearheads or axes, we sooner or later find 
miners. In tne same way, where there are pastures 
we find sheep and cattle, shepherds and drovers, 
and where we find richer lands where corn can grow, 
we find peasants nsd rnlller s, hiiis e Sy tSe mr , we 
find fishers a t d sailol^s'. (39)
Tiie upper slopes produce hunters and the forests 
woodmen and lower down miters - this descant of miner, 
woodman, huiUer, shepherd, peasant, and fisher is 
repeated ad nauseam throughout Geddes' work and 
correspondence ttd lehdcreri if n t one-way l i s e o f
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causation, an amalgam of Oorwin, Ssencer and Le Play, 
t he environme nt is producin g c er t a in social t yp e s .
T h e s o c i a l type i n i t s return interacts w i t n t he
envico nme nt i n the process of evol ution;
' hunters and w o o d i.i e n , miners and sh e ph e rd s ,
pea san ts and fishers extend and develop, m i n g l e a nd
strive, fight and combine, so that fro.n these half­
dozen primtive types the extraordinary complex of 
our modern world evolves1. (41)
Survivals in social structure and culture, and how 
t hey evolve in history were the basic raw material of 
the Geddes ian student of the hunaaiities.
Here lies the great c^u-de-sac, the great structural 
fault-line of the Geddesi'an conceptual system, for 
Geddes' sociology had no concept of class. Although 
he frequently refers to Booth and Bo.^ntrdd in the 
development of his notion of survey the Geddesian 
version consisted of a geographical survey and a 
survey of historical evolution. Uhere the two
crossed, the horizontal and the vertical we might say, 
was reality, now. Geddes' own surveys, such as the 
Survey of Edinburgh, are an unfolding of evolution 
historically conceived. They are disappointingly
anaemic. The surveys of interest, of boldness and
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resource, such as the Dunfermline study for Carnegie 
and tne Report to the Durbar of Indore, ignore his 
Va a ley Section - occupptional types equa tion 
co-ml^ee 1 y. Their value stems directly from Geddes'
practical experience, principally in Edinburgh's Did
T o w n .
In explaining the social basis of the modern city 
Geddes' sociology is still-born. The 'half-dozen
primitive types', as the accompanying illustrations 
show, evolve into the ’complex madern world1 of the 
city witn the stunning banaaity and emPbrtssing 
naivete of iron founders and etnprging factories from 
iron miners; furniture shops fron timber forests; 
bakers from corn lands; Booril advertisements from 
pastures and shipt^iuilders from fishing villages.
The most astounding example of the inadequacy of 
Geddes' sociology is indicated by the total absence of 
any com up nt or thought in his work on the problem of 
the Highlands and the Clearances. There is no
reference to him ever visiting the Highlands except 
for the visit to the funeral of an old family friend 
near Inverness. He made no tour to the Wst coast or
the Hebrides. In 1836, the very year he moved to the 
Old Town to engage in the most intensive period of
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socitl action, was the year of the watershed Crooter's 
Act. Following on the CrsStdr's Wr and the Napier 
Commission of 1884 these were lttts-re of great 
political momeet. Yet of all places the movement of 
highland peasants to the city of Glasgow was surely 
the most obvious example of the surface relevance of 
Geddes' occupm ional typss as explanatory concepes 
within the framework of the Valley Section. fS hee 
t'/o great problems of modern Scotland, the Clydeside 
conurbation tnd the Highlands Geddes leaves us 
unenlightetdd. Shis vs sven mm re strange consider^ g 
that the Smith brothers, two oS Ms students, 
aisteerdd ecological studies of the Highlands, and 
that Frank Fraser Darl n n g s s 1^ Highland Survey o f 
the 19 40's was the mot s kj n vuco ng s and successful 
application of Geddes' notion of Survey. ts sr,
finally, most renerkable that Geddes has no reference 
to the vast eighteenth century wave of planned village 
construction in Scotland, given that his great friend 
Kropotkin had carried forward his notion of Co­
operation, from his attack on Ssoitl Darwinians in 
Mutual Aid, a work often cited by Geddes, into his 
great classic of village planning in FacCsride, Fields 
and Workshops.
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The absence of a concept of social class in Geddes
sociology rev e al s also t h e a p olltictl, e ve n
dep o oitic i sed nature of his theorising. dust as
Geddes turned from social reform on the Toynbee Hall 
model when he moved into the Old Town of Edinburgh to 
cuutural reconstruction of the Scootish! capital and 
nation so the politics of the Union did not interest 
him. Even the incipient politics of the n^aio^^list
movement he consiedree artificial as he wrote to 
J.A.C. Carnppbll of Barb reck in 1895 , d e c 1 ini n g 
imtibbrship of the hoine rule association. He felt
cultural reconstruct! on- of Scotland had to come
fi rst :
' I am sorry to ddc1ine your invitation but I 
believe I can do best service to the cause by 
working at the realities of the Scots Renascence. 
I believe all the pjers and 'Heimers can do nothing 
real or permanent until the literary, the academic, 
the sod'ea, the industry movement of Rdsttcdsce
floats then, on.
It is just in the interests of furthering Scootish 
literature and other rdalitiet that I feel bound to 
stay away. As an illustrat o on of my total dissent 
from cdstdppdrary political m-thods I may say for 
instance that I similarly won't go to temperance
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meetings not because I don't want much greater 
temjK^rance, but because I find in practice that the 
political teetotlers won't cone to a real 
temperance cafe when I build ono and I i ust baia 
until I see nernSers of Ihe borno ou lu osaociation
furthering Scoot^h litLeraatm, woro for the 
Scootish Un iv e rs ities, Scootisl! Art, Scootish 
industries of a very grgrear e xeef^e beber^o I o od u 
join them 1 . (42)
In his lecture to rally susuppo boo bhe butu ooo bowor
in 1905 the Reverend John Kelman set out his view in 
The Interpreter's House that what Geddes was doing at 
the Tower was producing 'erained ’seers* . Although he 
made play on the famiiiar Geddes' notion of eye- 
education and the insortance of the visual it also, as 
ben^eit ted a minister of the Kirk, carried with it the 
biblical notion of the pursuit of ideals. The survey 
of the historical evolution of a city for Geddes was 
to mke an inventory of evils and ideals, the better 
to retard one and advance the other in times present 
and future. Unty in politics and separation in
social ethics was George Elder Davie's sums ry of the 
cdtural dichotomy of Scotland after the Act of Union. 
The ethical initiative passed, in this view, from the 
Kirk a'ter the Disruption to the U n n‘v e rs ity. Geddes 
sought to renew the tradi'toon in the Scootish City.
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Bibliographical Essay
Lewis Mumford was the most, effective prosecutor of Patrick 
Geddes' reputation as a town planner. As an Amfrican
writer and a cautious dtoctp^r of Geddes (see - ‘The 
Disciple's rrberlinn' in Encoouter, September 1966) Mumford 
was principally concerned to be of instruction to his fellow 
A|■nfricdno but it was in Britain in the 1940's and after, 
that he had the greatest influence. His most seminal
put) b i cation for the town planning movement was The Cu u ture 
of Cities, written, as he says in the first edition in 1938, 
'under the stimulus of Patrick GGedee', and which, he wrote 
in the new preface to the 1970 edition, 'in some cnuntries, 
notably Britain ... served as a guide book to rrconntructinn 
and renewa', (1) consequent on the upheaval of the Second 
World War. Murnford's influence Was all the greater at this 
time since it was experienced when the foundations of 
British town planning were being established and when the 
demand for post-war rebuilding created an unprecedented 
demand for the application of town planning controlo and 
guidance.
The Couture of Cities was one volume of a trilogy conceived 
in the 1^^0,c, along with Technics and Civilization (New 
York, 1934) and The Con(i i^ions of Man which was not
<3?
P.G.'s pedigree is obvious in thepub1 ished unnil 19 44.
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very titles of the trilogy which Mumford readily 
acknowledged - 'my chief intellectual debt is to fy mster, 
Patrick Geedds', he wrooe - bbU it was the Vev ol fpme nt of 
the Scots thinker's thought rather than its systematic 
exposit i on that was Mumford's min concern. His interest, 
he averred was not 'to take over Geddes' cont ributi ons in
bl ode' :
‘Not mimicry and automatic acceptance, but a vital 
assimilation, was what Geddes sought; ; for to him
thinking was a function of living not a sequestered sort 
of play. WHs i have somftimps utilized Geddds's bold 
summfaies and sshor cueei I have nnvee fflt bound to 
respect the mre letter of hi s teaching,, nor to give its 
details the same emmlicisis that they had in his own
schemftt. (2)
Mju^mor'id's last two autobiographical books, Findings and
Keepings: Annle^s for an utoob ior rihhy Londonr , 1975 ) and
My Works and Days: A Personal Chronicle (New York and
London 1191) confirm the immortan^ of Geddes' influence and 
add to the details of the relationship.
Mourncrd's town planning writings, therefore, nre not a 
guide to Gddes' work: they conttieueed a personal
•ittsopretation, a synthesis of t he CHaree CCty idea of
Ebenezer Howard coltfibte witt the rogioial s st idea of
Geddes. Thh ppsOIcuIvs Anfpiban ibd'elvg^ca a fc>rm oS trnn
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planning that Mumford developed found expression in the 
Regional Planning Association of Anfeica that he founded in 
1923 together with Carence Stein, Henry Wight:, Benton 
McKaye, F.L. Ackerman and Stuart Chase, Roy Lubove's
Cofffuity Planning in the 1920's: The Contribution of the
Regional Planning Assooiation of Ammrica (Pittsburgh, 1963) 
is the essential academic study of the RPAA while Carl 
Sussman's Planning the Fourth Migration: The Neglected
Vision of the Regional Planning Associa•tion of Arnfrica (MiT
Press Camfbidge, Mss. and London, 1976 ) gathers together a 
scattered group of writing by the principal protagonists
that would be Otherwise difficult to unearth. Both books 
contain piquant illustration of the difficulty of deriving 
the true word of town planning technique from the Geddesian
canon in the clash between Mtmford and the RPAA with Thomas 
Adam's Regional Plan of New York. Adams was the other 
great pioneer of town planning from Edinburgh (see Michael 
Simpson: Thomas Adams and the Modern Town -Planning
Moocnim en, London, 1985), as he reminded Mui^ord:
'i knew Geddes, probably before Mr. Miumord was born, and 
have never ceased to derive guidance and inspiration from 
his writings ... My view is that Geddes would have given 
enthusiastic approval to the proposals in the New York
Plan • • •
Mr. Mumford does not write as a map who has found the 
facts and difficulties of piking a trouohhh survey of 
urban coGnitions and tendencies, or ot plaatinn a citw or 
region in a demf-craic counn ry, rather as an esthete- 
sociologist, oho has a reeigi on that is based on high 
ideals, but is unwotkable,. (3) .
The first meeting of the RPAA in My 1923 hhd Geddes in 
attendance and the last mmeting at a conference -n 
regional ssm at the University of Vivginin in 1933 saw 
Frditlit D. Rd <o s; es e t initiate a process that was to result 
in the Tennessee Valley A^niu^^'ity. This was tt return to 
Scotland in the form tf Secretary of State - Ttm Johnston's 
North tf Scotland Hy y do-E le ccric Board in the 1940's.
The im^lfeiate practical work of the RPAA howoter was not in 
propounding regionalism but in the attempts to establish 
garden cities in Amfeica. Carttct Stein's -waadd s New 
Towns f-r Amp ri ca (MIT Press, CamPr'idge, Mss. and London,
1966) is the essential aidttry of taid experience, and which
ctnta i n s a n invaluable history tf the RPAA i n a n
int rodu ctiot by M n f o rd .
With the Garden City, transformed into the Nnw Town , i n the
ascendant i n the late 1940's the Geddesian ha] f of the
Mumford-RPAA conceptual scheme was disconnected and 
eventua^y left behind. This influence can be traced in
Mumford's corredpondtn'ce with F.J. Osbtrn, the greatest
propagandist of the New Towns in Britain, in A TransAttantic 
Dial ogue, 1938-70:_____ The Letters of Lewis Mumford and
F rede ri c J. Osborn, edited by Michael Hughes (New York 
1972). Wen Mimiford came to rewrite The Culture of Cities
( 1938) as The City in History (London, 1961) it was the 
growth of the mcTo r-car-based suburbs that he thought were 
the greatest threat to the modern city. tgginst suburbia 
he counterposed the New Town, and of the Geddesian notion of 
regionalism in the ea rl ier volume there was scarcely a trace
in the later work.
When academics, rather than participants and partisans, came 
to cast the cool eye of their profession over the history of
town planning in the late 1960's, Geddes was measured
• '• .'•» . * ■
against the official ideology that had emerged in the 1940's 
and he was found wanting. The most profound caesura in the 
historiography of British town planning is Professor Anthony 
SuUdiffe's essay 'British Town Planning and the Historian' 
in his introduction to the essays he edited in British Town 
Panning: the Formative Years (Leicester, 1981). Of those
pioneers whose opportunity it was to fashion an 'all­
embracing theory of environmental planning as a means of 
social reform' SuUdiffe concludes that the imimdiate 
concerns of the likes of Raymond Unwin and Thomas Adams 
'left the task ennirely to Patrick Geddes, who took it up 
with gusto and made a complete hash of it'. (4)
It was hard not to conc^cude here that Ssutclffe's judgement 
perpetuates a segerr rorumtionism n n Geddes 1 wok ; that is, 
that the 1 947 ideology of British town planning is the 
yardstick against which Geddes was to be tested and failed. 
The whole tenor of studies of the 1 ^slt tweeny years of 
scienttfic disciplines and professional idei^^iti^s is set 
against ‘what one historian has cal led 'the - linear evolution 
of idea s' :
'These assumftinns involve the belief in a continuous
devrl opment of science by accummu1ation of facts,
discoveries, and knowledge in science. The task, then,
is to trace the progressive victory of truth over iomo,
of 'good' ideas over 'bad', and of the inevitable 
emergence of time ideas from facts. The historian of 
science is thus concerned with whom to wwrship. Error 
is viewed as soinmehing wicked which hinders the 
development of science; cnnseeqmntly, little interest is 
paid to historical contexts on intellectual climates 
since the focus is placed on the internal evolutions of 
each sci ence '. (5 )
The alternative to such an internalistic and pooitivistic 
approach to the rmeogrtcr of a ^^c'^i^^-ific discipline or a 
system of ideas, the same author continues, may be termed 
the contextual approach. The context of the connribution 
of Patrick Geddes to ideas of the imaging profession of 
town planning is that of a ScoOtish intellectual engaged
with the complex fate -f the Scottish nation within the late 
Victorian British State.
One of the tests the above theorist appp ies in the context 
of kntw^etge outnlde thh pr^ of^ ^in n el h co-murRy of an
academic discipline is in thh role of the circles of 
affinity outside the ctat group. If we apply this test to 
Geddes' work in Editbnaga, we begin to trace a different 
pedigree -f town pbanni ng tt^ha haah legitimised by the 
rttrodptctive consensus tf 1940* s town planning ide-logy.
The flast and gmlllftiatt circle of affinity is that of the 
tmfagtnt school tf geography in Scotland. H.R. Mil who 
became Librarian of the Royal Getfrabaical Society in London 
and sub sequ n in ly Ditecfaf ot the British Rainfall 
Orggniatitn describes in his autobiography how Geddes played 
a cakaidtic rc'e in developing geography as an academic 
discipline in Edinburgh:
'Geddes was the niffs intdbning nw Edi'(^t)un3h i'n
the early eighties, when inspiration blew from many 
uunrters ... He attracted a warrm ff disnicibs, wnt all 
of whom ww re able to profit from his scientific zeal 
without being dazzled by his i^zioo vetrdaiilty in the 
kaleidoscopic plans he was conninn a aly launching, leaving 
the navigation to his followers'. (6)
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The roll call of geographers influenced by Geddes and who 
were pioneers and leaders in their profession is imppessive. 
Other than Mill there were AJ. Herbertson and H.N. Dickson 
who went on to lecture in the fir'st geography department in 
the land at Oxford. Herbertson soon became head of the
department at Oxford and Dickson went on to take the chhir 
at Reading. Other geographers in the Geddes circle
included Mrion Newbiggin, fellow wwrrer in the Outlook 
Tower and life-long editor of the Scooti'sh Geoo ra phical 
Mtjaaine; Roobrt Neal Rudmosn Brown, sjtb^ecqu^nnly Professor 
of Geography at Shhefinld and Mrcrl Hardy who pioneered 
studies of geography and ecology in the Highlands. El sprth 
N. Lochhead's 'Scotland as the Cradle of Modern Academic 
Geography in Britain' and 'The .Royal Scootis!] Georraphical 
Society: the setting and sources of its success' both in
Scootish Gc^ogaphii cal Maagaine, September 1981 and September 
1984 respectively, are the erseroial rreaing for Geddes' 
role in nurturing geography in Scotland. On ^^rbertson
E.W. Gilbert's article in Gw og rap hy, Vol. 50, 1965, 'A.J, 
Herbertson: An Apppeccation of His Life and Work' is a 
comp pehensive treatment of tth subjerc aan Hugh Robert 
Mills' An Autobiography, (bLondo, 1951) is useful 
, background. R.N. Rudmose Brown's 'Scotland and Some
Trends in Geography' is an early essay on thw sane thwme in 
Geog rap hy, Volume XXXiii, 1948. Of Geddes' continuing 
influence in geography among thw likws of C.B. Fawbcrt, HJ. 
Fleurr, Eli sen Recks and P. KrrpoOkio, Rooert E. 
Dickinson's Regional Concept: Thw Anglo-American Lnaders
(London, 1976) is the basic reference and more recent 
mterial is covered by W. Iain Stevenson's essay on Geddes 
i n Geopraphers, Bibliographical Studies Volume 2, (London, 
1978) edited by T.W. Freeman and Philippe Pinchinel.
The question could be asked: why did Geddes not go on to be 
a maor founder of British academic geography and remain a 
geographer pure and simple? The answer has surely to be 
that he wanted to be engage*, he wanted to be part of the 
action of the intellectual and cultural struggles of the 
Scotland of his day. This brings us to the second circle 
of affinity of Geddes' work in Edinburgh: the artists and 
intellectuals of a renascent Scotland. The origin of
Geddes' town planning ideas lay in his practical experience 
of the urban renewal of Od Edinburgh. He saw this early 
town planning and the social and cuutural regeneration of 
Edinburgh as a continuum. The selectivity of posterity
among the ideologues of the town planning has repressed this 
cultural activity of Geddes as imag-inaa. It has been seen 
as an immature exc^sen^ and an irrel eva nce to what was to 
be the un-folding of Geddes' true mission as a progenitor of 
the town planning profession. Yet the recovery of what has 
been repressed, as in the experience of psychottnlysis, 
would direct the attention to a more comaelling reality:
the essential Scotti s hness of the genesis of Geddes' work
The essential ScoO-hidh context hah not been teoovetdh by 
Geddes' biographers. Philip Boardman, an Anreican, who
studied under Geddes in France and has lieed most of his 
life in Norway, is the standard blogadphta, a task which has 
been his life's work. His The Worlds of Patrick Geddes; 
Biologist, Town Planner, Re-educator, Pea ce-Wa rri or,
(Ltnetn, 1 978) is, with the ^^r^^e-it of a reat t eaa 1 of new 
maderid^, a rewritten version tf his Patrick Geddes, Maker 
-f the Future, (Chapel Hill, North Carolina, 1944), the 
first biography -f Geddes. Boardman's work is that of an 
enthusiast and a disciple and although it gives the most 
detailed description tf Geddes as the evolution -f a 
personnlity to date it does not probe or explain the 
Scottish content of Geddes' work. Pnklip IMaret's Pi sneer 
tf S tc i tl tgy , (L-netn, 1957 ) was a una si-official biography 
written at the instigation tf Geddes' stn, Arthur, and with 
Kis assistance, but is now eclipsed by the fuller Worlds of
Patrick Geddes tf Boardman. Paddy Kitchen's A Most
Unndtt1i ng Person (Lttd-n, 1975) is a wo\l-writtet fbuular 
biography along the connentitnal lines. It adds little
that is new, Amr\ia Deeries': Tie Interpreter Geddes:
The Man and Kis Gofdb\, (Lttd-t, 1927) and Edward McGGegn's
Patrick Geddes as a Man tf Action (typescript i n t he
National Library tf Sc of land) are ateke-tdl and a re n ft
systerra ic but kfrtidlt r ny fresh insights to Geddes a nd a i s
work.
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Neither has the Scootish content of Geddes' work bern 
recovered by the professional historians. The
intwrprrtat O ons of T.C. Smout in A Century of thw Scottish 
P e oo 1 e, (London, 198(6), Christopher Ha .rv i r in No G od s and 
Precious Few Herons: Scotland 1914-1980, (London, 1981) and 
Sydney and Oive Check^nd in Industry and Ethos: Scotland 
1832-1914, (London, 1984) are largely derived from thw. work 
of Boardman. Helen E. Mel Ur concern rates on Geddes'
international role in 'Cities in Evolution: Patrick Geddes 
as an international prophet of town planning before 1914' in 
A. S s uc c i f fr (nd). The Rise of Modern Urban Planning, 
(London, 1980) and in 'Patrick Geddws 1854-1932' in G. 
Ch erry (ed) Pioneers of British Town Planning, (London, 
1981). Her article in Victorian Studies (March 1973)
'Patrick Geddes: Ao Ann^sis of His Theory of Civics, 1880­
1904' is an early essay on thr development of his thought.
Scottish Context
Of all Dr. Johnson's flights of prejudicr against Scotland, 
that of the Scotsman's nobbest prospect being thr highway to 
England has probably thr greatest noOoriety. Beneath thw
comical jaatina it has acquired, thw statement contains a 
painful truth. Em mgra -tion had brwn thr great loss, the
great lament at thw heart of ScoOtish cutum. The
haemorrhage of ScoOtisl! talent and its abs o rption by the 
London mWroK^lis was the structural reality of thw
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depletion of Scottish ^Rural life in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries. It was a di st n nyu shed and dolorous 
roll call with the loss of lumniries of the likes of Mil, 
MactKlty, Rusk in and Carlyle.
With Geddes we begin to see maifett an early representation 
of a desire to stem this loss, to reverse this flow. He. is 
represent tive of a change in Scootish se n^b iiity 
discernible at the end of the nineteenth century, a new 
sense of objeccivity about his national destiny. Travel, 
to winch he devftes a whole cheaper in Cities in Evolution, 
(London, 1915), is no longer a necessary escape, but a 
necessity for good citizenship. He is not disabled by
ma a adie du pays, that crippl i ng nottalgia of the emigre, one 
feels, when he has porridge on the daily menu at the Scots 
College in Motttelliet, or proudly sports his Scots bonnet 
in the Quuatier Latin, or is thrilled to pass the aged 
Carlyle on his evening stroll in Chee sea. He is instance 
of a new confidence, a new determination, a new objecavity 
about Scootish national idennity. 'We are divided between 
two exaggerta^tnt', he was to say in his inaugural lecture 
at Dundee, 'one, that of a legendary superiority in almost 
every conce i vable respect to almost all concc 1 vabl e people; 
the other of excessive self-depreciation, as if we had no 
^^0^ ity worth the name’. (7)
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That self consciousness about national identity and m'tional 
recovery, which does not pander to the repressed side of the 
national psyche's romaanic and sentimental indulgence in 
tartanry and kailyard ism, is maaif estation of a newer and 
intenser realism in Geddes' time about what we have come to
recognise as the Scootish dimension or the national 
movemenn, according to political taste. When Geddes moved 
into the Old Town of Edinburgh he abandoned his interest in 
social reform in favour of Scootish cultural regeneration. 
We shouud seek to interpret and understand this essential 
Geddes within the literature of n^ttional assertion, both 
cuKurally and poetically. H.J. Hanham: Scott i sh
Nat i mn' ism, (London, 1969), C. Harvey: Scotland and
National ism, (London, 1977 ), and No Gods and Precious Few 
He roes, (London, 1981) are basic references. David Craig's 
Scooti'sh Literature and The Scootish Peoole, (London, 1961) 
is particularly good on the effects of emigration. John 
Stuart B1a cOie's The Union of 1707 ■- and its Resets: A Plea 
for Scootish Home Rub (Glasgow, 1892) gives the appropriate 
content from the first chairman of the Scootis^i Home Rule
Association. A.M. Stodddrt's John Stuart Blackie: A
Bi ography 2 Voo s, (Edinburgh, 1895) is the only biography of 
Blackie. His immortance for Geddes is expressed in 'The
Scots Renascence' in the E/ergmen (Spring) (Edinburgh, 
1895).
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Geddes is an im^(o^r;ant progenitor of that movement that is
today known as devolution. C.B. Fa^/wctt's Provinces of 
England: A Study of Some Geooraphical Aspects of
De w cOu u ion, (London, 1919), which was commissionwd by Geddws 
as part of his Maki ng of thw Fu tu re serins, is thr esswnttial 
starting point of an iim ortant strand in British geography. 
The first edition of P rov i nces contains Geddes' rssennial 
introduction which is omitted in subsequent editions. 
Robert E. Dickinson's City, Region and Regionalism: A 
Geographical ConOribution to Human Ecology, (London, 1947 ) 
is an important work within the conOinuatiog of the 
devolution tradition in academic geography and his Regional 
Concept (above) is the essenttial history of that tradit•norl. 
Thw itical aspects of the tradition of devolution, Which 
are sti ll very much alivr today, arn best covered by Vernon 
Bogda n or's DewoluU ion, (Oxford, 1 979 ). The depth and 
constancy of this tradition go right back to the debates on
thw Act of Union In 1 703. Sew David Oalchrs' And rew 
Fletcher of Saltoun: Selected Pooi'tidl Writings and
Speeches, (Edinburgh, 1979).
Thw central aspect of the Scooti'sh context of Geddes' work 
is his corltrrn with Edinburgh as a iiLal. For his urban
renrwal nna connewvation work in the Old Town teree has brwn
good recrnt pubiiehwd manerial, although therw is no 
stJUeeitutr for ^^t^ail^d w^x^p oratic^n on foot of the old wynds 
and closes enckea up witii examinntion of the petitions to 
the Dran of Gu^ds with appropriate plans and arnwioge in
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the City Archives. The Buildings of Scotland - Edinburgh
volume by John Gifford, Colin Mdiiiliam and David Wlker 
(London, 1984) is a maj or landmark in Scootish cultural 
history, and is very helpful on Geddes' work in the Old 
Town, as weH as that of his disciples among two subsequent 
generations: Frank Mars and Robert Hurd. Details of the 
renewed buildings are given in M. Cuthbert: Cctal ogue of 
1982 Geddes Exhibition in the Edinburgh International 
Festival Exhdbition at Edinburgh College of Art. Peter J. 
Smith's: 'Planning as Environmental Improvement: Slum
Clearance in Victorian Edinburgh' in A. SStcliffe (ed). The 
Rise of Modern Urban Planning 1800-1914 (London, 1980), has 
useful background mt^rial on Geddes' work on improvement
schemes.
If there is no adequate study of late nineteenth century 
Edinburgh there is even less on the cuKural life of the 
same period. Elizabeth S. Cummings' Arts and Crafts in
Edinburgh 1880-1930, the catalogue of the Edinburgh-Dublin 
Exhibitiov at the College of Art in the International 
Festival of 1985 is an essential beacon of light in all the 
schdarly darkness; and Helen SnaHes: A Portrait GaHery 
for Scotl and :_____ The Foundation, Architecture and Mural
Decoration of the S^<^t^’bish National P^r^ttrait GaHery 1882­
1906, (Edinburgh, 1985 ) is ehcellevt on the cuKural 
realties and asp i rati ons of the Edinburgh of P.G's period. 
Ian Finlay's Art and Scotland (Oxford, 1948) is a general 
text but is insightful on Geddes. There are no studies to
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date on the important architects Rowand Anderson or Sydney 
Mitchell. Hugh MaaCiarmid has a 1 ot of aaresting comments 
on the cuUum of Geddes' times but it is scattered in an 
abundance of sources. The Letters of Hugh aacDiarmid 
edited by Alan Bold (London, 1984) is a huge quarry full of 
rich maerial as is his Contemporary Scootish Studies, 
(London, 1926). The Company I Have KeeC, (London, 1966), 
has an interesting essay by aacDiarmid on Geddes.
There is plentiful maerial on Edinburgh as a capital and a 
focus of the cultural lif e of Scotland. A.J, Youngson's 
The Miking of Cassical EddnEi^!!, (Edinburgh, 1966 ) is the 
maor work on the bu’ilding of the New Town; and Henry 
Cockburn's Life of Lord Jeffrey, (Edinburgh, 1852) is a rich 
source of crmment on the draining away of Edinburgh's 
d^tural life by the burgeoning ^noo n makee, , a s are also 
his J ou rna l (Edinburgh, 1874) ana hi h Mem mo i a l s
of his Time, (Edinburgh, 1856 ). Robert Louis Stevenson's 
Edinburgh: PicCgresqgm Hoote, (London, 1177) ii the most
insightful essay on Victorian Edinburgh by that great 
writer: George Gordon's 'Edinburgh: Ccactal and Regional
City' in G. Gordon (ed). Regional Cities in the U.K. 1890­
1980, (London, 1986) is an up-to-date academic sumim ry and 
Andrew Dewar Gibb's Chhater 'A Country Changes C a a litals' in 
his Scotland rn^u nn, (Stirling, 1950) is a first class 
essay by a (o^ish Ooaionalist on the same theme. Lest 
the trsditrooal commlaint be raised that the influence of 
Edinburgh is exaggerated at the expense of Glasgow, Bernard
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A ss trowI! 's schooarly Portable Utopia; Glasgow nod thw
Unitwa Statrs 1820-1920, (Aberdeen, 1984) easily coeercte
the balance.
Thw reform and development of educction was at the heart of 
Geddrs' strivings for a Scootish clliturnl rwna^■eeagte, and 
thw role of the Scootish University was his gew.atrst 
passion. Although it has brwn criticised, I continue to
find Georgw Elder Davie's: The Demprtrnnc Intwllect,
Scotland and her Un i‘ve cities in thr 19th Cernur1/, 
(Edinburgh, 1961), the most valuable acnarmic study on the 
gwnrsis of Patrick Geddes' ideas and accivitiws. Davie has 
rrcrntly pub i'shid a sequel to his great work: • Thw Crisis
of thw Dempotennc Intellect: Thr Problem of General ism and 
Speeialnention in TwrOnrte Century ScoO^nna, (Edinburgh, 
1986) which continuis his thrmw into the prwswnt century. 
His debate with his principal critic, R.D. Anderson: 
Educjtion and Dempceacy in Victorian ScoO^ana, (Oxford, 
1983) is in Cencra stu s Spring 1984, aga his critics reply in 
Cwncra stu s Spring 1987.
Geddes ‘ W Titi ngs
For a pwrson who proclaims the synthesis of knowledge as his 
eigeeet ideal Geddes shows little unity in any of his 
written work. His two-volumed Life: Ouuiinn of General
(L o n d o n, 19 31) written with J. Arthur Thomson,Bi ology ,
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was a unified statement of his biological work but there was 
never an equiuaitnt of his cuiuraa1 nnd town planning
e n d e a vours.
There is ev e v 1 ese p u p u i lis s h ma mar 1b a by Sim oo S i s ideas
a b out Scotlavd and his aspprations for the cuutu re of S i s
native land. In d ad dis sgoatees legacy is S i s u rban
renewal and connervation in Old Edinburgh. This work is 
still there and plain to see, and his greatest and most 
subsSanVitl achievement of the Old Town is the Ramsay 
Gardens, which remains finely preserved and unnatered. A 
major record exists of the art and design work for which he 
was patron and e:im^tttor, which, if not in situ as in the 
case of the marvelous murals and painted ceilings, is 
readdly available iv a vumaer of Scootish puHic ^^Vleries.
Other thsa his uruan renewal aad a ar work , tts principal 
source of Geddes' Scottish work,., is in letters, emahsrtl 
printed material and general archival records. There is 
very little of his town planning ex Is 'ibiti o n aateritl still 
in existence. Of his published materitl the pride of place 
of his Scootish work is Tie Evergreen: A Northern Seasona, 
Spring and Autumn 1895, Sumi'imr and Winter 1896 (Edinburgh), 
and although City Development: A Study of Parks, Gardens
and CHure Institutes, (Edinburgh, 1904) is about 
Dundenalina it is maHy a distillation of Sis Old Edinburgh 
experience. Tie most accessible book of Geddes is his 
Cities in Evo^^on: An Introduction to tie Town Planning
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Movement and to the Study of Civics, (London, 1915) which 
has been reprinted a nummer of timms. Although this draws 
on his Scootish experience in Edinburgh and Dinnerm'line it's 
full value is nogsnnnted arghout .his town planning 
exhibition as illustrat i on and expansion of his arguments. 
This apppins to many of his writings on town planning which 
tend to be repetitive and lack profundity. The ljving 
exhibition with Geddes amidst expounding his message was a 
necessary nc^jnrcht t o Gededs' writCnnh, aa mny 
contelneorrrieu have testified. This is of course as Gnndna 
would have wished it because he was very much the A.S. Neil 
of professors. The heart of his message wou^ have been 
most ieTeeia a. ely accessible if the Outlook Tower had 
continued to ffuncim aa a linghg civic s aao o aaoory ataner 
than a tourist cmmc-ahrw.
works do not coherm.
To rmcrvno the message of Patrick Geddes is the job of
academic interpreters, since Geddes' numerruu published 
H i h l tt lo r voiC^ in g oh d his
v 1 ve!h » engaging andconnv ration (where oecroted) is
iotm^lihmot: his formaa writing is n^^^•angnlt of anceuu and
amorphous. Not in hhi ppUlluhen wriaigus saail wn snnk
Geddes; ih wh requiem logenmeatr we sIi a 1 1 hn vt to look
about us. And we uhai l find that thn father of the
international prophet is, in Hugh aacOiaomid's roods, a
Corphmt of Scotland unsung in his homelaod.
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